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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Volume Number 66
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Holland, Michigan, Thursday, March 4, 1937
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Was

News Items Taken From the Files of
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

Rather Tame;

Mayor Richard Cook was reApril Election elected
Mayor of Grand Haven over
Wally Clark by a vote of 1179

KALKMAN SUCCEEDS IN GETTTING BUYING OF TANNERY

HoDand, the Town

3300 Votes Cast

and Fifteen Years Ago Today

The National

WHERE HAS THE
"BOSSIE"

Guards Guests
Of Citizens

to

GONE?

Grand Haven
Murder Trial

While Corneil Gemmen of Allegan was wending his way towards
a packing house in Grand Rapids
the other day, he was bent on de-

Nearly Closes

FIFTY YEARS AGO
thought the fingershad to be amBOYS WHO WENT TO FLINT livering two calvea there. The veals,
Several horse runaways and dog putated, but it seems now they will
MILES WILL HOLD
WERE DINED AND LAUDED very much alive, of course, were JUDGE
fights have been the exciting e- be saved.
COURT
THURSDAY NIGHT
PROPERTY ON BALLOT
AGAIN AT APRIL ELECTION Vente on Main Street the past week.
• » •
loaded in the rack of the Gemmen
In Holland Township in the race
TO FINISH TESTIMONY
Short Talks and Music Featured
for justice of peace, Nicholas Hofftruck. One of the calves Mr. GemThe usual crowd gathered.
The Holland Sugar Company
Conmittee Favors Bringing:Mun- man, who now holds the office, re- Simon Kleyn, For Many Years on
the Program
men was taking to town from a
Expect Case to Go U the Jury
• • •
the Board of Public Works, Is
paid to the farmers in this vicinity
ipal Judge Question To the People ceived a vote of 309 to gain the
neighbor’s barnyard.
Mrs. Van Olinda is having eigh- $400,000 and 11 millions pounds of
SonetiMe Today, Friday
Replaced by Abel Smeenge
Holland demonstrated its apprenomination.When he completes
Upon
arriving
in
the
"big
city"
ty thousand temperance tracts sugar were extracted from beets ciation to Company "D”, 126th InTwo Holland Men
his
current
term.
Mr.
Hoffman
at the packing house Gemmen’s
Alderman "Casey” Kalkman was
On Jury
The Primary Election, held Mon- printed in the Holland language for in the local factory since'October.fantry last Monday evening in the
eyes "popped" open when he found
a happy man last night when he will have served 28 years as justice day, was rather a tame affair con- distribution before the coming
• • •
Warm
Friend
Tavern
in
honor
of
one calf where two ought to be. We
succeeded, through petition,con- of peace of Holland township. The sidering the many candidates in spring electionwhen the question
The trial of Charles R. Guerber,
Two rooms in the eighth grade service rendered in the recent know of men who see double at
taining 960 names, to have present- vote for this office follows: Hoff- the field for different offices. There will be submitted to Michigan vot24, former fireman on the U.S. cutFlint
strike.
The
local
Chamber
of
in the Central Buildingof our pubman,
309;
Cecil
C.
White,
231;
Bert
times,
but
this
was
not
Cornell’s
ed to the voters in the April elecwere fifteencandidates alone for ers. Note:— Mrs. Van Olinda was lis schools were closed because one Commerce sponsored the banquet
ter, Escanaba,charged with the
trouble for he saw only half as
tion a proposal buying the tannery Wiersma, 198.
treasurer,five for police commis- a fine old lady. Her old home is of the pupils came down with the for approximately 160 guards and
murder of Arthur Van Hall of
* • «
much as he ought to see.
site on West 8th Street for 116,sioner, three for Justice of the still standing although quite delap- measles.
Grand Haven, December 20, 1986
townspeople.
Albert Hyma, able supervisorof
Anyway,
the calf was not there
000.
idated.
It
is
on
the
Southeast
cor• • •
Peace, two for Board of Public
The meeting was called at 6:30 and is still missing. Gemmen re- at Bob'i Restaurant and beer hall
Holland township, was again elecMr. Kalkman proposes many ted. Mr. Hyma receiveda majority Works, several wards had two or ner of 11th Street and Columbia
at the county seat, haa been progafter every Chamber of Commerce
traced his route over the snow
ways in which the south side prop- of 221 votes. The vote follows:Hy- more aldermanic candidates in the Avenue, across from Hope Campus. The followingreal estate deal was representativehad selected some
ressing rapidly for the past three
along
M-50
but
not
a
"hair
nor
Years ago she kept many student closed in Zeeland lately. Cornelius
erty. which is held at $13,000, can
field, and there were even contests
days
before Judge Fred T. Miles,
guard
to
chaperone
for
the
evening.
ma, 484; John L. Volkers, from
hide", or trace or track was to be
be utilized. He proposes a band near Zeeland, 263.
for constable jobs. The assessor's boarders and a sweeter woman it Speelman of Hudsonville sold fif- As the banqueters entered the dinwho is presiding at the Ottawa
found
of
the
calf.
It
is
doubtful
if
would
be
hard
to
find.
She
was
a
teen acres of muck land for $5 000 ing hall, the remnant of Holland’s
shell for band concertsand wants
officealso brought out two candiCounty Court House.
* * •
the young veal will ever be found,
devout Christianwoman and taught and bought 25 acres of land of H.
to have the hill terracedup to 9th
Prosecutor John R. Dethmers of
To suceed Tony Groeneveld, of dates, which proved to be rather a Sunday School classesin different Klunder for $6,400. John Wiersing first fife and drum corps, fifty years since veal stew is today a very popStreet for seaiiriK purposes. Part
one-sidedfight with the old assesHolland, in opening his statement,
old, under leadershipof Bin Mul- ular dish.
Holland,Ottawa County undersherof the ground would be held for iff, Capt. Henry Fase, well known sor, Peter Van Ark, distancing churches nearly up to the time of of Holland, local real estate man. der. played martial music. Those
Gemmen has a tale that he can explained the charges which cona community hall, and until this Grand Haven commercial fisherman, Preston Manting. In all, there were her death more than a quarter of made the deal. We say it's some participating were Corneil Dalman, tell to his grandchildren,and work tain the words, "kill and murder."
a
century
ago.
Always
kind
spokprice for land. Note: That was in
is brought about, it can be used for
has been named parole officer of 3,308 votes cast, less than half of en, she would often be aroused over the celery district and we under- George Dalman, Ed Steffens,Pe- out an example for them, namely, He said in terms of law, "murder"
included both first and second dea community recreationfield and this county by Gov. Frank Murphy. the registeredvote.
ter Steggerda and Mr. Mulder.
that one calf times one calf is one
the liquor questionand the evils of stand that this land today is held
gree and that "kill” included manseveral other uses that might come
Flags were draped along the calf.
Groeneveld is now in the sheriff’s The charter amendment, as this drink.
at even a higher figure.
up as time goes on.
relates to reductionin the percentslaughter.Mr. Dethmers stated
walls of the room, and small Amdepartment.
• » •
• • •
age of tax collection rates, carried
• * »
erican flags decorated the salad at Vf WtVf Vf f V4fV4vvf VfYtVy that the prosecutionwill draw its
North of the street there are a
Dr.
A.
Nyland,
while
driving
own conclusionand state its own
The Ix)kker-RutgersCo. has in- each plate. After thirty seconds of
block of lots also belonging to the
Jack Spangleris now a "full nearly three to one. The different with his buggy from Grand Rapids
"CAPPY" CAPPON TO APPEAR position as to which defcree the
tannery which could be turned into fledged” constableat Grand Haven. tabulationsand resultsof election to Holland, and while crossing the creased its capital stock from $20,- silent prayer, a superb meal was
000 to $50,000. Note: — That was provided by Landlord Lillard and AT LION’S VICTORY DINNER jury will be asked to render a vera parking site or could be used for He defeated Wm. Boeve, formerly > follow below:
• • •
Chicago and West Michigantrack 25 years ago. Mr. Rutgers has long
dict on,
his staff. A lively song service was
manufacturing.
from Holland, on the sheriff staff.
between Zeeland and Holland, was since passed away, and Jack LokTOTAL
NUMBER
OF
VOTES
Mr. Dethmers recited the events
led
by
Jerry
Houting,
accompanIt was evident that many of the Spangler was a candidatefor sherThe Lion’s Club are sponsoring of the case, which have beea fully
struck by a "fast train.” Dr. Ny- ker. with his faithful staff, are still
CAST ONLY HALF
ied at the piano by Gerard Hanaldermenwere not exactly in fa- iff at the fall primaries.The vote
a victory dinner for the Hope Colland said he was bundled up snug
printed before in detail in the HolOF REGISTERED
selling clothingat the old stand.
chett. Major Henry Geerds, chairvor of buying this property, but stood 304 to 208.
lege basket ball team, who won
in his buggy and did not see or
* t •
land City News, with all its grue• • •
man
for the evening, requestedthat
they went on record as being willsignal honors during the past some sidelights. Arthur Van Hall,
hear the train until it had passed
"Solidarity Forever"and "Sweet
John H. Helder, incumbent, was
ing to submit it to the people, conThe total number of votes cagt and he found himself laying on the
The Macatawa life saving sta- Adeline" be omitted from the re- week, being state champions of the slashed with a knife so severely
sidering that 950 had signed their nominated township treasurer of in the city Monday was 3,308. The frozen ground in the wreck of his tion will open the season April 1.
M.I.A.A.
that the cut nearly disemboweled
names to the petition asking that Holland township, by a large plur- registeredvote in Holland is near- vehicle. The engine, in crossing, after being closed the entire win- potoire, since these songs were
The dinner will be (served at him, died from the results in Hatheard
rather
often
in
Flint.
it be submitted.The aldermen felt ality. This vote follows: Helder, ly 7,000. The votes by wards Mon- struck the rear wheel of his rig ter. The following is the crew:
By popular, loud-voiceddemand. Hope Church parlors next week ton hospital on December 21.
that at the April election it was 519; Bernard Lemmen, 176; Sher- day was as follows:
and turned it over. The doctor was John Van Regenmorter. George H.
Ed Van Hall, a brother, who was
Mickey
De Bidder,Jerry Houting, Wednesday at 6:30 p. m. Earnest
man
De
Vries,
52;
blank
ballots,
3.
up to the voters to use their judg1st Ward, 595; 2nd Ward, 148; much concerned when he realized Souter, Frank J. Bertsch, Martin
De Gay, Judge Advocate of the also in the melee, was dangerous• • •
and
Sergeant
“Peenie”
Rowan
prement, and vote accordingly.
3rd Ward. 442; 4th Ward, 592; 5th what a fate he had so narrowly es- Telgard. Arthur Homing. Herbert
M.I.A.A. will be present,and the
sented a three-man concert. FolGrand Haven has an entire block Ward, 1st Prec., 434; 5th Ward, caped.
Placing the proposal on the balVan Noord. Number seven has not lowing this number. Mickey gave highlight naturallywill be our own
projects. There 2nd Prec., 411; 6th Ward, 686.
lot does not mean that the alder- devoted to
vet been appointed. Note:— Of all
"Cappy” Cappon, assistantathlet• • •
* • »
an exact imiUtion of the celebrated
men are legally bound to bond must be nearly a million dollars
NightwatchmanCharles Odell re- those in charge, Herbert Van Noord referee. Joe Humphries, announcing ic directorand coach of the bas- | Accused of
worth
adding
the
new
hospital
votthe city for $16,000 with which to
CITY CLERK PETERSON
ket ball team at Michigan,Ann Arports that the merchants of the is the only one remaining.
a prize fight. An interludeof mupurchase that property. The vote ed for last Monday. The old Con• • •
bor.
city are refusing to pay him his
ELECTED
WITHOUT
sic,
furnished
bv
the
Mokma
orat best will be only a straw vote gregationalChurch site on Wash
weekly stipend for his services
"Cappy", it will be remembered,
Professor John E. Kuizcnga of chestra,followed.
and whether that straw vote can be ington Ave., will be the place for
watching the stores and entering Hope College Was chosen as a
• • •
Major N. A. Bush's entry at this was Holland’sathletic star in most
legalized as a basis for bonding the new hospital. The new City
the alley to prevent "break-ins."
He member of the Police Board by the point in the program brought forth every game, whether that be footis altogether a legal matter that Hall, new Police Headquarters and
There are several candidateswho will have to discontinue his all- Common Council. Henry Geerlings
ball, basket ball or baseball;and
a hearty round of applause.
must conform with the City Char- now the Hospital are within a had no opposition,and for that night patrol. Note:— The town
the best
the
was first chosen but was forced to
Mayor Henry Geerlings present- he
ter and the state law.
stone's throw of the County Court reason practically got all the votes.
Marshallwas the only guardian declinebecause of other business, ed the first address of the evening, football lineup when he was a
The motion was made by Aider- House. The matter, as to site, was The first is Oscar Peterson. City of the law in Holland during the
student at Ann Arbor. At that
man Kalkman to place it on the voted on at Monday's election and Clerk; Elbern Parsons, City At- day and early evening and the so they decided upon brotherin-lawstressing the sacrificeof the guards time
he was given a dinner in BolKuizenga.
in
giving
so
unstintingly
of
their
carried.
ballot and was supported by Altorney; Dr. William M. Tappan, “night watch" was hired by the
and Coach Yost the principal
• • *
•
•
•
service
in
Flint.
He
conveyed
the
derman Drinkwater also of the secHealth Officer.
merchants, each paying a half dolRuben Tromp has opened a place congratulationsof the city to the speaker, presented him with a fine
There were no primariesin Park
ond ward. The alderman concurred
All these men were automatically lar a month. Some police force,
of business over the Nies Hard- men. “Tell them while they live, if gold watch. The dinner was held
in the motion that most of them or Fillmore townships since there elected for two years. Mr. Peter- we say.
ware Store. He will paint show vou appreciate them,” he said us at the Woman’s LiteraryClub.
* • »
stipulatedthat they voted favor- was only one candidate for each son has been a very able clerk for
Friends of the Lion’s Club and
cards and do sign painting. Note: he concluded his address.
able since they want to recognize officeto fill.
a number of years and Att Parof Hope College may obtain tickets
* • •
Joe
Kramer,
President
of
the
Holland
witnessed
the
most
unThe
business
today
is
conducted
on
the wishes of nearly 1,000 people.
sons and Dr. Tappan have also
usual storm, in fact, it never oc- River Ave. and is called the City Chamber of Commerce, confidedto at the Peoples’ State Bank or at
For board of review of Holland made able officials.
The second proposal to be placed
cured before that anyone knows Sign Company, with Adrian Klaa- the group that it was Major Geerd's the Superior Cigar Store.
upon the ballot will be another township, Henry Siersma received
• • *
of. A cold blizzard was raging and sen as the head. "Rube” started ambition to be a colonel some day,
charter amendment, which in sub- 434 votes to his opponent’s, Frank
SIMON KLEYN DEat the same time a thunder and in long before the advent of the and ride on a white horse. The
stance means that several articles Van Dyke, 274 votes.
Funeral rites for Miss Mary
• • •
of the sections, at least fourteen
FEATED BY SMEENGE lightning storm was in progress. beautifulneon sign of which the sound car, seized by the guards, Birkhoff, former residentof Hol•
•
•
•
»
9
should
have
been
presented
to
Mr.
present company makes a specialof them, will be repealed abolishing
A tie resulted in the race for
land, who died Wednesday at tba
CHARLES GUERBER
the offices of Justice of the Peace, constable with George Beukema
Lyceum Opera House will show ty. It might be interesting to know Connelly, he jokingly insisted. home of her niece, Mrs. Dorothy S.
There was one surprisewhen Siof which there are several in the and Adrian Veele in Holland town- mon Kleyn, a veteran member of two plays during the next ten that “Rube” Tromp's first job was Since Marcus made such a brilliant Powers, in Chicago, will be held,
city, and to correlate this work by ship, each receiving650 votes. Pet- the Board of Public Works, and days. That is quite a number con- done for his landlord.John Nies, record in M.I.A.A.competition,Mr. Friday, at 11a. m. in Hope church
providing one municipal judge, who er Bareman received 13 votes and one of the best statisticians Holland sideringthat road shows have been and this aluminum lettering, twen- Kramer assured the group that where Miss Birkhoff was a member ly but less seriouslystabbed.Tbe
will do the work all the justices Jacob Geerts, 6. A wise thing is has ever had on that Board, was booked about one each month. The py-five years later, is still intact. Hinga will insist that all his play- for more than a score of years. Dr. whole fracas started when Charles
are now doing.
to pull straws and make quick defeated by Abel Smeenge, local presentation will be, "Over the John Nies has passed away long ers join the National Guards next Thomas W. Davidson will officiate R, Guerber slapped the face of a
year.
The ballot provides that this work of it.
contractor,who, we will admit, is Hills to the Poor House", a very since. Supervisor.Ray Nies and a
and the consistory of the church girl who was sittingnear where
• • •
judge can be paid all the way from
sad and gripping play and. "Three son "Bill" Nies are now conduct- Vaudie Vandenberg. Presidentof will act as pall-bearers.Burial Guerber was sitting with two othalso really able.
the
Rotary
Club,
was
next
introing
the
hardware
store.
"Rube”
$2,000 to $4,000 at the discretion
Of the 2,260 registeredvotes in
Mr. Kleyn has been on the board Widows”, said to be a comedy filled
will be in Pilgrim Home cemetery. er girls.
of the Common Council. For the Holland township, only 750 cast for a long period of time and un- with laughter. Note:— A laughless and "Mrs. Rube" are today rais- duced to the group, and credit was Preceding the services in Hope
Anyway, this case started Tuespresent it was explained by El- ballots, showing a percentage of doubtedly his colleagueswill regret comedy would be paradoxicaleven ing pheasants on the North side.
church, friends may view the body day and Howard Pent of Grand
(Continued on page 4)
bem Parsons that a judge alone approximately .333.
his going. Mr. Kleyn received 1440 60 years ago and a Poor House
at the Nibbelink-Noticr chapel. Haven, was appointed by Judge
could handle the work and the AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
and Mr. Smeenge 1608, and is there- without sadness would be a rare FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY
Miss Birkhoff was a daughter of Miles to defend Guerber. The courtjudges salary, outaide of incidental
thing, especially in the olden days.
fore elected.
TULIPS AND INDUSTRY WILL George Birkhoff,Sr., for many room has been filled to capacity
expenses, would be the only exThe vote stood as follows: Kleyn, Today we call them Infirmaries, to
years
building contractor and ever since the jury was called, ul
VIE AT FESTIVAL
Henry Wilson of the Model Drug
pense.
f f fWyTVVVyTTTTyVTTVVTTV1st ward. 273; 2nd ward, 53; 3rd take the “sting" off. By the way,
real estate dealer in Chicago where seats being occupied and spectaStore saw the first Robin Monday
There is a courtroom over the
Mayor Geerlings opened the ward, 208; 4th ward, 284; 5th ward, how our entertainment has increas- near his home on East 10th St. When the curtain rises on Hol- he settled very early in the history tors are lined up along the walls
police department, even now used meeting with prayer.
1st (Prec. 186; 5th ward, 2nd Prec., ed! Six shows daily, scores of
of Chicago after it had reached its and find standing room on window
• • •
by justices, which would be headhome talents, lecture courses, style Henry says he “wasn’t seeing land’s Ninth Annual Tulip Festi- first period of growth.
155; 6th ward, 265; Total, 1440.
sills and even in the court enclosthings” either.
val, which will be held May 15th to
quarters for this municipal judge
Mayor Geerlings asked that the
Smeenge: 1st ward, 272; 2nd shows, basket ball games, a couple
ure. While a few Holland specta23rd, one of the attractionswill be
should the people at the polls vote Common Council look into the nec- ward, 83; 3rd ward, 195; 4th ward, of banquets each week, etc., etc.,
tors are present the majority of
Another
candidate
for
Mayor
has
a
"Made
in
Holland”
exhibition.
for such an arrangement. The ques- essity of a light on M-21 at the 256 ; 6th ward, 1st Prec., 213; 5th and if we have any time left, we
them are from Grand Haven,
appeared
making
the
total
number
Forty
of
Holland’s
manufacturers
tion was asked whether the ex- turn on East 8th Street, near Van- ward. 2nd Prec., 225; 6th ward, 364; roll around in a motor car, take
Spring Lake and Ferrysburg. Two
four in all. The newest additionto will display the products of their
pense of a judge would be more den Berg Oil Co. The darkness will Total, 1608.
in a dance or show elsewhere,and
men who are jurors from Holland
the
list
is
Harry
Bontekoe,
emplants
and
the
handiwork
of
*
•
*
than the amount paid to the differ- lead to an accident, he contended.
then to bed; get up half baked and
are, namely, Peter G. Wiersma and
Dutch
craftsmen.
ployed
at
the
Donnelly-Kelly
Glass
ent Justicesof the Peace, collec- Aldermen stated that this was a PETER VAN ARK WAS EASY do it all over again and again— a
William J.
v
Co. Petitionsare being circulated
This type of attractionwas pretively, who are now in office.
Holland township( matter.. Mr.
WINNER FOR ASSESSOR marathondid you say?
Sam Ennenga,Grand Rapids, a
and
a
petition
can
also
be
found
sented
two
years
ago
and
47,000
Someone had looked up the fig- Geerlings told the light committee
• • •
former resident in Grand Haven,
• • •
at the Superior Cigar Store.
persons visited it. Many of the
ures of the amounts received by to confer with township authorities
The militarycompany of this city
The present assessor,Peter Van
was the first witnesscalled. He de•
•
•
leading
manufacturers
are
now
reall the Justices during the past to have a light placed there im- Ark, was elected by the largest known as the Holland Guards have
On March 15, 16. 17 and 18. the scribed the events leading up to
questing
its
repetition.
Holland’s
The
following
postal
card
was
reyear and this amount was approx- mediately. He said both city and vote of any candidateon the ticket just held an election which resulted
forty factories produce a wide line graduating class of Holland High the fight at the restaurant saying
imately $3,000.
township are interestedor should having opposition. He defeated as follows: Captain, Peter Moes; ceived from John Arendsborst who
he had come to Grand Haven from
of
interestingproducts.Furniture, School will present a four-act comThe change in the Charter also be to avoid accidents.
Preston Manting by a vote of 2,- first lieutenant, John Kramer; sec- with several friends, is making a
Grand Rapids with |fr. and Mrs.
furnaces and foodstuffs lead the edy, "A Tailor-Made'MarY’-the
• • •
tour
of
Florida:—
"Dear
Ben:—
provides that as the city grows
322 to 701. It surely was a compli- ond lieutenant, John Pieters; first
Edward Van Hall and their son,
procession.While Holland has a twentiethannual senior class play.
We
arrived
here
this
morning
and work piles up that the ComAlderman Kalkman demanded ment of confidence to Mr. Van Ark. sergeant, Samuel Habing; second
The
tradition of the senior class Kenneth, to visit with their several
large
conventional
shoe
manufacmon Council can hire an assistant that the Godfrey property,so call- The vote by wards is as follows: sergeant,Jacob Lokker; third ser- safe. — Dick Boter, Abel Smeeng,
families. Arthur Van Hall was not
turing plant, it also has the only play was establishedat the local
for the judge, or rather a court of- ed, located on College Ave. and
Van Ark: 1st ward, 409 ; 2nd geant, J. Van Tongeren; fourth Bert Slagh, John Van Tatenhove, wooden shoe (klompen)factory in school in 1916, when the late Miss at home so the partv went to Bob’s
ficer. But, City Att. Parsons Tenth Street be placed in presenta- ward, 100; 3rd ward, 333; 4th ward, sergeant, H. Lucus; fifth sereant, Henry Zweraer, Sam Miller and
Mabel Anthony presented twenty- restaurant where they were told
thought that at this time such an ble shape. It should be leveled and 430; 5th ward, 1st prec., 309 ; 5th Henry Koningsberg; sixth ser- myself. It was a delightfultrip the country. These shoes are carveight members of the class of that he could be found.
expenditure would not be necessary cleaned up. the alderman declared. ward, 2nd prec., 290; 6th ward, 451; geant, John Vander Haar. The cor- with weather ideal. We have al- ed by hand from bass wood. One
Heard Arguing
of the klompen makers (wooden year in "Ingomar." The success of
and that the judge, whoever that Aldermen were in doubt as to their Total, 2322.
porals are Albert C. Keppel, J. B. ready visited Jacksonvilleand we
After they had been in the place
the play prompted the annual preshoe
makers),
Gerrit
Ten
Brink,
might be, electedfor six years ac- power and asked City Attorney
Manting: 1st ward, 135; 2nd Smith, A. Steggerda, John Benja- are now going to Orlando, called
sentationof a play by each grad- a short time. Mr. Ennenga said he
cording to the change in the char- Parsons for advice. He said that ward, 36; 3rd ward, 92; 4th ward, minse, Gerard Cook, Gunder An- the Venice of Florida.”Note:— began his career in The Netherheard arguing at a booth nearby
ter, could handle his office alone the city had power only should 124; 6th ward, 1st prec., 102; 5th derson, John Meerman, Herman We are glad to relate that John lands at the age of fifteen. He is uating class.
Under Miss Anthony’s direction but did not hear what was said.
now
sixty-twoyears of age and has
returned
safely.
without extra expense.
there be a fire hazzard or unsani- ward, 2nd prec., 101; 6th ward, 111; Rosin. The company is growing
He later testifiedthat he saw
• • •
produced approximately sixty thou- fifteen plays were presentedfor the
The matter came up to the coun- tary conditionsthere.
and drills three evenings each
Guerber slap Miss Marjorie Carter.
Total, 701.
public.
These
were
"Our
Mutual
sand
pairs
during
his
lifetime,
• • t
cil after a committee composed of
week. Note: Of this number 11
• • •
Ennenga testified that both he
W'hile harnessing his horses in
which required two hundred cords Friend” in 1917, "The Rivals" in
Alderman George Damson, Ben
Mayor Geerlings appointed Hen- KETEL AND STEKETEE GO ON have passed away. Captain Peter the barn of his brother at West Oland Van Hall struck Guerber and
1918,
"Contrary
Mary"
in
1919,
of wood. The estimated life of a
Steffens and Henry Prins, who had ry Prins. Frank Smith and C. KalkMoes, who later trained the Hol- ive, Frank A. Bedell dropped dead
APRIL BALLOT
pair of these shoes is ten years. "Her Husband’s Wife" in 1920,
been appointd by the Mayor some man to canvass the vote of last
land Martial Band, is still living. as the result of heart failure.
(Continued on Page 4)
• • •
The average daily mileage of the "Mary Jane’s Pa” in 1921. "Peg
o
• • •
weeks ago, had investigated the fea- Monday, which they did and found
He
was
a born soldier and despite
There were five candidates for
type
of
worker
who
wears
them
is O’ My Heart” in 1922. "Daddy Long
sibility of changing over from jus- correct.
his age he still has that military
MARCH
CAME
IN LIKE A LAMB
the Board of Police and Fire ComA later issue states that Har- ten miles. The total mileage cov- Legs” in 1923, "Pollyana” in 1924.
tices to one judge. Alderman Dam• • •
bearing and rapid stride. Henry
missionersfor a term of five years.
ry Bontekoe is not in the race for ered by sixty thousand pairs of "To the Ladies" in 1925, “Kempy”
son, chairman of the committee, toKoningsburg
later
was
graduated
Preceding last night’s meeting of Henry Ketel, present chairman of
Well March entered like a lamb
Mayor and he has withdrawn. shoes would be two billion, one in 1926, “Bab” in 1927, "The Adgether with City Att. Parsons, who common council, three members of
from West Point but has been There
the Board received 877. Comelis
are but three candidates hundred ninety million miles.
mirable Crichton” in 1928, ‘Mere- and if we are to believe weather
went into the legal phases, recom- the park and cemetery board, Ben
dead for at least 30 years. John left: E. P. Qtephan, Nicodemus
The "Made in Holland" exhibi- ly Mary Ann” in 1929, "Too Many predictionsof that nature, it will
mended that the report of the com- Brouwer, George Moomey and Her- Steketee,former patrolman and Pieterswas the oldest son of Rev.
sheriff, received the highest numBosch, Herman Van Tongeren.
tion
will be held in the Temple at Crooks" in 1930. Miss Anthony was go out like a lion. However, it matmittee be adopted and the question man De Neut met informally
Roelf Pieters, who followed Doctor
ber of votes, 1052. Mr. Ketel and
• • »
19 West Tenth Street. The use of assisted with the plays of 1929 and ters little what it does, it can never
be given to the voters to decide with the aldermen in the ofVan Raalte as pastor in the “Big
Mr. Steketee will have to try conSaturday evening Chester Van
fine building is made possible 1930 by Mrs. Edward Donivan, who average up the spring and sumnext April. The report was given fice
City Clerk Oscar clusions again at the April election. Pillar Church.” Dr. Albertus Pie- Tongeren.son of Mr. and Mrs. the
mer weather Holland has enjoyed
by
the
courtesy of the owners. was then Miss LucilleLindsley.
the support of Alderman Frank Peterson for a discussionof the
ters is his brother. Gerard Cook
practicallyall winter. It waa alThe
result by wards will be found
Herman
Van
Tongeren, East 14th Michigan Trust Company,of Grand
After
the
death
of
Miss
Anthony
passed away only a few weeks ago.
Smith. When the matter was put proposed budget for 1937 and 1988.
most "snowless” and a great deal
on
tabulated statements.
Street, was wed to Miss Mae Koop Rapids.
on
December
28,
1930,
Mrs.
Doniup to a vote all “citv fathers”con- However,no action was taken by
John Merman was killed in an auto
of Chicago. The young man is ascan capably carried on the work of of the time lawns were green. The
accident with several others at Agcurred except Art Drinkwater and tbe board. At a meeting of the park
the annual senior play, which by “ground hog” failed to live up to
“Casey" Kalkman of tho second and cemetery board, Tuesday night, SEVERAL ALDERMANIC CAN- new at the U.S.-31 and M-50 in- sociatedwith his father in the ci- GEERDS DELIVERS TALK
gar
business. Chester is a well
BEFORE
ZEELAND
GROUP
this time had become almost a the adage. Now we will see what
DIDATES
WON.
SOME
WITHward. When they saw how unani- the budget was given its first
tersectionsome five years ago.
known
athlete
and
has
starred
on
AT
THE
CLUB
LUNCHEON
public
institution. Under Mrs. Don- March has to say. Officialspring is
OUT
OPPOSITION
mous the vote was, they asked to consideration.Other routine busiHerman Rosin was one of the early
several local basket ball teams. For
ivan’s
direction
were presented the due two weeks from Sunday.
Twenty-eight Zeeland Rotarians,
poolroom proprietors, conducting a
change their vote to the majori- ness matters were consideredat the
• * «
three
years
he
was
center
on
the
plays,
"The
Whole
Town’s Talkjust one hundred per cent of the
In the aldermanic race, five of large parlor in a frame building
ty.
Tuesday meeting.
VAN WAGONER WANTS TO BE
• • *
Alderman John Vogelzang spoke
the six aldermen were elected. where the Du Saar Photo Shop is fast Hope College team. He was in Rotary Club of Zeeland member- ing" in 1931, "Martha By the Day”
A HOLLANDER
the
service
fourteen
months
durin
1932.
‘The
Family
Upstairs”
in
ship,
listened
to
a
very
interesting
now
located.
John
Kramer
was
a
The only ward where there ii to
on the proposed change and sug- "KENT FOUR” TO PRESENT
ing
the
World
War
as
a
member
1933,
"Shavings”
in
1934.
“The
talk
at
the
club
luncheon,
Tuesday
Civil
War
officer,
veteran
and
gested a public meeting so voters
At Warm Friend Tavern, MurPROGRAM HERE be a "run-off’ at the electionis
between John Vogelsang, the pres- father of Otto P. Kramer, local of the 8th Division Motor Supply noon, given by Major Henry Geerds Goose Hangs High” in 1935 and ray D. Van Wagoner, State Highcould become better informed.Maytrain.
The
happy
couple
will
make
"Nothing
But
the
Truth”
in
1936.
of Holland, who told of his experiOn Thursdayevening, March 11, ent alderman, and William Deur, banker. "Sam” Habing, Jake Lokor Geerlings stated that this had
way Commissioner, was "joshed”
The play this year was chosen plenty for his Dutch name. Alker, A1 Keppel, A. Steggerda we their home in this city. The mar- ences while on duty with the Nat’l
already been arranged for and he the "Kent Four”, a well known a runnet-up.
Vogelzang had 266 votes andDeur still have with us. John Benjamine, riage took place at the home of Guards at Flint during the "sit- in accord with the policy establish- though his vocabulary is limited, a
also stated that the local newspa- quartet from Grand Rapids, will
pers would give full publicity to all present a sacred program in the had 176. Those not having 25% once a local shoe dealer, is still the bride’s parents in Chicago. down strike" at the General Mo- ed by Miss Anthony and continued representativeof the News transangles, which they will and have. Prospect Park ChristianReformed of the total vote cast are Henry living and visits his home town Note:— “Chet” has made some fine tora Company planta in that city. by Mrs. Donivan. It is a play which lated his cognomen,stating that
stridesin a business way and it
the patrons of the senior plays will Murray was very much English,
C. Steketee, 159; Hine Vender Heu- often.
Alderman Henry Prins stated Church.
took "houten klompen” to make HOLLAND MAN INJURED AT find highly entertaining."A Tail- but Van Wagoner was very much
The members of the quartet are vel, 76. Deur and Vogelsang will
that there are some points that he
The Holland Martial Band or- these strides upward. The Dutch
or-Made Man” deals with the en- Dqtch, meaning that he came from
ZEELAND
does not understand and he was William Smits, P. Cafcemier,D. go on the April ballot
ganized 50 years ago and was at Novelty Shop makes everything
Gerald Bonzelaar of Holland thusiasm of a young man who finds a wagon-makingfamily. When he
Lem
and
N.
Peterson.
They
will
be
There was quite an upset in the
pleased to know that the informafirst a marching club, drilledby that has a Dutch smack and has
was injured at Zeeland a few days the United States a place of real asked how it was spelled the News
tion would he given that would assisted by Mrs. Jane Prins Door, first ward where the veteran al- Capt Peter Jfoes, who later bemake this new arrangementmore accompanist and Miss Jeane Hen- derman A1 Kleis defeated Jacob came the drum major. While com- wood for the baaic material. Wind- ago when by accidenthe was pin- opportunity.The story of his ad- scribe said, “You must say to your
milla and wooden shoes and Dutch ned between a trailerand a ce- venture is filled with comic and
driksen,reader. The group will Vande Lune who is serving His
clear.
listeners. ‘Mijn naam is Van Wagpany "D” national guards is the
City Att Parsons also read a present an interestingand varied first term. Kleis received 881 ahd best military company Holland gem cracks are saleable through- ment wall while at work. Hia pel- dramatic situations.
oner.’ ” Mr. Van Wagoner took the
out this nation and Canada, and vic bone waa broken and he reThe cast includestwenty-five8iiP and pitced it in hi8 vest poc_
lengthy communicationsent in by program consistingof songs by the Vande Lune, 251.
ever had, it is not the first as the how the Americanabuy them! The
members
of
the
senior
class.
Sixty
ceived
other
injuries.
He
waa
rushA1 comes from an aldermanic above item indicates.
Judge Fred T. Miles in which he quartet, chalk picturesby D. Lem,
ket He did not comment as to what
Tulip Festival also haa aided Mr. ed to Holland hospital,where, it other seniors are engaged with the
comes out favorably for the muni- readings by Miss Hendriksen and family. The late Peter Kleis. his
kind of wagons his ancestorsmade,
• • »
Van
Tongeren’a
enterprise.
Mr.
waa said, he will have to stay for staging and business of the play. whether they were political band
cipal court He gives several rea- an organ solo by Mrs. Prins Door, father, served as alderman for at
TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS
AGO
Van Tongeren is Commander of some time before he is fully re- The entire class is busy with the wagons or the variety nsed ur
sons for his stand on the question, The program, which is sponsor- least a decade. At Kleis, the son,
the American Legion and Mrs. Van
ticket campaign which began Tues- the farm.
TODAY
V >- •
which are given in part here. He ed by the Prospect Senior Girls’ has been an alderman for a numTongeren is prominent in the auxThe man is married and haa two day and will continue throughout Anyway, Murray’s
states that it is quite as important, Society,will begin at 7:45 p. m. ber of years, but was defeated two
iliary of that organization.The children. He lives at 819 West 19th next week.
years ago by Vande Lune. This
speech on his political _
that the person who is to determine
While repairing a farm imple- Dutch Novelty Shop is a busy hive Street He is the son of Mr. and
The play is being directed by land at least, smacked
Work will be started Monday in year Kleis turns the tables.
the right of men and apply the
ment
at the store of Vreeke-Van of industry on North River Ave- Mrs. Harry B. Bonzelaar of East Miss Myra Ten Cate, a member of
Ed Brouwer, former chairman of
The Netherlands, muc
kemedy to which they are legally Fennvilleby ConsumersPower Co.
Hoven, Peter Vreeke received ser- nue. You will notice “Chet" has Saugatuck. Several X-Ray plates the cast of "Kempy.” Ervin Hanmt
*
entitled should be skilledin the in numberingthe houses here. The the Police Board and a legislator
ious injury to three fingers of the to buy his cigars now since the were taken of the injured man to son is assistingwith the business
Ml
-w, just as a city physician or a houses, never numbered before,
right hand. For a time it was family quit making them.
(Continued on Page 2)
fully find out his injuries.
angles of the production.
will be numbered in the future.
(Continued on Pago 4)
1007. Clark was at one time County
Treasurer.
• • •

TWO OF THE FIFTEEN TREASURER CANDIDATES TO TRY
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RESULTS OF TREASURER BATTLE AT PRIMARIES MONDAY
Wards 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5P1 5P2 6th T

Was

Primary

(EiUblished 1872)
Island

NEWS

THE HOLLAND CITY

Two

Rather Tame;

Qua

Mattar at lha
pmt affka at Hailaad. Mick., aadar tka act
•f CastraM. Martk Ird. 1171.

3300 Votes Cast

GUTENBERG

(Continued from page 1)

Thii year marks the 500th anfor four years, was elected aiderniversay of the inventionof print- man of the third ward by a naring from movable type. Honor is row squeak of five votes. He deto be paid to Johannes Gutenberg, feated Albert V. Faaaen. The vote
whose print shop was in the Im- stood: Brouwer, 217; Faasen,212.
The aldermanic candidates who
perial city of Strasbourg.
had no oppositionand consequentSimple as now seems to us the ly are electedare Art Drinkwnter
principle of casting individual type of the second ward, Ben Steffens
letters to be used repeatedly,the of the fourth ward, and Peter Huyof the fifth ward.
world was slow in hitting on the serThe
aldermanic board for the
plan. For two thousand years or coming year will be as follows:
more the thoughts of man had Mayor Henry Geerlings. Henry
been preserved in various primitive Prins, Albert Kleis, Art Drmkwater, “Casey" Kalkman. Martin Ouways and reproductionof the recdemool, Ed Brouwer. George Damords was slow and inaccurate. son, Ben Steffens, Jacob Bultman,
Word-signswere caned in stone, Peter Huyser, Frank Smith, and
baked on the surface of littleclay either John Vogelxang. the present
incumbent or William Deur. whose
bricks,scratched on wax-smeared
vote made him eligible to try contablets and scribbledwith reeds elusions with the present alderman
and quills dipped in perishableink. in the April election.
The ancient classics were copied It will be remembered that Neil
laboriouslyby scribes who for the De Cook did not seek the office
again, so the new face at Cook's
most part were slaves.The manudesk will be Mr. Brouwer.
• • •
acripts of the Bible were written

Mabel J. Peters Gould ........ 143
Henry J. Becksfort ................ 59
John Henry Van Lente ........ N4
Henry S. Bosch ....................
54

Frank Cherven ...................17
Ernest L. Bedell ................43
Delbert A. Fogerty ................ 15
Neil
...........24
Georgia Atwood Mills ......... 20
Jennie S. Jonkman ..............10

DeCook

Thomas Kane .........................
10
Nellie Lokker ......................38
Egbert Bareman ..........34
Jacob F. Van Dyke ............
28
John C. Westrate

....... - ..........

7

8

113
48
48

11

19

41
14

3
6
3
4

12
2

64
89
52
32

60
50
44
73
2
16

8

4

61
23
32
44

31

31

5

11
12

15
24
27

26
35
54

38
18

16
5

4

6

27

1

1

13
14
5
7

118
80
43
35

21
10
37

42
26

8
15
7
1

10

104
168
55
54

9
9
10
101
4
8

RESULTS OF PRIMARIES IN CONTEST OF POLICE
FIRE COMMISSIONERS
Wards

1st

Cornelia Steketee ......... 182
154
Henry Ketel ................
..... 86
James Borr
. 99
Dick Vander Haar
29
J. H. Vander Ven ...........

2nd
34
28
34
26
12

3rd 4th
113 129
148 194
56
92
69 111
25
27

4

643
508
334
278
36

65
34
20

no

66
42

66
34

26

13

—

,

AND

140
118
69

32

877
518
450
164

VOTE AT MONDAY PRIMARY FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
BY

-

-

113
142
145
15
198 8:00 P. M.
16
— o
34
72
FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST
8
108
CHURCH
38 189
54 198
19th St. and Pine Ave.
Dr. Charles F. Fields, Pastor.
8
54
Res. 233 W. 20th St Phone 3923.

5P1 5PJ 6th T
157 280 1052
162
103

and their fondest hopes. To live for which the weary agea had been
Edward Boone and family of the Fillmore last weak.
hoping was true. Jeeue aaaureeue It
Mrs. Bill Overway from East again is too seriousa thing to triPilgrim Tabernacle,Grand Rapida.
fle with. If life were but a mere ie true. On HIi word we may count
Saogatuck,
visited
Mr.
and
Mra.
Mr. Boone will preach each night
flash across this little space of on it And wa muit not fail to tee
and the family will ling and play William Van Slooten of Holland.
this certaintywould have
The Willing Workers will have time He would have been perfect- that
their own aonga. Don't miaa them!
great influenceupon the life we
ly
frank
with
His
companions
and
0
their meeting Tueaday afternoon
now live. It ehould strengthen na
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY insteadof Wedneaday afternoon. laid bare the awful fact He would for the struggle here. It should
Gerald Meiste,aon of Mr. Henry not permit those He loved to be
Warm Friend Tavern.
give ua courage to carry on, knowMeiste of East Saugatuck, is very deceived by any false lights. The
Subject:“MAN.”
ing that the good we do is never
future
life
with
Jesus
was
not
a
ill in the Holland hospital.
Sunday Services,10:30 A. M.
guess,
r\pt a mere speculation. That in vain. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bonrelaar
Sunday School,11:45 A. M.
Wednesday Testimonial Meeting, were visitora of Mr. and Mrs. Ger-

WARDS

SUNDAY
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
Sermon subject: "The Fruits of
the Believer’s Union with the Glorious Christ." Col. 3:1.
11:15 A. M. Bible School. Inteanational Lesson.
3:30 P. M. Boys and Girls service.

6:30 P. M. B.Y.P.U. service. All
young people invited

rit

Tucker and family last week.

Mr. Rev. Van Laar of Prospect
Park church of Holland, talked
about the mission field to the Ladies' Aid and the Young Girla* society last Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kempker and
son, Harold from Muskegon and
Mrs. Fanny Smith from Muskegon
and Mrs. Sue Clark from Detroit,
were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bomelaar and family and Mr.
Geert Kempker Sunday afternoon.

STHE

SUNDAY SCHOOL!
LESSON

MARCH

FOOD
VALUES

Quality Foods

For Family
Food Buyers
of this

iC.THOSASB

IBq

Community

7:30 P. M. Gospel service. Serv&asa&eaesess&zseasssesg
1st
6th T mon by the pastor upon “God’s
Wonder
work
for
a
Sanctified
Peo61b.
Gerrit W.
151
273 1192
March 7, 1937.
Vernon D. Ten
156
241 1152 ple." Joshua 3:5. Special music.
Life IJere and Hereafter Through
bulk
TUESDAY
118 768
Samuel W. Miller ...............263
7:45 P. M. Cottage Prayer Meet- Christ-John14:1-15.
ings. Mr. and Mrs. Russel KuhlHenry Geerlings
w aAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA than $85,000,000of state highway man’s home, 597 Central Ave. OthWhole i
er
places to be announcedat the
have been returned direcThe supreme crisis in our Lord's
Green 1
VAN WAGONER. DEMOCRAT. revenues
lbs.
Church
services Sunday.
tly to the county road commislife had now come. Within twelve
fineet fori
THURSDAY
HEAD
OF
HIGHWAY
DEsions, including $1,000,000 to the
hours He would be on the cross,
over and over by monks and other CONSTABLESARE
cooking
7:45 P. M. Prayer, praise and
Ottawa County road commission,
and within twenty-four hours His
ALL ELECTED • PARTMENT. SPEAKS
religiousscholars and were subtestimony service at the church.
to be spent for the maintenance
body would be resting in the grave
HERE TO 150
• • •
ject to many errors which students
Scripture,1 Cor. 4.
and improvementof local roads.
He was calm in the face of it all.
The
constables
of
the
different TTTTTYTTfTTTTVffff
Purity Brand for
Monday, all day from ten in the
l.ave spent years in correcting.
Mr. Van Wagoner reminded his
But it is little wonder that the diswards who were elected were as folmorning until the close of the evenlbs.
cooking or table
But Gutenberg’s invention
audience
that
his
promise,
made
ciples
were
in
a
state
of
perplexiMurray D. Van Wagoner, seeklows:
ing service a conference on "Evanfour
years
ago
to
reduce
weight
ty.
It
was
written
on
their
faces
brought in a new era. The vast
1st Ward: Marinus Brandt. 396; ing the re-election on the Demouse
gelism" under the auspices of Mintax on their automobiles,had been
It was seen in the questions they
cratic ticket as the State Highway
influenceit has exercised on hu- William Woldring, 171.
isterial Union of the Grand Rapids
carried
out
and
he
expressed
reasked.
They
sensed
difficulty,
man affairs never can be estimated. 2nd Ward: Egbert Beekman.107; Commissioner, arrived in Holland gret that his promise to reduce Association of Regular Baptist though they did not knpw just
Mild Wisconsin
Tuesday aftenoon with Mrs. Van
Lester Van Dree, 41.
Churches at the First Baptist
Revival of learning,extension of
the maintenancecosts bv 25 per
what its nature would be. They
3rd Ward: Fred Galien, 226; Hen- Wagoner, saw a great many of
Church. Lowell.Dr. Chas. F. Fields
lb.
Colby
cent had not been carried out,
could not help seeing that Jewish
education to all classes, rise of ry Siegers. 168.
his friends, had luncheon with sevwill be in charge as president of
only 20 per cent having been the
rulers meant business,and that it
democracy and vast improvement 4th Ward: Charles Dulyea, 429; eral more at Warm Friend Tavern,
the Union.)
was to be of such a nature that
— o
and then went to the Woman’s reduction due to last winter’s
in the intellectual and social life Henry Kuiper, 122.
heavy snows, which worked
their Master would be the object
5th Ward: William Steketee had LiteraryClub rooms where he
IMMANUEL CHURCH
of all peoples may be traced to it.
hardship on the highway departof their manifold hatred.
qL
no opposition,and consequently is spoke to a gathering of Holland
Servicesin the Armory.
Even at this late hour Jesus did
jar
and Grand Haven people,number- ment in keeping the roads open
elected by 649.
Fresh,
Creamy
for travel.
Dr. J. Stuart Hydanus of the St. not disclose to His apostles the
POLICE WANT POOL AND
6th Ward: Nick Kolean. 349; ing approximately 150. At least
nature
of
the
ordeal
He
was
facing.
Mr.
Van
Wagoner
also
spoke
of
Louis Gospel Center.St. Louis, Mo.,
BOWLING ALLEYS GOVERNED Martin Vander Vliet, 268.
25 frOm Grand Haven motored to
He did not divulge to them how
BY SEPARATE LAW
Holland to participate in the meet- further improvementsand stated will speak at the Immanuel Church
their own hearts would be tormentthat he did not come for self Sunday.
ing.
CHARTER AMENDMENT
(|| tall
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship. ed. What He undertook to do was
Mr. Garrett Heyns, Superinten- aggrandizement, but rather to give
CARRIES BIG
Action was taken Monday afto set their minds on higher things,
an
account
of
his
stewardship.
He
Sermon
“That
Something
within
cans
Sunshine
.
.dent of Holland Christian Schools,
ternoon.by the board of police and
• A •
and especially on the source of their
said further, “These improvementsyou or the Wings of Faith."
The
Charter
amendment
having]
candidate
for
Congress
on
the
fire commissioners at its regular
Rich, Creamy
greatest comfort, in the hope that
includea 40-footpavement of M21
11:30 P. M. Sunday School.
meeting in the city clerk’s office in to do with the reduction and col- Democratic ticket last fall, introthey would not be tried beyond the
at Jenison,more than five miles of
2:30
P.
M.
Childrens
Meeting
the city hall to recommend to the lection fees from 49c to 29c for dpced Mr. Van Wagoner and the
point of endurance. He told them
new pavement on the short cut to in the Armorylb.
ordinance committee of common delinquent taxes and other reduc- other candidates who came with
that no matter what came they were
Muskegon,known as M-128, wide3:00 P. M. Jail Service.
him.
John
D.
Lynch,
Democratic
council that this committee take tions for prolonged delinquency as
can
not
to
be
troubled.
Faith
in
the
Hershey’s
ning of US-16 in the village of
7:30 P. M. Song service and
action with the council to revise set forth in the Holland City Nows nominee for Regent of the UniSpring I^ke, and the new paving special music in charge of Mr. Ken- Father and in Himself would keep
the phase of city’s ordinance,that in a previousissue, carried by near- versityof Michigan, was also one
on US-31 in the city of Holland. neth Lovelady. Sermon by Dr. Hy- them true to the best in all cirgoverns the operationof pool- ly a 3 to 1 vote as the Holland City of the speakers.
cumstances.
Mr. Van Wagoner stated that In addition to this work directly danus "The Cancer of Fear or the
rooms and bowling alleys in Hol- News predicted it would and
Fresh
When Jesus was facing death He
in your county, we have extended Challenge of Life, Death and Eterspecial
stress
was
being
placed
upshould. The following is the taland.
spoke most beautifullyand feelthese improvements into Allegan nity."
Ground
on
the
construction
of
new
highThe proposal of the board will ble:
Come and enjoy the Lord’s bless- ingly about the future life. It was
No ways and thg rebuilding of old so you now have an improved
Yes
be that the words “bowling alleys"
lb.
highway to Saugatuckas well as ing and Christianfellowshipat Im- to the disciples.He addressed these
125
be stricken from the present or- 1st Ward --------. .........370
immortal words touching the many
fine
pavement
to
Hamilton
on
manuel
Church.
51
dinance and that a new ordinance 2nd Ward -------...... ...... 78
mansions in His Father’shouse. He
the way to Allegan,”said the
lb.
111
be drawn up to govern their oper- 3rd Ward ....... - ..........264
JAMESTOWN
knew the storm that would break
sneaker.
126
4th Ward ...................379
Rich
in
Dextrose
.'I
can
ation.
across their souls when He as their
“I do not mention these im98
It was the general opinion of 5-lst Prec. . ..... ..........261
provementsto solicityour vote on
Harriet Van Noord, daughter of Shepherd would be smitten. He
91
the board members that bowling 5-2nd Prec. . .......... „..,280
a pork-barrel basis. I know that Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Van Noord, had knew how keen their suffering
145
435
alleys should be taken from the 6th Ward --------...........
the typical Dutchman is not in- the misfortuneof getting her hand would be when the separation
classificationof a poolroom.
Roman
would come. They had depended
JELLO
747
terested in how much money ha? in the wringer on Monday.
Borden’s
2067
The recommendation made by
upon Him as a child upon a par-0
been
spent.
Rather
he
is
more
inMr.
Nick
Koopman,
who
has
Cleanser
Commissioner Hyma was given supFruit Havers
Carmels
terested in how efficiently was it been seriously ill at his home, was ent. He was their all. When the day
port by CommissionerJohn Don- ELDERLY ZEELAND LADY
awoke
He
was
the
light
of
that
Coupons
spent. I want you to know that moved to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
nelly and the matter passed by a
FRACTURES HIP
day. When night came He was the
what
has
been
expended
has
been
John
Raker
of
Zutphen
although
38ozjarl7c
unanimous vote of the commissionPkg- 5c
ibRedeemed
spent honestly and to the best of somewhat improved is still consid- protection of that night. When trouers.
ble came He was their refuge and
Mrs.
Walter
Vanden
Belt, who
our judgment as representing the erdd in seriouscondition.
The board voted to place Police
retreat. When the mystery of life
resides at 46 West Washingtonst.,
most pressing needs. We have not
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of travel,and also made travel birthday anniversary last Friday, evening. A delicious luncheon was we confess that our imaginations
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easier, quicker,and more safe.
are deeply stirred by the suegesMiss Emma Zagers of Martin, tivenessof this language of Jesus.
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"Thomas H. MacDonald, chief of
Round
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Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Banks were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Henry Hoppen underwentan op- Nieboer and family Sunday evenerationat a Grand Rapids hospital ing.
for the removal of an eye on TuesMr. Gerrit Prins is confined to
day, returning: to his home on Frithe HuirengaMemorial hospital to
day.
Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Meyers of
Hermina Nienhuis from North
Grand Rapids announce the birth of
a son on Saturday, Feb. 27. Mrs. Holland was the week end guest
Meyers before her marriage was of Grethel Schemper.
Albert Knoll and son, Harry,
Miss Marie Vender Molen of this
place. Mrs. Meyers is being- cared were on business in Lansing, Frifor at the home of her parents,Mr. day.
and Mrs. R. Vander Molen.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rouwhorst
Miss Anjrie Brinks spent Thurs- spent Tuesday evening at the
day in Grand Rapids.
home of their brother,Gerrit BarJacob Pater, student at the Moody tels.
Bible Institute at Chicago, is spending a vacation with his parents,

A meeting will be held at the
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Pater, Rena local Township Hall Thursday,

»t the followingmeeting they preparing the annual Appropriawould have a definiterecommen- tion BUI.
dation to make.
Aid. Vogelsang read a communb,
ication to the Council in which he Vande
e Lune.
LAine.
recommended that the name of Thee followin
followingElection Inspectors
CentennialPark be changed to Van were appointed for the March 1st,
Raalte Park in honor of Dr. A. C. 1937, Primary Election:
Van Raalte, the founder of the City
1st Ward — Dick Brandt
of Holland. Aid. Vogelsang stated
2nd Ward— John Woltman.
that he waa simply bringing this
3rd Ward— Peter Brusse.
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to the attentionof the Council at
this time so that they could give
this matter consideration
&a he waa
not asking for immediate action.

Holland, Michigan,
February 17, 1937.

4th Ward— Wm. Lawrence.
5th Ward (1st)— George Deur.
5th Ward (2nd)-BertTlnholt.
6th Ward— Herman Steggerda.
On motion of Aid. Prins.
Resolved that the Polls be open
from 7 A. M. to 6 P. M. on the

HonorableMayor and Common March

1st, 1937,

Primary Election.

Carried.

Council.

Gentlemen:
Adjourned.
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__________
time; there have been comments conditionsof a certain mortgage,
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even a monument of Dr. Van Raal- ecuted by William E. Kuhlman and
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(fan
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te, to be placed in CentennialPark, Martha M. Kuhlman, husband and
Indlrlfael
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Tn-ofortnlutl*
has been suggested and drawings wife, as mortgagors, to Maria
. panaara
were even made to begin a move- Kuhlman and Carl Kuhlman,
was given by Jack Nieboer Jr.,
guitar.
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recorded in the office of the Regisment of that kind.
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The Ladies Aid will meet on lis Timmer, Justin Poll, Hazel Bakcentennial anniversary in 1876, Liber 102 of mortgages on pate
ker, Grethel Schamper, Marie TimThursday afternoon.
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about the one hundredth birthday assigned by an instrument in writJoyce Poll. Music was furnished
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by Miss Hazel Oelen at the piano
held at Philadelphia,and there man and Carl Kuhlman, to Carl
Mrs. Louis Bakker visited with and Mr. Herman Zwier with the
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commemorationsKuhlman and Fannie Kuhlman ,or
relatives in Grand Haven Wednes- violin. Dr. Ralph Ten Have from
r la Ma) is "No-,to. yow artM SacaUUy payroll,la MM (or
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throughout the nation. But, that the survivor of them, and recorded
day.
Grand Haven, entertainedwith
"EXEMPTED SERVICE- INCLUDES:
name has lost its significance. The in the office of the Register of
Tom J. Kraai of Zeeland visited some interestingmotion pictures.
nation is now a century and a half Deeds in Liber 141 of Mortgages on
FARM LABOR, DOMESTIC SERV*
with friends in this vicinity Thurs- Election of officersresultedas folpage 304; and the said Fannie
old.
day.
lows: Jack Nieboer, president: John
ICE, FAMILY
I nm suggesting that the City of Kuhlman having died before the
Wedeveen. Secretary; and Herman
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HOW TO IRON A SHIRT
Raalte Park.” Centennial, I feel, and the said Carl Kuhlman having
on the program committee are Miss
teoAhter ptrt-tiM ti jmltrtUa__________
EMPLOYEES, CERTAIN
out of date, and Van Raalte, died, and said mortgage having
That is going to be the question Henrietta Bakker, Mr. and Mrs.
founder of our beautifulcity, can been assigned by the terms of the
PROFIT ORGANIZATION* SOME
at the White ElectricalStore on Gerrit Groenewoud and Mr. and
never be anything else but appro- will of said Carl Kuhlman to WilEast 8th Street. In the afternoon Mrs. Oliver Banks.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
i pay pwtods to MM snRar a
priate and deserved.I do not ask liam Kuhlman,Marie Kuhlman Ana demonstration of ironing and
electrical innovationswill be given
you to hasten your decision, but derson, and Giace Kuhlman, chilHAMILTON
from 2:00 to 4:00 under the supergive the suggestion thought, and dren of said Carl Kuhlman, Vby the
I Ac* k aay pay parttla MM .
if it meets with general approval, order of the Probate Court of the
vision of the firm’s demonstrator,
The dates for the high school
Mrs. George Banks. Mr. Harry play, entitled “Moon-Shy" by HelI would then further suggest that County of Ottawa, in an order asJohn Can-pan ter. Proprietor
signing the residue of the estate
White, who is in the accessories en A. Monsell, has been set for
you take action accordingly.
of said Carl Kuhlman; and which
and utilities department, will also March 18 and 19. The play is under
Respectfullysubmitted,
said mortgage containsa power of
bfe present and take charge.
John
Vogclzang.
atf aefdraJ, mi M4*A<>2'llr*'1
the direction of Principa1! Charles
sale, now operative, on which there
Tn the evening a group of six White. The cast is as follows: Mara a a
is claimed to be due for principal
Accepted and filed.
young girls are going to be in a gret, a businesswoman, Joyce LehI af CaaractaM an laakj
and interest, the sum of one thoucontest and one of these girls is man; Lora Lee, her best chum,
Communication*from Boards and sand one hundred sixty-one dolto get a five dollar merchandise Joyce Kooiker; Nancy, her next
City Officers
lars and thirty-three cents ($1161.prize and this all depends upon best chum, Pearl Haveman; EsmerDatrolV
33), at the date hereof, and no
how good these little damsels can elda, a man hater, Irene KleinhekThe claims approved by the Hossuit or proceedingat law or in equihandle the electric iron. The one sel; sisters, Pearl Bartels and
tal Board in the sum of $911.40;
who can iron a shirt the best is the Gladys Bultman; Magi, the maid,
brary Board, $289.39; Park A ty having been instituted to recover
one to be given that prize. Three
Cemetery Board, $665.59;Police & the debt securedby said mortgage,
Hilda Rankens; Duke, her burglar
judges have been selectedto pass
Fire Board, $2,631.93;Board of or any part thereof; therefore,
beau. Elwyn Maatman; E. Mortimer
Notice is hereby given, that by viron the work of these juvenile launFILE
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Public Works, $8,897.94, were ordPerkins,Goodness-how-shy, Dontue of the power of sale contained
.dresses.
ered certifiedto the Council for
ald Van Doorink; Paul, John Lenuod-TW*.
A MONTHLY PAYROLL OF *50 OR
Anyway, the public is invited to ters.
payment. (Said claims on file in in said mortgage, and the statutes
both the demonstration in the afClerk’s office for public inspec- in such case made and provided,on
The Woman’s Study Club met
IN AT LEAST THREE (s)
Friday. May 28, 1937,
ternoon and the ironing in the evetion.)
last Thursday evening at the home
at two o’clock in the afternoon of
ning. this week Saturday. The
Allowed.
1936.
of Mrs. Marvin Kooiker. The prosaid day, at the north front door
evening contest will be between 7:Board of Public Works reported
gram was in the form of a debate
iXoflka!
of the Court House, in the City of
00 and 9:00 o’clock, March 6.
the collection of $19,159.88; City
namely: “Country Life is Preferable
Grand Haven, Ottawa County,
Treasurer,$35,951.97 for miscellanto City Life.’’The affirmative side
.WMichigan, that being the place
eous items, $4,871.66 for Fall taxes.
was taken by Miss Josephine Bolks
LUMBER BARGAINS
where the Circuit Court for said
Accepted.
and Mrs. Marvin Kooiker, while
County is held, said mortgage will
Hemlock, Rough or dressed, 2x4, the negative side was upheld by
Clerk
reported
Bonds
and
Cou1 w^«,p«np*1<forp',*i4't»
be foreclosedby a sale at public
2x6, 2x8, 2x10 — $27.
Miss Grace Illg and Mrs. Maurice
pons due in amount of $6,207.93. auction to the highest bidder, of
vtion
Sheating,$27, Shiplap, $27.
Nienhuis. The negative side won.
Ordered paid.
the premises described in said
Boards, rough, $30.
Music was furnished by Miss EveClerk presented communication mortgage, to pay the amount dua
Get our prices on Barn shingles lyn Den Uyl in the form of a piafrom Board of Public Works recom- as aforesaid,and including cotta
and rough Hemlock and white no solo.
EXACTLY
YOU DID
mending the purchase of a used and the attorney fee provided by
pine Bam Boards. Anything you
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker and
1936 portable air compressor from law, and any taxes in arrearswhich
REGISTRATION
REPORT.
LfJfOOffy,
want in Yellow Pine, White Pine Joyce were entertainedat the home
the ContractorsMchy. Co., at a net the assigaees of said mortgage
and Fir lumber at lowest prices. of Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma on
cost of $750.00 plus a trade-in al- may pay before the date of sale,
We deliver anywhere.
lowance of $250.00for an old com- which premises are described in
Wednesday evening.
All Types of Insulation.
pressor.
A double birthday surpriseparty
said mortgage as follows,to-wit:
Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg. Co.
Approved.
was held Tuesday evening at the
THE MICHIGAN ACT INCLUDES
situated in the City of Holland.
200 E. 17th St.
Clerk
presented
communication
home of Miss Helen Sale in honor
County of Ottawa, and State of
Holland, Michigan.
EMPLOYEES
from Board of Public Works pre- Michigan, viz.: That part of Lot
of Hilda Rankens and Doris Ende
senting an estimate of the amount
whose birthday’s occur on the same
numbered twenty-eight (28) in A.
required to operate the M. S. and
FOR SALE— Blood tested, white day. Those presentwere Hilda RanC. Van Raalte’s Addition No. Two,
F.
A.
departments
for
the
next
fiskens,
Doris
Ende,
Joyce
Kooiker,
leghorn roosters. Also baled hay
to the City of Holland, Michigan,
cal year.
and straw. M. Mulder, R. R. No. 3, Genevieve Klomparens,Henrietta
bounded by a line commencing at
THIS FORM MUST BE NOTAWZH)
Referred
to
the
Committee
on
p3t9. Brower, Mary Brink, Lillian Boera point on the south line of Lot
Ways A Means for considerationin
ighter and the hostess and Messrs.
28, eighty-five(85) feet east of
FOR SALE — Modem 7-room house, Roy and Harold Lugteheide, Elthe East margin line of Central
wyn
Maatman,
Gordon
DangreGarage, Chicken Coop. $2100. InAvenue; Running thence east sevOytobarjj
Expires Mar. 20-15290
quire of Gerrit Vande Vusse, 276 mond, Hugh Van Order and JusDO HOT CLAIM 46,000 DEDUCenty-five(75) feet; thence north
4 13# ___
tin Sale. Games were played and
South Maple St.. Zeeland, Mich.
parellel with Central Avenue, one
TION IF ANSWER TO ITEM ‘A*
clt7 refreshments served.
oatA) --STATE OF MICHIGAN
hundred and thirty-two(132) feet;
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Dyke and
The Probate Court for the Coun- thence west seventy-five (75) feet;
IS YES.
FOR SALE
daughter, Esther, were dinner
thence south one hundred and thirty of Ottawa.
Acre lots or less. Located on the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Haakty-two (132) feet, to place of beNortheast side of Holland on the ma on Tuesday evening.
At a sessionof said Court, held
ginning.
Rirer front Beautiful view of
at the Probate Office in the City of
Mr. and Mrs. Varney Bennett of
Dated, March 3, 1937.
Holland. ..Some of the lots are Ludingtonwere week end guests ciety was Harriet Van Doorink and
original motion of Aid. Damson Grand Haven in the said County,
P
William Kuhlman,
beautifully wooded. If you are of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Kool.
from H. J. Karsten, Pres, of Amer- that the services of the dog catch- on the 24th day of February, A.D.,
for the Intermediates,Junior Van
Marie Kuhlman Anderson,
ican
Legion
Band,
calling
attention
thinking of building, here is an
er
be
discontinued
until
such
time
Doorink.
1937.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Kempkers
Grace Kuhlman,
to the Band Concert at the High aa the City provides a suitable
ideal spot large lots, reasonable had as their guests on Friday
Mr. L. Calahan,Mrs. Margret
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa
Assignees of Mortgagees, unSchool on Tuesday evening, Feb. pound.
price. See Ed Scott on the prop evening Mr. and Mrs. Joe Slotman Wentzel and Mr. Howard Lugten
ter, Judge of Probate.
der
the will of Carl Kuhlman,
23,
1937.
The
Band
boys
are
exerty.
The original motion then pre- In the Matter of the Estate of Deceased.
and son Paul, Mr. and Mrs. Donald attended the funeral of Mr. Cala- Holland, Mich., February 17, 193.7
tending a special invitation to the vailed.
Slighter and Mr. and Mrs. John han’s nephew in Lawton, Sunday.
Geesje Lenters. Deceased.
Arthur Van Duron,
The Common Council met in Council members to attend this Aid. De Cook then moved to
Mr. Calahan stayed to spend a few
Kaper.
It appearing to the court that Attorney for Assignees of Mortconcert.
regular
session
and
was
called
to
days
with
Mr.
Dayton
Calahan.
Mrs. George Hewlett and son,
have a committee of 3 appointed to the time for presentationof claims gagees.
Accepted.
Mrs. Kronberg from Paw Paw order by the Mayor.
Georgie,Mrs. H. J. Fisher and Mrs.
find a suitableplace immediately. against said estate should be lim- Holland. Michigan.
Clerk presentedapplication of This was supported by Aid. Prins. ited, and that a time and place be
Merle Palmer visited Mrs. P. H. and Mr. Ernest Kronberg and Miss
Present: Mayor Geerlings,Ads.
Aileen Dangremond visited Mr.
Ed. Zwemer for permission to hold
Mayor appointed as such a com- appointed to receive, examine and
Fisher last Friday.
Prins, Van De Lune, Drinkwater,
Expires May 29
Last Friday evening Mr. and and Mrs. Jerald Kronberg in Grand Kalkman, DeCook, Steffens,Dam- an auctionof second-hand goods at mittee: Aids. De Cook, Smith and adjust a]J claims and demands a- NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
Rapids
Sunday.
his store — 76 River Ave.
Vogelsang.
Mrs. Jacob Drenten and daughter,
gainst said deceased by and before
son, Bultman, Vogelzang,Smith,
Default having been made in the
o
Pearl and Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Granted— no license fee required.
said court:
and
the
Clerk.
conditionsof a certain mortgage,
Reports
of
Standing
Committees
OVERISEL
Schutmaat and daughter, Evelyn,
It is Ordered, That creditors of dated October 4th, 1924, made and
Devotions led by Mayor Geerlings. Auction to be held Saturday, Feb.
were entertained in the home of
20, 1937.
Minutes read and approved.
Aid. Steffens reported on behalf said deceased are required to pre- executed by Albert Vander Schraaf
Prof, and Mrs. Harvey Kollen
Mr. and Mrs. George Schutmaat,
Clerk presentedpetition from of the joint committees of the sent their claims to said court at and Jeannette Vander Schraaf, as
The Odd-Fellows Lodge and and childrenof Blissfieldspent the
Petitions and Accounts
This is Used Car season and Ed
downtown merchants requestingei- Ways & Means on the Board of said Probate Office on or before the husband and wife, as mortgagors,
Leeuw has some outstanding bar- their wives entertainedwith a par- week end with relatives in Overther a new ordinance or an amend- Public Works Committees to whom 30th day of June A.D., 1937, at ten to John O. Katt, recorded in the ofClerk presented several applicagains in Used Cars. These cars have ty in honor of Dr. Rigterink on isel.
ment to our present ordinance gov- had been referredthe request from o’clockin the forenoon, said time fice of the Register of Deeds of
Mjs. Stanley Wolters and Mrs. tions for buildingpermits.Granted erning auction sales. They pointed the Board of Public Works for per- and place being hereby appointed
been checked over, are in A-l con- Thursday evening the occasion beOttawa County, Michigan, on OctoNeil Voorhorst called on Mrs. J. subject to approval of City Engi- to the Kalamazoo ordinance as a mission to expend an amount not to for the examination and adjustdition and are bargains.Call on Ed ing his birthday.
ber 9th, 1924, in Liber 134 of
neer and Fire Chief.
Mrs.
Eva
Zalsman
was
operated
Agteres
and
Della
Wednesday
afmodel.
exceed
$76,000.00
on
improvements
ment
of
all
claims
and
demands
aLeeuw before you make up your
mortgages on page 343; and which
Clerk
nresented operaating reternoon.
on
for
appendicitis
at
the
Holland
mind to buy.
Referred to OrdinanceCommit- to the Water system. The principal gainst said deceased.
said mortgage contains a power of
hospital on Thursdayafternoon.A
Mrs. I. R. De Vries was taken to port of Michigan Gas & Electric tee.
item of the expense being an eleIt is Further Ordered, That public
sale, now operative, on which there
week ago Monday morning Mr. the Zeeland City hospitalSunday, Company for November.
vated water tank.
notice thereof be given by publica- is claimed to be due for principal
Clerk
presented
petition from
Howard Tuesink was operated on, where she underwenta gall bladReferred to the Board of Public
tion of a copy of this order for three and interest, the sum of one thouOn motion of Aid. Steffens.
residentsin the vicinity of Maple
der operation.
for appendicitis also..
Works.
successiveweeks previous to said said twenty dollars and fifty cents
Ave. & 19th St., protestingagainst
Adopted
unaimously.
The Rev. Hekhuis of Holland
Mrs. Julius Voorhorst visited relday of hearing,in the Holland City ($1020.50),at the date hereof, and
Clerk presented communication the keeping of a dog pound in the
Street Committee reported hav- News, a newspaper printed and circonducted services in the First Re- atives and friends in Overisel last from Globe Construction Co., for
no suit or proceedingsat law or in
neighborhood.
ing
received
a
proposal
from
W.
H.
formed church Sunday.
Friday.
culatedin said countv.
permission to pay by check for all
equity having been institutedto
Aid.
Damson
moved
to
disconFlood
&
Co.,
for
doing
the
inspectMessrs. Arthur Hoffman, LawThe monthly Preaching Service labor used on Van Raalte Ave. PavCORA VANDE WATER.
recover the debt secured by said
rence Lohman and Gerrit Vander of the Reformed Church was held ing job P. W. A. Docket Mich. tinue the services of the dog catch- ing on the paving of Van Raalte
Judge of Probate.
mortgage,or any part thereof;
er until such time as the City finds Ave. Committeefurther reported
Riet furnishedspecial music at the Sunday evening. Rev. H. W. Pyle 1361-D.
A true copy.
therefore,
Directly East of Hotel Netherlands evening servicein the Second Re- conducted the service.
a suitableplace for a dog pound. that the proposal of Mr. Flood
Harriet Swart.
Granted subject to approval of This was supported by Aid. Steff- specifies a price of 6c per sq. yd.
Notice is hereby given, that by
on 9th Street, Holland
formed church. Morning music was
Mrs. G. Essink was ill with scia- P. W. A.
Register of Probate.
virtue of the power of sale conens.
for
concrete
base,
4c
per
sq.
yd.
for
furnishedby the young junior choir tic rheumatismfor a few days but
PHONE 2083
tained in said mortgage, and the
Clerk presentedcommunication
Aid. De Cook, however, offered asphalt binder and top, and 3c per
of twenty voices. The Christian is now improving.
Expires March 6
statutes in such case made and profrom Alfred De Weerd, Clerk of a substitute motion that the matter linear ft. on concrete curb and
Endeavorleader of the Senior soRev. and Mrs. G. J. Vande Riet
Village of Hudsonville,recommend- be left in the hands of a commit- gutter. It was the recommendation In the District Court of the Un- vided, on
went to Grand Rapids last ThursFriday, May 28, 1937,
ing that the communities of Hol- tee appointed by the Mayor. This of the Street Committee that the ited States, for the Western Disday to attend the funeral of Mrs.
land, Zeeland, and Grandville,ioin was supported by Aid. Prin*.
firm of Walter H. Flood & Co., be trist of Michigan, Southern Divi- at two o’clock in the afternoon of
Vande Riet’s uncle, Mr. Peter De with them in an effort to induce
said day. at the north front door
There was some discussion on awarded the contract for doing this sion— In Bankruptcy.
Vries.
LambertusRiksen, Bankrupt No. of the Court House, in the City of
the State Highway Departmentto
work and that the City Clerk be
The work of remodeling an old improve as soon as possible Trunk the part of some of the Aldermen.
Grand Haven, Ottawa County,
requested to secure the approval of 7074.
landmarkin the village, the store line M21 between Zeeland and Jen- Mr. Roland Shackson who was in
To the creditorsof Lambertus Michigan, that being the place
the P. W. A. in this action.
the
audience
and
lives
in
this
fromerly occupied by H. LangeRiksen of Holland, County of Ot- where the CircuitCourt for said
ison.
Adopted.
neighborhood, also spoke on the
land and Sons, was started last
tawa, and district aforesaid.No-| County is held, said mortgage will
Referred
to
the
Holland
Chamquestion.
It
was
Mr.
Shackson’s
Fuel
Claims
&
Accounts
Committee
week.
contention that such a practice reported having examined claims in tice is hereby given that on the be foreclosedby a sale at public
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Lankheet ber of Commerce.
15th day of February,1937, the auction to the highest bidder,of
Clerk presented Resolution should not be permittedin any the amount of $6,458.28.
of East Saugatuckspent Sunday
said Lambertus Riksen was duly the premises describedin said
adopted
by
the
State Senate on thickly populated neighborhood. He
Allowed.
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Feb. 9, 1937, congratulating the further stated that the people in
Ordinance Committee reported adjudged bankrupt, and that an mortgage, to pay the amount due
H. H. Dampen.
group of citizens from Western that neighborhood were as a unit in progress on the matter of introduc order has been made fixing the as aforesaid,and including costs
Mr and Mrs. Harold Koops, Mr.
place below named as the place of and the attorney fee provided by
rhigan for
lor their interest in es- opposition to a dog pound being ing a new TrafficOrdinance.
and Mrs. Neil Voorhorst, Lois and
lishing
k
PHla Museum
for the stor- kept as it is at present.
Committeeon Public Lighting to meeting of creditors, and that the law, and any taxes which may be in
Arlyne and Rev. Benj. Hoffman mo: of historical
histoi
ing
documents and
Aid. Damson stated that com- whom had been referred the matter first meeting of creditorswill be arrears and be paid by the admintored to Hudsonville last Friday
other
ter lore of the early history of plaints have been received from of another Wooden Shoe Sign at held at my office, Suite 845, Michi- istrator C.T.A. of the mortgagee
evening to hear the play, “Oh, Suthis sectionof Michigan, and fur- every neighborhood where the doa the south entrance of the City on gan Trust Building,Grand Rapids, before the date of sale, which said
san!” presented by the Hudsonville
ther congratulatingthem for their catcher has lived, and while he did new US-31, reported that the cost Michigan, in said district, on the premisesare describedin said
school
teachers.
The
leading
masto
achievements and the achic
achievements not claim this to be the fault of of such a sign would be approx. 16th day of March, 1937, at 10 a. mortgage as follows: situated in the
culine role was played by Donald
of their forefathersas thrifty law- the dog catcher, it is the fault of $900.00, and it was their opinion m., eastern standard time, at which Township of Park (formerly HolVoorhorst The play, whch waa enSAFE— EFFICIENT— Raises from 300 to 1200
abiding dtixens of a section of the City in permittinga dog pound that this was too much money to time the said creditors may attend, land), County of Ottawa, State of
joyed by the capacityaudience will
Michigan of which the State is being kept anywhere in a neigh- spend for a sign. Committee fur- prove theik' claims, examine the Michigan, vh.: The North Em*
Chix
be repeated fern the evening of justly proud.
borhood where people are living. ther reported, however,that the bankrupt,elect a trustee and trans- Quarter (N. E. K) of the South
March 11.
Burns Cheap Fuel Oil— Absolutely Automatic
Mr. Damson furthercontended that sign company has agreed to move act such other business as may West Quarter (S. W. %) of SecAccepted and filed.
Marvin Vander Kooi and Flor- Clerk presented Oaths of Office the only way to effectively remedy the sign, from the west entrance properly come before such meet- tion Thirteen (13), Township Five
The Ideal Brooder for these Sudden Changes in
ence Vande Riet visited at the home of Herman De Neut and Geo. W. this conditionis to dispose of the of the City to the south entrance ing.
(5) North, Range Sixteen (16)
of Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Dine in Moomey as members of the Park services of {he pound master until on Wash. Ave., at a cost of $20.00.
Weather, No Fuss or Bother, No Trouble!
CHARLES B. BLAIR, West, conUining Forty (40) acres
Grandville last week, iv
A Cemetery Board.
such time as the City finds a suit- There will be a further expense of
Referee in Bankruptcy. of land be the same more or less.
The gravel roads in this neigh- Accepted and filed.
able place for a dog pound.
FREE
3315
Dated, March 3, 1937.
$16.00 for erecting a neon arrow J. THOMAS MAHAN.
borhood are in a bad conditionat
Clerk reported having received A vote was then taken on the sign to be attached to the Wooden
Frank M. Uevense, adminisHolland, Michigan,
present because of the deep ruts the approval of Gov. Frank Mur- substitutemotion of Mr. De Cook Shoe sign. However,they reported
trator C.TA., of the estate of
Attorney for Bankrupt.
caused by the recent rainy apell. phy on the proposed Charter that the matter be referred to a that they were not making any
Notice—
claim will be
John O. Katt, Deceased, MortGerard Hofflus and Henry Bov- Amendment in re reductionof in- committee. This resulted in a tie definite recommendationsat this ed for filing unless claim
gagee.
endam, college classmates of Jay terest and fees on Delinquenttaxes vote of 5 to 5. Mayor Geerlings deArthur Van Duren,
filled oat, indading
43*45 East Eighth
Holland
clared
the
motion
Lost
Folkert,spent Sunday at the Fol- to be submitted to the electorate
address of claimant,
The Mayor then submitted the
kert home in Overisel
on March 1st, 1937.
amount claimed.
February 4, at 7:30 p. m. Paul Barand Arthur.
Mrs. R. Vander Molen, Mrs. Don nett, erosion specialist, will das
Meyers and Roger Lee of Grand cuss erosion. Films will be used
Rapids were visitors with Mrs. Les- to show erosionat work. Ira Bull,
forestryspecialist,will discuss reter De Pree of Zeeland on Friday.
The Young Peoples Society met claiming of land. L. R. Arnold and
on Sunday evening. Rev. S. Vroon Peter Damstra will discuss the prospoke on “the Silence of Jesus", posed project. All are cordially intaken from Luke 23:9. “And he vited to attend.
The PTA of the local school was
questionedwith Him in many words
but He answered him nothing. held Friday evening with a large
Special music was furnished by crowd attending. Opening prayer
Ben and Ed Mast of Forest Grove was done by Mr. Oliver Banks. A
with vocal duets accompanied by a playlet entitled “Quack Quack”,

-
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trs not Uk«n from the pound they
could be disposedof there and the
G. Wiersma, Holland; Ernest Riesrendering works could take charge
ter, Conklin; Frank Hambleton.
of the carcasses.It, too, is an isWright townahip; Ralph H. DickG. Mool of Pine Ave„ has returnolated spot
erson, Tallmadge; John Frederick.
ed to his home after spending a
Mr. Kole, in his letter, expressCrockery; William J. Venhuixen,
few weeks in Florida.
ed the desire to co-operat* with
Holland township'; Richard BronkeHoward Teusink who underwent
the city and public as long as he
ma, Tallmadge; George Leggett,
an appendectomyFeb. 22, has been
(Continued from page 1)
were furnished with a proper
Polkton township; and Nick Meyer, HOLLAND AND ZEELAND
releasedfrom Holland hospital and
TEACHERS OF ALL SCHOOLS pl«cp, a place to house stray dogs,
is convalescing at 25 East 22nd Roberts hollered “turn out the Zeeland township.
lights.” He stated that Arthur
Officer Hirdes testified that
GO TO GRAND HAVEN FOR where they will not annoy others.
St., where visitors mav call.
A daughter,named Faith Elaine, Van Hall had tried to pull him when he entered the restaurant he
ANNUAL GET-TOGETHER He said in his letter that be kept
many doe* for a considerabletime
and weijrhine seven and a half away from Guerber at the first of saw Arthur Van Hall, the badly
before dsiposing of them in hopes
stabbed
man
who
died,
lying
in
a
the
fight
but
the
lights
were
out
About
500
teachers
and
school
pounds,
was
born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ihil'i ike
Jacob Rusticus, Tuesday, at their and he later did not see what he booth and Ed Van Hall, also stab- officialsof Ottawa county attend- that the masters would call for the
bed. seated nearby. He said that ed the annual Ottawa county animal.
did at that time.
home on West Ninth St.
The witness said he heard Ed- the tables were out of line, chairs teachersinstitute, held in the high ' Others who spoke on the question
Mr. and Mrs. C. Van Dyke, who
BUUMCMiU spent the winter months at 24.1 ward Van Hall say, "I’m stabbed.” overturned, and broken glass on school auditoriumGrand Haven. .were Aldermen Neil De Cook, and
rAuiNGtn
Pine Ave., moved to their summer He said he picked up a chair and the floor. He relatedthat persons Gerrit O. Groenewoud.of Holland, Frank Smith. The aldermenIjnalTRAILIRS
cottajre at Central Park. Wednes- prepared to fight. He later saw Ed- in the restaurant told him, “The county commissioner of scoools was ly sustained the dog warden by
giving him a clean bill.
ward Van Hall crawlingon the sailor you want is in another res- the conductor.
day.
Mr. Kole, in his letter, asked
The morning’s program started
The meeting of the Ladies Mis- floor and still later saw Arthur Van taurant.”
Robert 0. Roberts, proprietorof with community singing, led by Mr. Shackson to apologize.
sionary circle of the Immanuel Hall on the west side of the room
Bob’s Restaurantdenies that he Supt. D. H. VandeBunte of Hudchurch which was scheduled for suffering from a wound.
Thursday afternoon,has been postThe second day of the trial, five ordered the lights turned out with sonville public schools. Scripture
poned to March 11 on account of witnesses had been heard for the the exceptionof those in the back reading and prayer were given by
LEGION
G«t fopww* luiufy. lonqti*ur*the funeral of Mr. Prins at which prosecution,some of them reiter- of the restaurant. Roberts also Dr. J. R. Euwema of the First
ic# W« — g*» • H*y«»l
the Rev. J. Lanning, former pas- ated much of the testimony given eave other details of the alterca- Reformed church.
cktiiit, (rim*, willi, roof, illtions but testified that he saw no
Dr. Elijah James,
Persian
bv the first witness.
tor. officiated.
•Uctric-wildid into on* rigid
born American scholar who has
Mrs. H. A. Jackson will eive a
On the second day there had been one stab the Van Hall brothers.
pi«Ci. Lighter,itrongtr thin
On cross examination. Miss Car- just returned from
The next regular meeting of the
long trip
travel talk on the Gaspe peninsula a little testimony to show what
wood. Tripli imulitid— comin anada at the Woman’s club this part Arthur Van Hall played in ter testified that she had known abroad, gave the first address of Post will be held next Wednesday,
fortibli ilw*y». A lifitim*inFriday afternoon at Sautratuck. the affair or how he became involv- Guerber previously but that she the institute, speaking on "The March 10th. Ben Lievense and his
mtmont in hiiith*nd (rtidom! Mrs. Nellie Bundy will present the ed in the fight which occurred at had never been out with him nor Middle East. Kev to the Mastery assistantswill provide the necesdid she like or dislike him.
of Central Asia."
sities of a good meeting.
hitrh school sextet in severalselec- tho time of the stabbing.
. c •
The case undoubtedly will conDr. E. O. Melby, dean of the
tions.
The last witness. Howard BronArthur W. Kraet. 37. injureda- sema. told the court that he met rinue through a greater part of school of education of NorthwestThe meeting of March 3rd, when
ern university at Evanston. 111., we entertainedthe Auxiliary,was
bout the back and severely in the Guerber at another place, a res- Friday.
spoke at the morning meeting on
chest, also suffering from severe Laurant in Grand Haven, about 9:— o
huge success; the rooms were,
"Educationfor Democracy.”The taxed to capacity, and from the
lacerationsof the scalp, the result 00 n. m. the same night. He statnorth Ottawa district of the M. E. noise, everyone had a good time.
of the collision between the car ed that he heard Guerber sav that
A. lunched at the Presbyterian
he was drivinjr and a west-bound he knew what to do in case he got
* * *
SEE YOU! HATES it
church house where officers were
freight train last Thursday at into trouble as be beat and pointed
We were glad to welcome, along!
to be elected.Louis Roberts of with the Auxiliary. Messrs. Dick
Waverly crossing:, was removed to to his chest. He said he saw nothZeeland is presidentof the disrtict. Steketee, Ed Stephan, and Neil
his home Tuesday. Kraet’s car was ing to indicate that Guerber had
School* Get Recess
demolished.
a knife there.
Tiesenga.
All the Holland teachers in the
Bronsema said he later saw
• • •
local schools form another unit in
Everett Spaulding: and his Brown Guerber and Julian Radzialowski.
However, we did not have to hand
(Continued from Page One)
the M. E. A. and this group had either of the latter anv prizes, they
Bill Shoe store, which was for- his shipmate, at Bob’s place. In
dinner at the Methodist church went ahead and took theirs.
merly in the Vaupell building on the conversation which arose be
a * »
West 8th Street, has been moved tween Guerber and Sam Ennenga, assigned to the effort* of Alex Van parlors. After dinner a male quarZanten and committee for the tet from Grand Rapids sang sevThe Division of the Auxiliary unto the O’Leary building.East of seated at some distance, he stated,
eraj selections and Dr. James talk- Her the leadershipof Mrs. JoldcrsWarm Friend Tavern. The build- he heard Guerber sav he could splendidaffair of the evening.
Don Kramer, recently returned ed on “Has Man Progressed?" Af- ma. and Mrs. Van Lente (AntoinDirectly East ol Hotel Nether- ing has been remodeled throughout “take down” anyone in the place.
Sam Ennenga testified yesterday from a Major Bowes’ tour, and Ger- ter a recess Dr. Melby spoke on ette and Carrie to us) will have a
for the Spauldinjr Shoe emporium.
lands on 9th Street, Holland
that he replied. "Bet you five dol- ard Hanchett, favored with sev- ‘‘The Role of the Teacher in the notluck sunner with their husbands
PHONE 2083
eral piano-marimbaselections, in- Modern School.”
lars you can’t.”
on March 17th at 6:30 P. M. in the
25— UPRIGHT PIANOS — 25
He
said he saw Mrs. Van Hall cluding “Chapel ‘in the Moonlight". All schools, both public and Chris- Club Rooms. The members of this
Rift Values in reconditioned upSleep", and “Flight of the Bum- tian. were represented at the in- <*roup are advised to bring one hot
trying to edge into the fight but
right*. All sixe* and finishes as
did not see Guerber slap her. He blebee."Their offeringswere well stitute and the children had a day’s dish for the table and their own
Business AND PASSENGER
low as $39— Terms to Suit—
stated he saw Edward Van Hall received as was evident from the recess from studies. Supt. E. H. tools to eat from and with.
• Bjj On ft Pjj-Oul-ol-Intomc
Plan •
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
• • •
Babcock was present after spendstrike Guerber
blow that prolonged applause.
17 W. 8th
Holland,Mich.
The "dynamo of the City of Hol- ing two weeks’ at the national suknocked him back onto a booth
Somedav. sometime, some comwith such force it broke a part of land.” Bill Connelly, next made a perintendents’convention at New mittee will have a lunch without
of the ni‘>’-in-blankets:but no doubt it
it. He was certain he did not see few remarks, declaringthat on the Orleans as a representative
Arthur Van Hall after he was slightestprovocation another ban- Grand Haven board of education.will be about the time we are all
Mr. E. E. Fell, head of the Hol- riding in parades instead of marchseated at a table anart from the quet would be staged for the
Van Hall party earlier in the even- guards, but that he hoped provoca- land public schools,who too had ing.
just come from New Orleans, was
ing.
tions would not come too often.
Commander of the local Ameri- also present.
Kenneth Van Hall, 16. son of Mr.
Ask Jack Knoll what it means to
Dr. James, in his morning lecand Mrs. Edward Van Hall stated can Legion Post. Chet Van Tongerhave “four in a row” and have a
he did not see Radzialowski in the en. begged the audience to present ture. explained why Great Britain fire alarm turned in.
fight, and maintained there were Mr. Lewis with plans for a "big- is so intent on spending billions
• • •
but three in the huddle. He said eer and better strike.” Joe Geerds, and billionsof dollars on adding
Competent
hands
are re-setting
more
ships
to
its
navy.
The
speak
President
of
the
Exchange
Club,
that Bronsema told his mother
that Guerber had the knife. He and brother of Major Henry, was er stated facetiouslythat England ''Ur nool table. When romnlfted we
in building warships, has as its ^ope our balls will roll just a trisaid after his mother attempted introduced to the men.
fle more smoothly— not like a ride
to get to his father.Sam Ennenga
Ben Mulder, in a short talk, trac- main objective, to keep peace.
In “AIR-STEP”
as advertised
section of M21.
He stated that if Britain has the over the Vriesland
told him to call the police but ed the history of Holland’sfife and
o
in Good Housekeeping Magazine
Roberts would not let him do it. drum corps of sixtv-fourpieces, up arms to scare other powers, other
MASSELINK TO APPEAR
He saw his mother slapped, he to the present National Guard unit. countries would not attempt to DR
AT CENTRAL PARK CHURCH
stated. He said he heard his father He sUted that while this was the take over Britain'scontrol of the
ask Guerber to apologize, and best miliUry company, having re- mid-East, the section around the
The Federation of Men’s Adult
when Guerber refused he said he ceived signal honors, it wasn’t the Mediterranean sea. England's im
Bible classes will hold its reguportant
holdings
are
in
Asia,
from
saw
a
fijt
strike
Guerber
but
did
AH
first The first was organized fifty
not know it was his father who years ago under the command of where she obtains vast amounts lar meeting at the Central Park
Chur-’h Monday evening. March 8.
Price
SiZM
hit him.
CapUin Peter Moes, who is still of oil and rubber. To get to this
He said he walked into the kit- living in this city. Shortly after- section she must retain friendly Dr. B. H. Masselink of Grand Rnnids will be the guest sneaker. His
chen adjoining the main room and ward the Holland Martial Band, relationswith mid-East countries
subject will be “Restless Christurned out the lights. He said he which was also a marching club, includingTurkey.
tians." Dr. Masselink is a very popcame back into the room and under Capt. Moes at first,became
ular speaker,having delivered more
turned a light on which hung near a drum corps shortly afterward. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
the table they had been seated at. Mr. Mulder related many laughable
He said he did not see the sail- incidentsconnected with the HolBROWNbilt Shoe Store
ors after that but when the lights land Martial Band, and stated that YTVTTTTTVTTWTTTTVTTTVTV
went on he saw his uncle and Corneil Dalman of Warm Friend
New Location— 11 East Eighth St., Holland, Mich.
(Continued from Page One)
father on the floor. He said in Tavern and himself were the only
Authorized Dealer for Official Boy Scout and Girl Scout Shoes
the. light he could not distinguish two remaining of the original
anyone but saw figures moving. band, organized fifty years ago. city engineer or a city attorney
He last saw Guerber with his back who were still active on Decoration have special training.
"No one ever claims”, Judge
against booth No. 4.
Dav and on patriotic occasions.
Miles states, "that it is not necDid Not See Knife
Fifteenyears as instructor for the
On cross examinationhe said 126th Infantry, was the record essary to the fair administration
he did not see Guerber have a boasted of by Maj. N. A. Bush, main of law and justice that the courts
knife. Also that he did not see his speaker of the evening who ad- be free from both dominanceand
uncle during the fight. He said dressed his last group in Holland in influence.
Mr. Miles stated further,"It is
he was not excitedand there was preparation to going into the fortoo much noise. He admitted that eign service. This man from the necessary to a fair administration
his uncle Art had been drinking South praised the consistenthigh of justice that the judge be able
to determine what is and what is
but that he was not boisterous.
level of personnel and efficiency of
Edward Van Hall yesterday af the local unit ‘The remarkable not a legal claim or a legal oftemoon told the court that he went standards upheld by this unit are fense. He should be able to deterun to Guerber after he had slapped due to one man. who could be a mine what is a legal issue and see
Miss Carter to get Sam Ennenga successin any walk of life. The man to it that the claims of the parties
to return to their table where he sitting at my left . . . Major Hen- are written out in a manner required by law. This requirestrainand his partv had been having a ry Geerds."
ing and skill in the law.”
few beers. He said he talked
The concluding speaker was MaMr. Miles summed up his facts
Guerber who was standing up. He jor Geerds himself, who gave a
later grabbed him bv the arms short sketch of the work of the lo- in seven classifications which folthan six hundred addresses to varwith Bob Robert* between . him cal men in the Flint area. At the low:
and Guerber. The three worked time, 1022 men were kept in quar- 1. To do justice requires skill ious clubs and church organizations.
down to the rear of the building ters where there were not even ac- and judgment.
36 Hudson, 6 wheels.
32 Chevrolet Sedan.
2. To secure justice the courts
He has traveled extensively in
trving to nacifv Guerber.
comodations sufficient for 500. Six must be independent, and the fee
31 Chevrolet Coupe.
35 Ford DeLuxe Coach.
India. Africa and other countries.
Van Hall said "I heard Guerber barrels of sweeping compound were
30 Packard Coupe.
35 Hudson Sedan, Radio and
For a number of years he was a
sav faintly ‘knife’, and then he necessary to make the old building system ought to be abolished.
30 Ford Coupe.
Heater.
3. The criminal law should be resident of South Africa.
said he heard his wife sav ‘that’s
in Flint livable. At one time in the
29 Plymouth Coach.
35 Terra plane Coach.
The pastor. Rev. L. J. Van Dyke,
what I came over here to tell you operations,46 men held back a administered by a court skilled in
29 Chevrolet Coach.
33 Chry ijer Royal Sedan.
the law.
will be in charge of the devotions.
about’ "
howling mob of 700. Major Geerds
27 Chrysler Sedan.
32 PlymouthSedan.
4.
Records
and
papers
should
The Central Park Male Choir will
On cross examination Van Hall read a letter, which he had written
be legal records and legal docu- sing; Mary Jane Miles will play
said he did not see Guerber do
to Doctor Westrate from his bed in ments.
an organ solo and there will be
the cutting, nor could he tell from
a Flint hospital. In the rush, he had
5. Cases should be disposed of other numbers on the program. Jawhat direction the knife had come
forgotten to post it. For that reacob F. Van Dyke, the president,
He said he crawled on the floor son Maj. Geerds produced the let- on legal evidence.
6. Claims of the partiesshould will be in charge of the business
some distance, then got to his feet
ter at the banquet. "Doc” cleverly be legal claims, and their legal dissession.
25 W. 9th
Phone
Holland
and staggered to a booth where dissected the letter, keeping the
putes should be legallystated.
he sunk down in a faint. He said
fe88888888888888888888«8888888388®?888888838888fe3 he did not see his brother in the group in an almost continuous up- 7. There should be one court; TO OFFER BIBLICAL
,
and a place where that court can
DRAMA AT HOLLAND
fight, nor did he see Guerber
Members of Company
were a|ways be found.
again.
introduced to their hosts by CapThe communication was address- The League for Service of TrinMrs. Van Hall told the jury how
tain Bremer of the Guards. Cap- ed to the Mayor and Common
ity Reformed church will present
she had been warned by Howard
tain Bremer also paid tribute to
the play “The Milestone,”a BibliBronsemathat Guerber had a knife the employers who had paid their Council.
cal drama written by Sipp Houtand she went over to tell her husworkers in their absence, and tenband She said she was struck by dered his thanks to the various The Royal Neighbors recently man of Holland, on March 11 and
held another of their regular fun 12.
Guerber. After the lights went
cone: ms which had donated cig- parties in their hall. After the
The leading roles will be taken
out she said she saw people dimly
arettes.tobacco, stationery, and business meeting, the evening was
by Dorothea Var.Saun and George
and heard her husband sav “I’m
other items of comfort to the men. spent in playing cards. Mrs. EsEssenberg. The cast includes:
subbed” and heard Arthur Van
These he classified as "morale telle Brown was the winner of the Clarine Elenbaas. Theodore Boot,
Hall say “they got me too.”
builders.”
surprise package. Those in charge Henry Kleinheksel,Peter Veenstra,
She said she did not see GuerAs a grand climax to a grand for the evening were Mrs. Myrtle Malcolm Baron. James TerKeurst
ber after the affray.
The jurymen are Walter Blease. evening of jollity, approximately Bennett, Mrs. Marne Becks, and and Maurice Dale Shepers. The
$800 in pay was distributed to the Mrs. Beauties.
Robinson township: Arend K.
play is being directed by Mrs. Theo
Brouwer. Olive township;Martin guardsmen.
odore Boot.
Gas gives you the intense heat needed to brown meats

LOCAL NEWS

Van Wlsren, Park townahip; Peter

Grand Haven
Murder Trial

Five

Hundred

Teachers Come
For Institute

Nearly Closes

HAYES!

AMERICAN

NEWS

a

a

—

The National
Guards Guests

Only 5 c

For

___

COUHT1Y CLUB - FINEST QUALITY

MACARONI
PAN ROLLS
JELL-0

5c

BLUE ROSE

RICE

DOMESTIC

SARDINES

MUSTARD

5c

Ol PALMOLIVE SOAP

5c

OIL OR

CAMAY

5c

KITCHEN KLENZER

BROWN SUGAR

SODA
NORTHERN TISSUE roll

lb.

AVALON BRAND

,

a

St.

New—

GABARDINES

for Spring

-

-

COMFORT FOOTWEAR

PUMPS - STRAPS
One ^ m wm

TIES -

Jb5i5w

SPAULDING'S

COMMON COUNCIL

Give These

GUARANTEED

USED CARS
YOUR PERSONA LINSPECTION

CONVENIENT TERMS

ED
EEEUW
HUDSON
TERRAPLANE
2083

St.

w

„

.

.....

.(rv,
D

. '

~~

There's

Nothing Like

GAS

for

Qc

COUNTRY CLU1 - SELECTED WHOLE HEARTS

prevented. Full flavor is

saved.

ROASTING
GAS

oven

gives you the

crisp, juicy roasts.

ventilation

which produces

Excess moisture is allowed to

es-

caped, preventing that flat ''steamed'' flavor-

BAKING
Baking requires an unlimited range

of

oven tempertures

evenly distributed. That's why Gas assures light, evenly

browned cakes, pies and breads.

PLAIN

DOUGHNUTS

ATTENTION!

under the

give* them

skillet—

BATTERY RADIO OWNERS!

ALCOHOL
49c

numberlete heat variations.

“

(Bring Your Container)

BOILING
to boil in

two-thirdsor

the time ol other fuels. Because it it

more

less

Expert Tire Repairing

flexible, it

gives you the exact degree* oi heat you need.

Holland Vulcanizing Company
liean
SI* River Are.

&

Elect. Co.

Phone 31t8

Holland, Mick.

Gas

Tall

COB

WHEATIES
LARGE CAN

TOMATOES
UNION

No. Ift

10c

can

RED RIPE

CHOICE QUALITY CORN

GOLDEN BANTAM
WITH PORK
COUNTRY CLU1
BEANS

oas

No. t

GIANT

10c

18-ob. can

LARGE

No.
SHREDS
KRAUT FANCYAVONDALE
CHOCOLATE DROPS ^

10c

oan

FINE

QC

'j

10c

KROGER’S CLOCK BREAD

7c

£<

OLD FASHIONED TYPE - LIGHT AND FLUFFY

CREAM
CAD Two
—

DEVIL’S

FOOD

29c
Mag

Mvfln inch layon. cream filling, rich cbooolato

CINNAMON

PECAN ROLLS

tOC

Pkg

TOPPED

SEMINOLE TISSUE

20c

roll*

ONE CENT SALE

PRODUCE VALUES

5c & 10c
BEETS

CABBAGE

5c

Larfli bunch

CARROTS

5c

CALIFORNIA

RHUBARB

lOt

ib

FRESH

Celery crisp

itau

5c

Lemons

3

(or

10c

(or

10c

LARGE 300 SIZE

SPANISH

Onions sweet
New Potatoes

5c

Oranges

it 5c

NAVELS - S00

ib.

Shallots FRESH bunch 5c

Idaho

3 ». TOc

NEW

TEXAS

Potatoes 5c

Green Peppers

•ach

5c

FRESH

3

216 SIZE

•

Grapefruit 3

for

10c

Onions

3

u>s.

10c

Pears AVOCADO

each

10c

YELLOW

VALENCIA - 1L n .
"WoSaP-‘SEEDLESS 4 lb«- 2 SC

ORANGES

BANANAS

golden

yellow 4

u»-

25c

SMOKED

PICNICS

«•

7 Vic

1

SLICED BACON

VEAL ROAST

15c

ib

ROAST
PORK ROAST

BEEF

Pork Hocks ^ 10c

25c

u..

-16c

it 14c

Whiting

ib

17c

4

25c

PAN FISH
PICKLED

Pigs

Feet ^ 10c

Herring

Chickens

FRES SHORE. Solid Pack

Oysters

•fc

‘‘•*700

KEG - MIXED

MEDIUM

21c

u>

19c

FOWL

KROGER STORM

Luxuriout Raiment for Your
Lovclicit Bcdtl

St

all!

Faeter! GAS bringa foods

doita

GENUINE
ALASKA

PINK SALMON

—

Perfect, epeedy frying requiree instant heat— even spread

GAS

Ol

SUGARED

DOG WARDEN WANTS
APOLOGY FROM
COLLEGE PROFESSOR

Stop Buying Dry Batteries!
Guitar Specisl— A guitar made by
End RechargingNuisance!
• Gibson for only $49.50 with 5
In a communication, which is
months private lessonsby artist Enioy your Radio 10 hours a Day!
especially well worded, Jacob Kole,
Only
50c
a
year
power
operating
instructor.
Holland’s dog warden, took excepCost
Pay only $1 weekly — HURRY!
See it at Meyer Music House — 17 tions to what Professor Roland
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
Shackson said relative to him killW. 8th St, Holland, Mich.
17 W. 8th
Holland. Mich.
ing dogs by cutting their throats
and that slaughtering was going
on and dead dogs were found in his
yard while children were looking

FRYING
of beat

10c
10c
10c
10c

GRAPEFRUIT

- --

BROILING

so fast that loss of juices is

5c

pkg.

Only 1

For

|

HAYES TRAILERS

5c

balk

5a

|

j

5c

balk

lb.

Of Citizens

LEEUW

5c

dOBiQ

LIGHT, FLUFfY

DELICIOUSFLAVORS

SIX

FANCY

5c

Ol8PA0Hm'
NOODLES

Chat. Van Zylen, Prop.

Phone 3926

Holland, Mich.

# New
new

# Work

exquisitely quilted in

out a lovely bedroom eniemble irom our

Moire Bedspreads
ching

#

i*

design. Amazingly d*Q PA
at ....................
Y«7atJv

hali’shell

low priced

on.

Hr. Kole states that he does not
cut the throats of the dogs but
shoots them as a more humane
method. He does this in his garage with the doors closed.
The News contends that whether
Kole ahoota the dogs or cuta their
throats, auch operationsshould not
be going on in a residence district. Shootingcertainly causes
alarm since thfcreportmust surely
go beyond the walla of the garage.
No one would like to have a slaughter pen, whether by shooting oi
cutting, within the confinesof the
block where he lives. Undoubtedly
Kole is not to blame, but the city
should provide an isolatedplace
to do this work.
The News suggests that a pound
be built near the Kleis Rendering
Works, East of tha city, where all
kinds of dead animals are treated
and tuned into fertiliser.If dogs

Quilted TaffetaBedspreads. De*p floun*

ced sides. Entire top

ill

at

ol

$5.95 *nd Draperies mat-

$4*50 a pair.

Fresh— Gayly Colored — Hand-made Candle-

wick Bedspreads. Modern all-over tfC
patterns .....

#

As

-

QC

........... $4.95 end

added feature to thi* spring showing of
Bedspreads we are includingall our sam-

an

New

ple and display bedspreads for nearly half price.

$1.95.

$6.95 for $3.95; $5 95 for $195. One
assortment for

special,
'

Use our 50c Down; 25c Weekly. Lay away Plan

Mass Furniture Co.
50 West Tenth Street

Holland

1

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Kfi38888888888888888888«s^

Volume Number 66

Mr. Falkinwald, State Representative, ia calling a meeting for all
people interested in Rural Electrification on Saturday, March 6,
in the Holland High School, at 2:00 P. M.
The topic to be discussed is the
Preliminary survey of the number of users that might be connected. If there is enough interest
they may have a proposition to
present to the electrical companies that are already in operationif
it does not seem feasibleto operate under the co-operativeset-up.
A. D. Morley,
County Agr’l. Agent.

The

up to $100,-

000.00. TRY

on your own

it

work. No obligotion.i

BRINK’S

BOOKSTORE
48 East

Eighth Phone 4345
Holland

Macatawa

Fishing Lakes

automobilelicense plate

Definite informationabout the infant welfare clinic planned to be
establishedin Zeeland by the Zeeland Literary Club in the near future is not availableat this time,
according to Mrs. G. J. Kemme,
chairman of the community service
committee of the literary club.
As was announced in last week’s
issue of The Record, the Zeeland
Literary Club is planning to conduct a clinic for the purposes of
weighing and checking infants up
to a year old.
It is hoped that by next week the
place of holding the clinic and the
date of the first clinic will be available for announcement through this
paper.

The announcement that

No

officers

State Offers the Angler More

Than

of the state would not require 1937
license plates or stickersuntil after March 15, slowed up the sale
somewhat on Saturday. The re-

a List of Lakes

Number 9

Raven Contest Winners Will Leave
Tomorrow to Compete in State Meet

is

One of Good

bureau conducted by Bertal Slagh.
Holland, hAs been doing a big business until Saturday.

INFANT CLINIC
TO OPEN SOON

troetion, odds

Named

—Hope

College Anchor
• • •

LUCILLE BUTER

Lucille Buter and Ernest Tirrell Raven OratoricalContest win-

By DetroitNews

ners of last May, are today, Friday,

(DetroitNews)

in Detroit to compete in the state
meet on the following day. They

Rat Feast in
Ottawa Co. Was
A dinner preceded the evening’s
program at the monthly meeting
Great Success
last Thursday night, of the Ottawa
County Bar association, held at the
Warm Friend Tavern. Fourteen at- Rata on
torneyswere present. A discussion, Grain to

will be accompanied by their coachState conservation officials are
es, Miss Metta Ross and Dr. Holnever reluctant to recommend Michstate.
igan as one of the outstanding land Shackson.
states for sports fishing. They say
Dr. Shackson announced there
that Michigan contains more than would be no elimination contests
HOLLAND WPA PROJECTS
5,000 named lakes and ponds and
at Detroit. At two-thirtyon Friday
over 15,000 miles of trout streams.
In these waters and in the bays afternoon the women’s contestwill
A WPA project for the construc- and sheltered areas along the 3,000 take place in the Universalist
tion of sanitary sewers in various
miles of Michigan shore lines of
Holland streets has been approved the Great Lakes, execellent fishing Church. At seven-thirty in the evein Lansing, it was announced at of many kinds may be enjoyed. ning the men will compete for honstate WPA headquarters.The job, Large and small mouth black hi
ors in the same church, located just
scheduled to start March 1, is de- predominate in the waters of the one block from Wayne University’s
signed to employ about 25 men. A southern part of the State, while
WPA allotmentof $9,562 is supple- pike, either or both grass or great campus.
$2,243.
“Live and Let Live” is the title
rtorthem pike and pike percn or

WfVyyVTTff?

ret N. Clark, Judge Fred T. Miles, guet it hit the rats like “wildfire”
Raymond L. Smith, Louis Stemp- for that was the last feed he ever
fly, Daniel Ten Cate, all of Hol- attended. The menu really is mads

land; Howard Fant, Dan Pagelson up of morsels that rats are crazy
about, only without Urn poiaon inand Leo Lillie,of Grand Haven.
gredients it contains. However,
TYYfYYYYTTfYTff
walleyed pike predominate in waters of Miss Butler’s oratoricalattack
guest, Mr. Rat does not realise
of the north.
BANKS TO STAY OPEN
that his food has been tampered
on the conditions which cause
Automobiles Kill Many
with until he gets thst terrible
THURSDAY AFTERNOONS Yellow perch are found in most America's large number of traffic
Animals
Lucille Buter, Hope’s woman orathirst like the “morning after the
inland lakes as well as being taken injuries and deaths. “The sub-title
night before.” Then he seeks water
Both the First State bank and in large numbers along the shores might well be ‘Worse Than War’,’’ tor, who today, Friday, is in
Two men are mainly employed in for he is burning up inside. It is
Detroit to deliver her address, “Live keeping in order US131 between
the Allegan State Savings bank will of the Great Lakes. Deep water
after he fills up with water that
said Miss Buter, “for I try to show
be open on Thursday afternoons trolling for lake trout is enjoyed in
and Let Live.” Her oration is an at- Allegan county lines north and something happens, for the rat
starting next Thursday. For some several of the larger inland lakes that automobile accidents, during a
south. They certify that from June simply explodes and there is no
tack on America's traffictoll.
time, the banks have made it a of the northern part of the State period equal in length to the six
1 to end of December they found more rat. Well, such spreads wars
as
well
as
in
certain
bays
of
the
practiceto have a holiday on this
major wars in which America has
dead on the pavement 11 muskrats, held in Ottawa County last summer
Great
Lakes.
Muskellunge
are
afternoon, but changing shopping
engaged, have killed more people was the witness of a fatal auto- 5 barn rats, 3 weasels, 36 house with the farmers as nosts and the
and business habits have brought found in the followingcounties:
ANTRIM — Bellaire, Clam, Elk than were lost from the American mobile accident which has convinced cats, 14 skunks, 41 chickens, 2 tur- result has been that this county
this new practice.
and Torch Lakes; BARRY— Gun side during all of those six wars.” her even more firmly that she is keys, 14 pheasants, 2 owls, 35 is comparitively free of rats and
quail, robins, etc., 1 badger, 35 there are virtuallyno rats where
and Thomapple: BENZIE)— Big
E'our traffic hazards pointed out dealingwith an important problem. rabbits, 16 squirrels, 10 opossums, these feasts have been staged.
Platte Lake; CHEBOYGAN
and 22 dogs. In addition over on
Eight counties in Michigan found
Black, Burt and Mullet Lakes, In- in Miss Outer’s graphic discussion She goes to the state contestfilled
dian River; CHIPPEWA
Duck are the recklessdriver, the care- with the conviction that she is tak- MHO they removed a team of mules rat campaigns so valuablein fightand one hog.
ing farm losses that other counties
Lake and Munuscong Bay (St. less driver, thoughtlessyouth, and ing a message to her audience.
o
in the state are planningthese
Marys River); GOGEBIC— Lac
Ernest Tirrell won the Raven
n rejects this year. Costs of the
Vieux Dessert;
TRA- the person who imagines himself to
Both Men Carry on Hope arm campaigns are so low that
VERSE— Elk Lake; KALKASHA- be a second Sir Malcolm Camp- contest with a peace oration but
Holland, Michigan
they are far outbalanced by the
Torch Lake; LEELANAU— Lake bell.
has changed now to an oration
Tradition of Scholar- savings
in feed and money, says
Leelanau; LUCE
Muscalonge
which
he
has
entitled
"Liberty
or
In her oration last May Miss ButCounty Agricultural Agent L. K.
Lake; MACKINAC — Brevort Lake;
$1.00 PEPSODENT
40c PEPSODENT
ship
;Other
Arnold, County Court House, Grand
MACOMB-Lake St. Clair; MA- er spoke on the topic that she is Law?’’ In explaining the change
Antiseptic ............................
79c
Tooth paste ______
.... 33c
Haven, Michigan.
SON — Hamlin and Pere Marquette using again in the state contest. Ernie showed one of his great merReceive Honor
Baiting with canned red squill
$1.00 MAR-O-OIL
Lakes; MUSKEGON-Bear Lake; During the summer, however, she its as a speaker, his avoidance of
FREE, 35c ASTRINGOSOL
was used in Michigan last year
Shampoo
........
..... 61c
OCEANA— Pentwater Lake; OTwith $1 bottle at ................72c
pompous language. He said, “Doc —Hope College Anchor
with effective results. In eight
TAWA — Lake Macatwaand Spring
60c DRENE
Shackson didn’t think the other one
50c GROVE’S
countiesthere was 7,250 pounds of
Lakes; ST. CLAIR— Lake St. Clair.
Shampoo ........
... 49c
Hope’s chemistry department has bait used on 4,800 farms.
ERNEST TIRRELL
was so hot and I didn’t like it so
Nose Drops ........................
33c
Nearly all countiesof the State
Proof that rats can consume
60c WILDROOT
contain trout waters although the
well myself so I’m using a differ- already placed two of its seniors
enormous quantities of grain is
Shampoo ..........
.... 39c
trout streams in the southern counin
graduate
schools.
Senior
Calvin
ent subject."
found in facts offered by B. T.
Introductory
ties are limited in numbers and are
Vander W'erf, valedictorian,stu- Ostenson of the zoology department
50c PAQUIN’S
In explaining the subject with
generally
of
the
small
spring
brook
ELMO SPECIAL
Hand Cream ....
.... 39c
type. The major trout waters are
which his new oration deals Ernie dent council president,and Clar- at Michigan State College.Initial
FORMULA
ence Veltman, salutatorian,have warnings of the importance of
25c DJER KISS
found in the counties north of a
showed that the new topic is really
CREAM
fightingrats, says Ostenson, is in
line from the mouth of the Au SaTalcum ............
.... 15c
received assisUntships from Ohio
1 a “hot" one. His new discussionis
the fact that rat familiescan proble River on the east to the mouth
$2.50
£4
State university and Washington
$1.20 CALDWELL’S
one in which he brings in mention
duce from 3 to 12 litters a year
of the Muskegon on the west, genSyrup of Pepsin ...
.... 76c
with from 6 to 20 rats in each
erally excepting the streams in the
1 of the recent flood disaster,the
Special Formula Cream rich
litter. The average litter has about
areas immediaately adjacentto the
strike situation, the Supreme Court
$1.00 S-T, 37
in oils, helps make skin
six rats which mature in three
shores of Lake Huron and MichiAntiseptic
..............
...
63c
smooth, and soft Set conI issue, and
several other major
to four months.
gan.
tains Spec. Formula Cream,
' American problems, all to show
“A rat not only can eat several
o
$1.25 PERUNA
Ralo Face Powder, Kohl-Mo
bushels of grain in a year, but
that
America
is
faced
with
a
dilemOTTAWA-ALLEGAN
BOYS
Tonic
...» ..............
.....
... 81c
for eye-lashes, brush, Dry
likely will spoil even more grain
TO ATTEND JAMBOREE
ma— "Liberty or Law?’’ If AmerRouge, Lipstick, all by Elmo.
bv spilling the feed out on floors.
$1.00 BON KORA
ica is to have absolute enforceIf you see a few rats around a
Reducer _______ _________
.„ 67e
Plans are being formulated hr
| ment of law, human rights must be
building, that is a good indication,”
the Ottawa-Allegan council of Boy
$1.50 KOLORBAK
$1.00 MILE’S
says Ostenson, “that there are a
j submergedfor the sake of the state
Scouts for a troop of 32 scouts to
for gray hair ....................89c
Nervine .................... ... 83c
good many more rats there or soon
| or a revolutionwill overthrow all
attended the national jamboree in
will be.”
$1.00 DANDERINE
75c ALOPHEN
Washington June 30 to July 9.
I government. Those
are the contenIn one com crib recentlyit was
for the hair ........................
69c
Laxative ........
The jamboree committee is com... 49c
|tions set up by orator Ernie. In
found that rats had either eaten
posed of H. H. Nygren of Grand
or spoiled sufficient grain to have
his oration he offers his solution
PKG. 250 POND’S
60c PAZO
Haven, chairman; E. Parker of
paid the taxes for a year on a
Tissues,TWO for
....... 23c
to
the
dilemma—
a
midway
course.
Pile Ointment
... 39c
Plainwell and Joseph Kramer of
400 acre farm. They live between
The student body of Hope will
Holland. Shephen Mead of Grand
walls, under floors and foundations.
Haven, member of last year’s comErnest Tirrell, representativeof have a chance to hear their repreAdditionalinformation on rat
mittee,was retained by the group the college in the men’s division of sentativesfor Friday’s contest in
control through more permanent
as an advisory member. A preconstruction and on the use of
the debates in Detroit on Friday. chapel this morning and tomorrow,
liminary training camp will be
poison bait can be obtained from
His subjectis, “Liberty or Law?’’ Thursday, morning.
held by the local council.

-

PECK’S DRUG STORE

Ave.

.......................
94c

....

-

GRAND

-

—

Hope Men

$1.20 SCOTTS

Emulsion

Some Farms Ate Enough
Pay Taxes Each Year mi

by the bar members with Judge
Place
Fred T. Miles, on the mortgage
moratorium act, which goes into
Our readers will remember that
effect March 1, featured the business meeting. A decision was made last summer the county farm agent
that in any case where the mort- of Ottawa County ralliedseveral
gagor desires an extension he farm centers, co-operativecompanwould would have to petition the ies and those interestedin farm
court for the extension. Reports on conservation and farm preservaassigned cases were made oy Clar- tion. The News pictureda rat dinence Lokker and J. Thomas Mahan, ner and that there was to be a rat
banquet at a given date in this
both Holland attorneys.
Those present were Arthur Van county.The banquets were all hsld
Duren, Orien S. Cross, J. Den Herd- on the same day in differentorer, Charles Van Duren, Clarence ganized localitiesand the idea took
Lokker, J. Thomas Mahan, Jarret like “wildfire”and after the ban-

quest that 1936 plates be extended
came from Leon Case, secretaryof

"

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
MET AT TAVERN

-

Corner Eighth and River

Two Sections

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, March 4, 1937
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
MEETING AT HOLLAND
HIGH SATURDAY TIME EXTENSION SLOWS UP
AUTO LICENSE PLATE SALE

VISIBLE DIALS, direct tub-

f

-'>y

$1.50 IRRADOL-A
Parke-Davis ...................$1.09

....

$1.00

SQUIBB’S

Cod Liver Oil ....................79c
$1.00 ADEX
Tablet* ................................
79c
50c

WHITE’S C.L.

Oil Tablets
10-cc

............................
39c

HA LIVER OIL

Parke, Davis
$1.00 I.V.C.

52c

........................

COD

Liver Oil Pearls ................67c

HALIBUT

50

Capsules

44c

........

5-cc VOISTEROL
Parke-Davis ........................
53c
60c

SMITH BROS.

Cough
35c

Bromo
15c

37c

Syrup

......................

GROVE’S
Quinine

Cold Tablets
35c

....................
19c

FOUR-WAY
9c

..........................

PAPE’S

Colb Compound
50c

................22c

REL

Nasal Jelly ........................
33c

^

Value

--

--

.....

YOU MUST LOOK YOUR

BEST AT

EASTER—

the office of
agent, Arnold.

JUNIOR VESTED CHOIR
GIVES

AND YOU CAN AT WARDS FOR ONLY

—

OLD AUTO LICENSE GOOD MUSKEGON-SAUGATUCK MAN
UNTIL MARCH

$15.951

15

(Zeeland Record)

^

,,rVj

High Style!

Low Price!
VJ
Sunburst and free-swingsports backs with 1937’s cleati

new

P

lines

—

new lower
— glen plaids, box
overchecks and distinguishednew

broader shoulders and chest,

m
1

squares, oversquares,

stripes! Single- or double-breasted—with extra value,
extra wear sewn-in!

Ironing

This Season's Sensation I

DUSTY TONE

PC

w

) Si

MEN'S SHIRTS
San/orized

Ward low

Ironing Contest
price

PASSES

Skirts • •••••••••••<

DETROIT

Mrs. Margaret Ruscher Frederick, a former resident of Holland
Joseph Heur, age 48, formerly of
and Fillmore Township, passed aSaugatuck lately of Muskegon, died
way at St. Mary’s HospiUl. Detroit,
CLARENCE VELTMAN
in Hatton hospital from injuries
Mich.. Feb. 25. She was injuredby
suffered at 5:30 p. m. Saturday
a fall three weeks ago and was 66
when he was struck by a motor
years old.
car near the junction of M50 and universityat St. Louis respectiveFuneral services were held at the
US31 at Agnew.
lyhome of her eldest son, Alton FredHeur was struck by a car driven
Vanderwerf,who has had a erick at 5806 Newport Ave., Detroit,
by Alvin Tanis, 27, 320 Conanter
SE., Grand Rapids, which was straight A record since he stopped March first.
She is survivedby three sons, Alowned by Miss Alta Hendricks, taking music in junior high, reGrand Rapids, who was with Tan- ceived an appointment from Ohio ton. Marvin and Emil, all live in
Detroit.
is at the time of the accident.
State in less than 48 hours after
Her husband, Emil Frederick,
According to Tony Gronevelt,of
Holland, undersheriff,who investi- mailing his application.He is car- died last July. Her parents, piogated, Heur got out of a car he was rying on a Hope traditionwhich neers of Fillmore Township, Mr.
riding in and attemptedto cross has sent several men to Ohio in and Mrs. Henry Ruscher, passed
away years ago. Their home waa on
the highway to go to a nearby oil
former years, among whom are a farm and School District No. 1.
station. As he got out of the car
The school was built on a corhe went around the back of it and Merle Rigterink and James Wiehalted at the edge of the pavement. gerink who are candidates to re- ner of the farm.
She was a teacher for a number
ceive doctorate d e g re e s in the
Runs In Front of Car
of years before her mariage and
Tanis said he saw the man and spring.
many of her former pupils will resounded his horn. Heur apparently
Among the prominent men in member her. She taught in her
heard the horn as he looked up and
home school for severalyears. Her
then startedto run across the road Ohio State are Organic Chemist
only living brother. Henry Ruscher,
apparently believing that he had Evans, (head of the department),
lives on part of the old farm near
sufficient time. Tanis said he ap- and McPherson,who collaborates
the school.
plied his brakes but it was im- with inorganic chemist Henderson,
o ----possible to stop before hitting
Adams
Uninjuredas Car
Heur. The body was thrown high
Drops 50 Feet
up in the air falling to the pavement. He suffered a fractured
Ray Adams, veteran rural mail
skull and internal injuries. The
carrier, escaped uninjured when hia
Hendricks'car was damaged somecar plunged 50 feet down from the
what by the impact Tanis rushed
road in Valley township, Allegan
Heur to Hatton hospitalin Grand
county, near the Allegan city dam
Haven and then returned to the
Wednesday afternoon.Deep ruts in
sheriff’s office to report the accithe road were rendered invisible by
dent.
the half foot of snow which covered
Heur was riding with a brother,
the area.
Shelby Heur, 44, Saugatuck, Earl
Although the car was badly damPearo, Sr., and Earl Pcaro, Jr. He
aged, Mr. Adams was able to get
was on his way from Muskegon to
out and walk to the city dam, where
spend the week end with his brothhe obtainedsome help in gathering
er at Saugatuck, Mr. Gronevelt
the scatteredmail. He returned to
reported.
the post office within an hour and
The injured man was unconscious
duplicatedhis day’s work of aortwhen he was brought to the hosing the mail. After sorting the
pital and little hope was held out
mail, he again went out on the
that he would recover. He lived
route and finished his delivery. Mr.
less than 24 hours from the time
Adams said that the washout on the
he was struck.
road at the point where he was
Coroner W. B. Bloemendal of
driving is usual during the rainy
Grand Haven was called to investiseason.The exact amount of da
gate. According to the officers,who
age to the car had not been detergained the story from Tanis and
mined Thursdaynoon.
the other witnesses,the death of
CALVIN VANDER WERF

Heur appeared to be accidental.
GRAND HAVEN LEADERS
Tanis was releasedand the officers
ATTEND HOLLAND SCOUT
in writing high school and college
will make further investigation
be# Come in at either or both of theae meetings and let fore a verdict is rendered.The of- text books, and Physical Chemist Grand Haven, Feb. 27.— Stephen
ficers did not believe an inquest France, and others.
Mead and Covert Van
ua ahow you how this ironer can answer all your iron*
would be called.
Veltman has accepted an aping requirements.
The body was taken to the
pointment at WashingtonU. where
Dykstra Funeral Home in Holland.
Funeral was held at SaugatuckE- he will be able to go as far as a Mead represented local scout or9 You’ll marvel at the ease of ironing with a
piscopal Church, Rector Rev. J. master’s degree. Leland Beach, ganizationsand Mr. Van Zantwick
Portable Preaa Ironer*
Wendel Davis of Grace Church, Hope ’34, will receive his master’s the cub packs. M. P. Russell, execHolland, officiating.Interment was
degree in Chemistry in the spring utive, is to act as chairman. Anin .Saugatuckcemetery yesterday
other meeting will be held soon. Jafrom Washington.
afternoon.
cob Braak of Spring Lake, council
o
Both men have receivedstipends president, is an ex-officio member
The Rev. N. J. Monsma, pastor sufficient to provide for their ex- of the committee.The committee ia
Electric
of the Ninth Street Christian Reto aid in forming new troops and
formed church has recovered from penses with a probabilityof an extending the field ‘
109 Belt 8(h Sl
Phone 2284
increasein the second year.
an attack of the flu.
irganized.

MEADOWS

MONTGOMERY WARD
25 East 8th Street

IN

i

...

Phone 3188

-

Saturday Evaning 7:00 to 9:00

I Also

checks, plaids,stripes and whites!

Boys

2:00 to 4:00 p. m.

i

Solid tone shirts,with • tiny raised

fleck-at a

demonstration
SATURDAY,

Shrunk

o

FORMER RESIDENT

-

waistline ! Fresh, smart patterns
i

KILLED IN OTTAWA COUNTY

WRECK

Police Chief Frank Van Ry, anThe Junior Vested Choir of Sec- nounced Saturday, that the police
ond Reformed church is preparing departmentwould concede to the
a religioussecular concert to be request made in a resolution adoptpresented on Thursday evening, ed by both houses of the state legMarch 4, at 7:30 o’clock at the islature, Friday, and will allow the
church.
use of 1936 automobilelicense
The choir was organized about a dates in Holland, until March 15.
vear ago and has been directedby iimilar instructions were given to
Miss Gladys
_„dys Moerdyk, Hope Col- members of the sheriff's departlege student.Miss Antoinette Van ment by Sheriff Frank Van Etta,
Koevering is accompanist.
effecting Ottawa county. Bertal
Miss Mildred Vanden Bos, Hope Slagh, in charge of the Holland liCollege student, and a prominent cense bureau branch, said that desoloist whose home is in Orange spite this temporary extension, the
City, Iowa, has been secured as bureau is experiencinga last minguest soloist. She will be accom- ute rush in tne sale o? plates. Durpanied b yMiss Jeanette Douma of ing the present rush, the bureau
lolland.
will be open at 8 a. m., and reThere will be no charge for ad- main open until 4 p. m. At times
mission and everybodyis invited there
e has been as many as 50 perto attend.A silver offering will be
standing in lines wa
waiting their
received.
to purchase plates.

Men’s
Suits

m

CONCERT

county agricultural

Holland, Mich.

-

White Bros.

Co.

-

v'-,
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EGGS HIGH ENOUGH BUT
FEED TOO HIGH

“WORKING WAY
THRU COLLEGE” HAS

PHEASANT COST RIDICULED
BY GAME BREEDERS

NEWS

now possible for the pastor should
now have a regular income.
be cheerfullyvoted. Many pastors
During
the
hard
years
the
pasAT LAST
have not bought a single new book
tor’s salaries were drasticallyreIntelligencer Leader
for five yean. The times denied
There has been general rejoicing duced. Many, along with their them the very tools of their trade.
Thirteen dead and 19 wounded.
That was the hunting accidenttoll over the increasein wages recently people, endured much hardship. Let it be made possible now that
Institution in Michigan during the small-game announcedby many of the large Now that general conditions are the minister be able to replenish
season which came to an end Jan. industrial concerns of the country. improved, Consistoriesshould see his mind. It will pay in spiritual
18.
Many who have been out of work, to it that the increased support returns.
COMPANY’S

DEER AND HUMAN SLAYING Pastor Seek More

Holland Plant
Earl Holm, superintendent
Is a Gigantic

Pay

When
Edwird J. Schwennesen, Allegan
of New York State Game Farm,
produce dealer, offered a new plan
made the statementbefore the
Wednesdayfor Uncle Sam to assist
Game Breeders Conference,recente*IT producers.He would have the
A new verion of the old racket ly held in New York, that he was
*overnment reduce the hijrh cost of
of “workingmy way through col- producing full-winged, healthy BAKER
poultry feeds.
PATAH of the fatalities,except
pheasants at a cost below >1 each, PROTECTED
“Efcjrs are not too low; feed is lege," has taken away hundreds of
ENT LAW; PERSONALITY three, were caused directly by the
too high," Schwennesen asserted. dollars from Michigansportsmen, nis listenerssaid it couldn’t be done.
EXPRESSED IN PRODUCT
rais-handliny
rais-handlingof a gun in the bands
“Goaeroment buying of eggs to according to the department of The breeders insist that it costs
of the victim himself or by the
from -1.50 to >2.60 to produce a
bolster the market is all wrong,
One can derive some conception accidentaldischarge of a gun in
conservation.
good bird. Michigan game breeders,
because that holds egg prices high
A number of sportsmen'smaga- both private and in State employ, as to the scope taken in by the the hands of a hunting companion.
and this in turn restricts consumpBaker FurnitureCo. through a Two died of heart attacks while
zine “salesmen"have been circu- will attest to the latter.
tion, thereby increasing the egg
news contributionon the “Furni- hunting and one drowned.
lating through the state selling
surplus. Let the egg market be
WHY THE LETTERS "I” AND ture page” of the Grand Rapids During the 1935-1936 small-game
governed by supply and demand subscriptionsto hunters and fisherHerald, always a forerunner of a season 16 hunters were killwl in
“J" ARE DOTTED
men, giving the assumption that
instead of artificial support and
coming furniture exposition in shooting accidents; 36 were woundthey are representingthe departthe situation will adjust itself.
Originallythese two letters, “i" Grand Rapids. January is the big ed.
ment of conservationand that the
"If the government really wants
money will help the state's con- and "j,” were one, the "i” having event in the year as this relates Last fall during the deer huntto do something for the egg proaervation program. In several in- two pronounciations,just as "u" to the furniture show and many ing season 13 hunters lost their
ducer, I would suggest that it cut
stances a conservationexhibithas and “v" were once one letter, with institutions receive reviews and in- lives, nine in shooting accidents
the feed cost in half by giving the
terviews from the “furniture edibeen used as a lure to prospects. two ways of using it.
farmer one sack of chicken feed
Now since the small "i" was sim- tor." The one on the Baker Co. is and four from natural causes; 11
A
large
number
of
sportsmen
were wounded.
for every one he buys.
ply a straightstroke, it was in the real interestingand Holland can
This brings the total of hunting
“At first thought this may seem who purchasedsubscriptionsand days before printingvery liable to be justly proud that a once large
impracticable,but that’s not the paid their money wrote indignantly be mistaken for part of the letter idle factorybuildingha* been filled fatalities and injuries for the past
case. The federal governmenthas to the conservation department followingit. So that without the during the last three years with season to 26 dead and 30 wounded.
a well organized staff throughout wanting to know why they did not present dobs, as an authority ex- such a substantial, permanent g
the country— its emergency relief get their magazines. Publishersof plains, letters “i" and "n" when to- ing concern headed by Mr. Hollis FRY AND FINGERLINGS
agencies— which could handle tho two magazines represented by gether might easily be read as “m," Baker. The Herald states:
ARE DIFFERENT IN SIZE
salesmen have requested persons and so forth, and it was to avoid
problem.
buying
such
subscriptions to write such confusion that the dot over it
“So let me suggest— put the
Grand Rapids Herald
directly to them, giving the name was adopted.
In fish cultural circles it is genchicken on relief and the egg probLike people, corporationshave
of the salesman.
The
"j"
as
a
distinct
letter
came
erally accepted that the word fry
lem will take care of itself."
The department of conservation into being through a custom in their own personalities.That of as applied to small fish represents
Baker Furniture,Inc., is certainly everything from an inch long and
QUICK CASH — Loans >25 to >300. stated that it has not given its those days of the acribe giving a expressed
in the character of its
Autos — Livestock— Furniture. endorsement to any magazine. tail to an “i" at the beginning of a
under while fingerlingsrun from
product, and is known specifically one up to six inches, depending on
Holland Loan Association,over Subscriptionsto its own publica- word, the flourishing being at first
under
several
trade
names.
for ornamentation only. But since
species.
tions are not solicited by agents.
Olliea Sport Shop.
One of these trade names, “Old
most “i” lettersstarting a word
had the "j" sound, the tail in time World" finish has become almost HIGHEST AVERAGE YIELD OF
became the mark of a letter of its a general descriptiveterm in the
BEETS IN OTTAWA COUNTY
furnitureindustry in speaking of a
own, the modern "j.”
Having started, however, as simp- certain type of finish and design. It
ly a form of the "i” the little "j" is not, however, so well known that
Saginaw, Michigan, Feb. 8— The
retainedthe dot like the "i" even this name was originated by this highest average yield per acre of
ft:
after the introductionof printing. company and that the name itself sugar beets in Ottawa County in
4,
The capital letters, of course, had is registeredwith the U. S. patent 1936, was harvested by Abe Nenever been liable to such mistake office.
derveld of Jamestown Township,
as the small ones, and so were
There are three other descriptive whose suear beet production avernever dotted.
names which have been registered aged 19.76 tons per acre, according
IBby this company and are in general to an announcementmade today by
down
itributionto modem living
M.
J.
Buschlem,
Assitant
Agriculuse.
These
are
“Connoisseur,"
MillGot a
Tomato
The telephones great
elM can. dm telephone
ing Road Shop,” and "Manor tural Supervisor of the Farmers
In a wav that
o,
dmdgerY out
Michigan’s State college is worth House." These three designations and Manufacturers Beet Sugar Asall its cost to Michigan farmers. A refer to separate divisions of the sociation. John Gras came second
id dependably;
large number of most valuable line from a price and sales view- with an average of 18.28 tons per
Let us lend you the
grains and vegetables have been point rather than specific descrip- acre, and Albert Hoor. third, with
0! housekeeping: it runs
lt con ioreslall
money to modernize \% your ©id home too
an average yield of 18.23 tons per
originatedthere and passed out in- tion of the furniture itself.
acre.
to general cultivation.The latest
The "Regular” Line
cramped for the children?Do you need
is an improved tomato which came
Commenting on the 1936 sugar
The
name
"Connoisseur" furnion extra bedroom or play room, a modern
about from experiments to get one ture applies to what has generally beet production records for Ottawhich would be free from fusarium been called the “regular” Baker wa County. Mr. Buschlen said, "A
bathroom, an up-to-date kitchen for
blight, a disease which can not be line. This is offered for g e n e r a
total of 88 individualsugar beet
mother, a den for father?
overcome by any sort of spraying. sale to stores and decorators growers in the County averaged
European tomatoes are smaller throughout the country.It varies over ten tons of sugar beets per
Can you sing "Home Sweet Home"
the constant goal at
(he highest
than American sorts and plants in price from moderate to the high- acre. The average yield of these
lo, service representa, aU
about a place with draughty floors,leaky
bear more fruits, while the latter er levels, and comprises a large se- growers being 13.5 tons per acre
are larger but less in number. This lection in varying styles of living from a total of 251.85 acres.
roof, messy basement, rickety front porch,
new kind is free from disease, has room, bedroom, and dining room
possible degree oi convemence.
“It is of interest to note that all
shabby paint, toppling chimneys?
the larger fruits. It is being tested furniture. This is the line that is these growers planted early, the
this season for outdoors cultivation best known and most generally average planting date being May
Why not modernizethis Spring, with
on several farms. How it may do distributed throughout the country. 18. It is also worthy of note that
in the greenhouse is not yet dethe aid of a Federal Housing Loan through
BtUThe "Milling Road" divisionis almost 46 per cent of these growtermined.
the lower priced line which usually ers applied manure to their land
this bank? If you have an assured income
is stocked by one dealer in a city and 77 per cent applied commercial
"and a good credit reputation,you can
TAR PAPER COLLARS TO PRO- and presentedas a complete group. fertilizer at an average of 232
Although in generalits price ranges pounds per acre."
TECT PLANTS
borrow from $100 to $2000 and have
are a little less than the “Connoisfrom one to five years to repay like rent.
seur” line, it is of equal quality.
Tar paper collars for vegetables
The difference in price is usually
in small gardens are in style to accounted for by the fact that the
See us about the matter at once.
avoid depredations of the cabb;
cabbage
pieces themselves have less detail.
maggot and other pests, according The Milling Road Shop itself conto Ray Hutson, entomologist at sists of a gallery with adjacent
Michigan State College. For large
rooms. The entrance window and
plantings of cabbages,radishes and
the fireplace are replicas of Engother crops, he suggests a bichlorlish Eighteenth Century examples
ide of mercury solution, using one
shown in the Geffrye Museum.
HOLLAND,
ounce of the poison in eight galShoreditch,London. Approximately
lons of water.
60 stores now show complete MillMember Federal Reserve Bank
ing Road Shops, and a number of
U. S. BILL WOULD LIMIT
others show parts of this lino. In
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
SPEED OF CARS TO 50 MPH most of the stores the line is handled as a specialtyand given display in rooms which are harmonRep. P
a bill
bill to
to prohibitthe manufacture ious with the furniture. Its sucand shipment in interstatecom- cess is well known because of its
merse of automobiles which are own individuality and a correlated
capable of attainingspeeds in ex- group of Eighteenth Century reproductions styled and finished in
cess of 50 miles an hour.
Trucks and busses would be lim- the Baker Old World finish.
TTiird in Trio
ited to 35 miles an hour.
Third in this trio is the "Manor
House." Although this line as a
Coal,
Elms Trees Have A 50-50 whole is not shown in Grand RapThe Best Fuel— The Best Service
ids, representativepieces may alChance
ways be seen in the Baker showrooms in the Keeler building. The
America need not yet despair of complete display is maintained at
saving its elm trees from the dread
‘The Manor House" at 383 Madison
Dutch elm disease, even though Ave., New York City, and supple28th St and Lincoln Av&, Holland, Mich.
Europe has given up, says I-ee A. mentary displays at Chicago and
BRANCH OFFICE — SUPERIOR CIGAR STORE-PHONE 9533
Strong,chief of the Bureau of En- lyos Angeles. This line represents
tomology and Plant Quarantine. the ultimate in craftsmanship and
He says the American elm’s chances
finish. Its price range and grade
for survivalare better than 50-50,
is substantially
above that of the
if men and facilitiesare available
Connoisseur line and MillingRoad
to continue the intensiveeradicaShop, and the only definite restriction campaign by the department tion at the factory is that no efnow under way.
fort should be spared to produce
Strong bases his opinion on the the finest furniturepossible.
results of this year’s scouting.In
Manor House furniture comes the
the first three weeks of June, 1,437
Instructor
nearest to the hand-made masterscouts found 607 trees in which the
pieces of the 18th century that it
disease has been confirmed by labis possibleto produce. Dovetails
Dealer in Music and Musical Instruments
oratory tests. In the same period are made by hand, specialhandlast year 200 scouts found 443 such made crown glass is imported from
Don’t Buy Till You Get My Prices
trees. With seven times as many
England, and in the final finishing
scouts in the field, an increase of one master craftsman takes his
Studio: 260 Ea»t 14th
Dial 3655
less than half the number of di- piece from the white and develops
seased trees affords good ground it to its finished state like an artist
Holland, Michigan
for believing that the campaign painting a picture. An effort is
will first stop the spread of Dutch
REN
TEED
made to reproduce the antique
elm disease in this country and pieces selected as models with the
finallystamp it out. The only pracutmost fidelity.A further effort is
tical way to fight Dutch elm dismade that in selection of the modease, according to Strong, is to els they he unique examples of the
destroy every sickly elm in the
period rather than the ordinary
"He who hesitates loses money!"
areas where the disease occurs.
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
examples.
-o
Although the Manor House is the
Ford Dealers’ stocks of fine used cars are larger — and their prices lowerAre Our Lakes
newest of the three Baker lines, it
R and G meant - RENEWED
then they’ve been in years. They want to sell now! You want a better used
has now been under productionfor
AND GUARANTEED! Many
Drying Up?
four years and has establisheda
Used Car bargain*offered by
car now! Get together with your nearest Ford Dealer, and "drive a
Underground water tables definite
place for itself in the high
Ford Dealers are R A C care.
throughout the Lakes States are grade field.
bargain!” He is reliable. He has all makes, all models, all prices. And
They are the cream of (he Used
the lowest in history, which may
they’re all bargains!
Car market.You muat be •ati»be propheticof a water famine in TEN HENS LAY 2.900
fied or you get your money
EGGS, SET RECORD
certain sections within
few
Easy payment terms as low as 915 monthly. (Your present car may more
back — lilts that! If you want
years. Deficiency of rainfalland
than cover down payment). Further delay will cost you money. Get "on
the very best Uaed Car, look
quick run-offof that which fell is
The 10 Rhode Island Reds ownfor the RAG emblem. 100%
the ball” and get a good used car— today/— from your nearest Ford Dealer.
held responsible for this. It has ed by E. B. Parmenter of Frank•atiafaction or 100% refund.
lin,
Mass.,
made
the
highest
score
also had its effect on the levels of
inland lakes. Oakland county, with of any egg laying contest in the
country during 1935-36 in winning
its 310 lakes, presents a good picthe last Passaic county competib 9 Q
ture of what is happening all over
tion.
Michigan.There are very few lakes
Prof. C. S. Platt, poultrycontests
in that county that haven’t experisupervisorfor the New Jersey agCutting through a snowdrift is no easy task
enced exceedinglylow water levels, ricultural experiment station, Rutand they have reached their lowest gers university, announced that
— but it's easier to follow through after the
this year. Many of the shallower the flock, in laying 2,900 eggs and
plow has done its work.
ones have reverted into stagnant scoring 3,046 points, outscored886
ponds; others are so choked with flocks entered in 15 officialconPlowing your way to success takes effort, too.
weed growth as to render them un- tests throughout the nation. Its
fit for recreational
purposes. Fish mark shattered all previous recStarting a savings account requires making up
life in all of them has sufferedac- ords of New Jersey egg laying
your mind; but after you have made the first
cordingly,and fishermen complain trials.— G. R. Press.
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deposit, it becomes easier to follow through.

Now

is

a good time to start your savings

account with

this

Bank. Make your

initial

de-

posit and get started on your road to financial
success.

PEOPLE'S STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

of the strong weedy and muddy
SIT-DOWNERS
taste of the fish they happen to
The sea gulls off Provincetown,
catch and prepare for the table. Mass., are staginga sit-downstrike.
Fear is expressedin many in- When fishermenrefusedto continue
stances that a number of the lakes to toss them select bits of fish they
will dry up completely.Those that stopped their jobs of beach-combing
are fed by underground springs are and will no longer act as scavengers. The gulls sleep late and harthe only ones near normal, but even
ass natives with their raucous
these are beginning to feel the efshrill cries of protest and sock infects of our droughts. We need nocent bystanders with quahaugs
rain and snow, and plenty of both, dropped from the sky.
to fill our underground water storage basins before we can expect to
see normal levels again established.

Visit our

VRIEUNG-PLAGeEMARS, IRC.
Your Own Ford Dealer— River Ave. and

DYKSTRA

WANTED TO BUY-Lake

front
cottage or lot for cash, preferably on Lake Michigan. State lot
size snd price. Write Box 35, care
City
dt8.
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Ambulance Service
29 East 9th St.
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THE HOLLAND CITY
Takes 40 Leaves

TJie

many

To Feed a Peach Notaries Public
Total Some 36,000
scientificreason for so
In Michigan

PROCEEDINGS

Every 15 minutes of every work-

OF

TTif

Special Committee.
appropriationtor ths pnrpoos bo directed
ownqrs. Fret
to maka such s «rv*y sad report to tbs
’ IY.
' or disabled
RESOLVED, that tMs Board believes
HENEVELDt Ch»|rman.
that the salaries of all county officialsand
WM. VALKEMA, Prop.
employes requiredto bo paid by counties
ALBERT HYMA.
Phone 9745, collet
from taxes levied locally should be fixed
PETER J. RYCENGA.
General
Delco Batteries
by the Board of Supervisorsof tbs CounCORNELIS ROOSENRAAD.
ty. and
JOHN HASSOLD.
Road
Telephone 2729
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that ths
PETER H. VAN ARK.
Vulcaniiing 50 W. 8th St
legislature be and it hereby it urged to
SpecialCommittee.
repealexistingstatutoryprovisionsmakUaed Tirea — All Slzea-RealBuya
LOUIS
ing mandatory the payment of specified
RESOLVED.That th* Legislatureb*.
Waits to Buy all Ktodi «f Scrap
salaries by the countiesto any official! and It hereby Is urged to appropriateapMaterial,Old Irou, Radiators,Old
or employes.
proximatelyfifteen milliondollars tor diGKO. E. HENEVELD, Chairman. rect welfarerelltf.
Batteries tad other
Beet
ALBERT HYMA.
GEO. E. HENEVELD. Chairman.
market price; alse feed aid sugar
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Tirea

small peaches in Michigan's

crop last year has been ferreted
out by plant pathologistsin the

hy

Service

THE

WANTED

m

United States department of agriculture.

After long study of the problem,
times. Appointmentsare made by
the pathologistshave determined the Governor: commissions are
the stunted fruit was due to either issued bv the Secretary of State.
too many peaches for the number
Some interesting facts about this
of leaves on the tree or too few public office which survivesin modOf Ottawa County, State of Michigan
leaves for the number of peaches. em form from a centuries-old pracThey say it makes no difference tice of England, are available in
nesday evening was addressedby the Rev.
Fr. John Gabriels, pastor of the Church
which way the conclusionis stated the records of OrvilleE. Atwood,
The Board of Supervisors met of the Resurrection.Father Gabrielstold
— it's the same both ways.
Secretary of State.
pursuant to adjournment on Mon- of his trip to Russia during the past sumTheir investigationshave deterIn 1935, more than the average day, February8, 1937 at 10:00 A. mer. Judge Ira Jayne of the Wayne
minded that a peach tree requires yearly number of commissions were M., and was called to order by the county circuit court, eerved aa toaetmaater.
Norman Hill, secretaryto Gov. Frank
30 to 40 leaves to feed just one Issued, the total being 9,678. The chairman Mr. Heneveld.
Murphy, poke briefly.Governor Murphy
peach and grow it to full, normal average is about 9,000. As comPresent at roll call: Messrs. Zyl- was unable to attend
Thuraday
maturity. An apple tree must have missions are for four years unless stra, Havedink,Hassold, Hering,
Many rceolutions were reported out from
40 to 50 leaves for each apple.
sooner revoked, some 36,000 com- Lowing, Hendiych, Hyma, Stegen- committed and the majorityof theaa ware
Curl Cuts Leaf Area
missions are in force at all times. ga, Heneveld, Ter Avest, Graham, acceptedand approved.
Any citizen of the state, 21 years Garbrecht,Bottema, Martin, Mohr, Topics that were covered by the resoluTo improve the sire of the peachtions touched many angles of our state
es, the pathologists advise growers or over, endorsed by a circuit or Cook, Rycenga, Rosbach, Misner, and local government
to adjust the set of fruit on the probate judge or a member of the Van Ark, Postma, Nies, Damstra,
Signed
trees to leaf area. If leaf curl de- legislature, may apply to the gov- Yntema and Roosenraad.
PETER H. VAN ARK
Absent: Messrs. Smallegan,
PETER J. RYCENGA
stroys a large number of leaves, as ernor for a commission. A fee of
ALBERT HYMA
it did in 1935, the pathologists$1 which goes to the state’s gen- Slaughter and Brusse.
CORNELIS
ROOSENRAAD
COMMITTEE
said the set of fruit must be eral fund, must accompany the KF.PORT OP SPECIAL
GEO. E. HENEVELD
AtlMiSIng
application.
The
commissions
are
thinned more closely.
JOHN HASSOLD
sent to county clerks who notify STATE MEETING OP SUPERVISORSAT
Mr. Rycengjt moved that the re“Producers of large peaches proLANSING. MICHIGAN
port be receivedand placed on file
vide larger leaf areas than 40 applicants. Applicants must then
January 14. 27. 28. 1417
file bonds of $1,000 each and pay
The flrat day ‘a aeaaionwa» opened by which motion prevailed.
leaves per peach,”the department’s
the county clerk a fee of 60 cents. an addreai by the Mayor of Lanalng, Communicationfrom the Veterans
experts stated. "This permits the
Mich.,the Honorable Max A. Templeton.
of Foreign Wars
peaches left on the tree to get If the bond is not filed within 90 Thi* wa» followed by an addren by the
BE IT RESOLVED.That we. the Vetmore food from the leaves.When days, the commission is withdrawn. presidentof the Asaoclation,M. B. Me

Board of Supervisors

PADN08

ink.

PETER

J.

RYCENGA.

ALBERT HYMA.

CORNELISROOSENRAAD.
JOHN HASSOLD.
PETER IL VAN ARK.

PETER J. RYCENGA.
CORNELIS ROOSENRAAD.
JOHN HASSOLD,
PETER H VAN ARK.
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&
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SpecialCommittee.
V.
SpecialCommittee.
Expires Mar. 6-16498
WHEREAS, delinquenttaxes remain a
VIII.
STATE OP
major problem in tome communitiesof the
WHEREAS, th# experienceof th* part
The Probate Court for the CounBute, and In many InstancesIt la con- year has demonstratedthat at least 125..
ceded by the officialsthat the accumulated 000.000 In State Aid will be necessaryfor
ty of Ottawa.
Attorneys-at
delinquencies
axceed the actual value of publicschools In additionto th* primary
At a session of said Court, held
the properties;
schoolfund and that ample funds for th*
at the Probate Office in the City of
WHEREAS, we are In sympathywith purpoa# are available, therefore,
Office-overFirst State
Grand Haven in the aaid County, on
the plight of those local Jurisdictions
BE IT RESOLVED, that this Board rewhich find their revenuesseriously reduced quest* th* Legislature
to completeth* exthe 15th day of February, A. D.,
Bank
becauseof the unwillingness
of delinquent cellentprogram which was begun four
'
taxpayersto pay current levies until the year, ago with the passageof the ThatchHolland, Michigan
status of their delinquenciee
has been fi- er-8ias Act. and carried forward two year*
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
nally established; and
ago through the Thateher-Saur Act. by
Judge of Probate.
WHEREAS, we believe the time has ar- providing at least the $25,000,000which
In the Matter of the Estate of
rived when the best Interests of all will all competent authoritlr* have agreed is
John O. Katt, Deceased.
be served by a definite and final disposi- th* minimum amount which will Inture th*
tion o( the whole problem ; therefore
eattefactory operationof this legislation.
It appearingto the court that
Expires Msr. 13—16208
BE IT RESOLVED.That we urge the
GKO. h. HENEVELD,Chairman.
the time for presentationof claima
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Legislatureto pass legislation which will
ALBERT HYMA.
accomplishthe followingpurpoees:
The Probate Court for the Coun- against said estate should be limPETER J RYCENGA.
1. Secure a return to the tax roll of
ited, and that a time and place be
CORNELIS ROOSENRAAD,
ty of Ottawa.
propertynow chronically delinquent
JOHN HASSOLD,
appointed to receive, examine and
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
at the earliest possible date, preferPETER H. VAN ARK.
demands
at the Probate Office in the City of adjust all claima
ably In the hands of the original
SpecialCommittee.
owner.
IX.
Grand Haven in said County, on againstsaid deceued by and before
2. Insure the state and local governRESOLVED, that the l/egislature be the 23rd day of February, A. D., said court:
ments of the maximum reasonable and It hereby is urged to appropriate$4.It is Ordered, That creditorsof
1937.
revenue from these delinquentac000.000per year for Old Age Assistance
counts.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- said deceased are required to preami the same amount for aid to dependent
sent their claims to said court at
3 Provide for a permanent tightening children and a sum for blind relief,during ter. Judge of Probate.
ermns of Foreign Wars, hereby suggest to
of procedure as to delinquencyto
the next biennium,and also to amend the
said Probate Office on or before the
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
Pheraon.
the fruit set is light for the entire
the Board of Superviaorsof Ottawa Counprevent any similar accumulationof
Old Age Aseistaneelaw so ae to Include
16th day of June, A. D., 1937, at
Egbert Maatman, Deceased.
Eugene Elliott gave an addresson Mod- ty. Michigan that the monument now lotree
but perhaps heavy on cerpersons who are not elfisens
delinquenttexee In the future.
ern Education In whlrh he stressed more cated directly In front of the Court Houae
4. Providedelinquenttaxpayerswith a
Florence Walters having filed in ten o’clock in the forenoon, aaid
GEO. E. HENEVELD. Chairman.
tain branches and the leaves plenGoldfish, Just Goldfish
money was neeesaaryfor educationalpur- bo moved to the adjacentcorner at Washdefiniteplan for restoring their
ALBERT HYMA.
said Court her Qftition, praying time and place being hereby aptiful
the fruit may be left unpoees.
ington and Fifth Streets. We believe
property to a currently paid up
PETER J RYCENGA.
thinned.
for
license to sell the interest of pointed for the examination and
Kenneth
Me
Carren, City Assessor of this will displsythe monument to better
status on terms that are fair and
CORNELISROOSENRAAD.
In San Francisco harbor early Detroitgave an address on Tax Exemp"After a damaging freeze fruit
said
estate in certain real estate adjustmentof all claims and deadvantage and also relieve the congestion
reasonable.
JOHN HASSOLD,
last week a Japanese boy was hired tions. The address Includeda graphic ilmands against said deceased.
of the present landscape.
PETER H. VAN ARK.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED. That it
therein described.
sets only at the base of the shoots.
to pull
ull a hawser and rock the ship lustration on how the reduction of as seas Signed this fifteenthday of January, is our beliefthat the satisfactoryplan
It is Further Ordered, That pubSpecialCommittee.
It is Ordered,That the 23rd day
When this occurs the leaves on the which started from Japan with a mints would afTect all different kinds of nineteen
hundred thirty-eeven.
will Includethe followingprovisions:
Mr. Misner moved that the reso- of March. A. I).. 1937, at ten o’- lic notice thereof be given by pubbearing and nonbearing shoots will
taxation. We refer to the suggestion
Srgt.
Alvin
Jonker
Poet, No. 2326
1. A bona fide tax sale at the earliest
cargo of 3,000,000goldfish. Two- where a fixed amount of 11,000.00 was to
lutions be laid on the table and clock in the forenoon,at said Pro- lication of a copy of tnis order, for
under favorable conditions proVETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
possibl# date. Not later than May
thirds of them were destroyed by be exempt on all valuations above $2,000 00
that each member of the Board be bate Office, be and is hereby ap- three successiveweeks previous to
1938.
By Frank Carskadon.
duce peaches of good size anil qualsmoke and fumes from a fire at and 50% for all below that amount The
2. The acquiring of full title by the
furnished with
copy of them pointed for hearing said petition, said day of hearing, in the HolMr.
Hyma
moved
that the comity although the fruit may be only
State to property not sold or reThe survivors were furtheren- unfairnessof any fixed exemption was munication be laid on the table
newspaper
which motion lost as shown by the and that all persons interestedin land City News,
a few inches apart. Leaves far sea.
shown.
deemed
as
soon
as
possible
after
dangered when the ship docked but
following vote: Yeas Messrs. Zyl- said estate appear before said printed and circulated in said counThe next address was by George P. Me which motion prevailed.
away from the fruit and those on
proposed tale.
State Senator who spoke on the
stra, Lowing, Stegenga, Graham, Court, at said time and place, to tyMr. Mohr moved that the com3. That any offer of terms to taxthe nonbearingshoots also help could not be unloaded until a wate- Callum,
front dispute was settled. So the delinquenttax situation.He wished the mittee appointed to attend the sespayers now delinquent be condiWATER, Judge
Cook,
Rosbach, Misner, Nies, Dam- show cause why a license to sell the
to manufacture food.”
would go on recordstating as
tionedupon prompt payment of fuboy was set to keeping the ship Association
of Probate.
stra and Yntema, (10).
to how It stood on the matter of handling sions of the State Association of
ture levies.
interest of said estate in said real
in motion enough to supply oxygen the 1933, 1934. and 1935 delinquentt*xea Supervisors be appointedas a comA true copy.
Nays Messrs. Havedink, Hassold, estate should not be granted;
4. That the Interest of affectedlocal
in the water of the fish tanks, since ami the fee and Interest on the same.
to Catch
Harriet Swart,
mittee to draw up proper resolujurisdictions be fully protectedin
Hendrych,Hyma, Heneveld,Ter
It is Further Ordered. That pubMelville
B.
Me
Pherson,
president
of
fish, like men, cannot live without
the final disposition of any propRegister of Probate.
Avest, Garbrecht, Bottema, Mar- lic notice thereofbe given by pubthe Association and chairman of the State tions to present to this board for
erty which may be forfeited to the
tin, Mohr, Rycenga,
Ark, licationof a copy of this order,
Tax Commission, In his address recom- considerationregardingthe sevCar bandits are appearing in oxygen.
State in the course of carrying out
should there be a market mended the holdingof a state sale of tax- eral matters contained in their rePostma and Roosenraad, (14).
the above proposals.
England. This announcementhas
Expires April 10
for three successiveweeks previn the United States for 3,000,000 delinquentpropertiesnext September.
GEO. E. HENEVELD. Chairman.
port which motion prevailed.
Mr. Damstra moved that each ious to said day of hearing,in the
occasioned some comment in this
Millions
of
dollars' worth of property
goldfish from Japan? The demand
ALBERT HYMA.
Mr.
Mohr
moved
that
the
matter
resolution
taken
separately
country to the effect that the only
which was due for sale laat May would
Holland City News, a newspaper
PETER J RYCENGA.
Default having been made in
which motion prevailed.
differencein problems of law en- for goldfish is limited. Goldfishare bo involved If such a sale were held. The of placing county deposits in the
CORNELLSROOSENRAAD.
printed and circulated in said
not listed in the output of fish and supreme court ruled that the May sale various banks within the county be
the conditionsof a certainmortJOHN HASSOLD.
Mr. Ter Avest moved that each County.
forcement between Britain and
could not be held becausedescriptions had
PETER H VAN ARK.
gage dated the 13th dav of Octoof the members of the Board be
America lay in the fact that Bri- fish eggs in the United States, un- not been advertisedproperly. Legislation referredto the Finance Committee
SpecialCommittee.
less they are included under carp,
ber, 1921, executed by Henry Tayand report which
furnishedwith a copy of the resotish criminals weren’t up to the
would be necessaryto permit the sale In for investigation
VI.
Judge of Probate.
their family, of which there were September.
lor and Miranda Taylor, hia wife,
motion prevailed.
times in equipment.It was sugWHEREAS.
The narrowing of the tax lutions and that when we adjourn A true copy;
How and when the tax tales would be
as mortgagors, to The Hudsonville
Mr. Rycenga moved that the base through tax exemption threaten,lo- for the day that we adjourn to
gested that Britishpolice officers 25,732,200fish and eggs in 1933;
taken
rare
of
was
also
up
for
discussion.
Harriet
Swart,
cal self government, and
State Bank, a Michigan coiperation.
will have to lay aside their gen- or under miscellaneous fish, of
Tuesday, February23, 1937 which
In the evening the conservationdepart- Board adjourn to this afternoon at
Register of Probate.
WHEREAS. Tax qxemptlon is class leg- motion prevailedas shown by the
which there were 6,295,700 in that ment entertainedthe Associationwith sev- 1:30 which motion prevailed.
as mortgagee, and which aaid
tlemanly manners and persuasion
islation and does not alleviate the dismortgage was recorded in the office
E.
when British criminals really get year. We have seen large systems eral reels of Rims on conservationwork.
tnss as intended, but tend* to favor those followingvote. Yeas Messrs. ZylExpires Mar. 13-16285
This was largelyon the care of deer in
of
ponds
in
Maryland
where
goldwho are best able to contribute to the sup- stra, Havedink, Hendrych,Hyma,
tough.
Chairman.
of the Register of Deeds of Ottathe
north
woods.
port of government, and
fish are bred. From the extent of
STATE OF
WILLIAM WILDS,
wa County, Michigan, on the 15th
Well, here is more news of EngHeneveld, Ter Avest, Garbrecht,
Wednesday, January IT, 1417
WHEREAS. Proposed legislation for the
those ponds, even if there were no
We listened to a fine address by HerClerk.
land. Sir Malcolm Campbell, who
The
Probate Court for the Coun- day of October, 1921, in Liber 186
exemption
of
property
owned
by
aged
peo- Graham, Martin, Mohr, Cook, Ryothers in the country, it would seem bert A. Olsen on highway problems Mr.
of Mortgages, on Page 43; and
holds the world's automobile speed
cenga, Rosbach, Van Ark, Postma, ty of Ottawa.
P e merely preservesthe propertyfree and
Olsen is from the Michigan Municipal
that the supply was sufficient.
clear from tax Incumbrance*for the heirs Nies, Damstra, Yntema and RoosDefault having been made in the
record, has an inventionfor catchSession
At a sessionof said Court, held
and successors, therefore.
Cyprinus, the goldfish,is just league. "Highway funds,"he said, should
conditions of a certain mortg$tge
enraad, (19). Nays Messrs. Hasing the automobile bandits which
bo disbursedupon a formula in which the
The Board of Supervisors met
at
the
Probate
Office
in
the
City
of
another
native
of China which has use of the road is primarilythe imporBE IT RESOLVED. That this Board sold, Lowing, Stegenga, Bottema,
he has offered for use of Scotland
dated the 8th day of March, 1928
Grand Haven in said County, on
factor. The present highway plan- pursuant to adjournmentat 1:30 uiges the Legislaturenot to pass further and Misner, (5).
Yard. It is a grabhookto be at- been taken over by the Japanese, tant
executed
the above named
exemption
laws
until
.
survey
ha*
been
ning
survey
should
be
widely
publicised
P. M. , and was called to order by
the 23rd day of February. A. D.,
tached to the front of the police since the SixteenthCentury,though and ita findings should be the basic conmortgagors to the above named
made to determine their effect upon every
Mr. Graham moved that the 1937.
the chairmanMr. Heneveld.
Chinese
domestication
of
goldfish
po.ltiralsubdivision in this state, and that Clerk present the pay roll which
pursuit car. This will enable the
siderationin the matter of future highmortgagee, and which aaid mort~
Present at roll call: Messrs. Zyl- * the State fax Commission
Present. Hon. Cora Vande Wa- gage was recorded in the office of
with a suitable j motion prevailed.
official car to lay hold upon the goes way back into antiquity. way legislation.
Mr. Olsen said that it has been only in stra, Havedink,Hassold, Lowing,
Eighteenth
Century
French
comter. Judge of Probate.
rear bumper of the racing outsaid Register of Deeds on the 10th
recent years that municipal roads and Hendrych, Hyma, Stegenga, HenePAY ROLL
In the Matter of the Estate of day of March, 1928, in Liber 136
lawed vehicle and bring it to a merce in China brought a present streetshave been considereda part of
Wf
the
nnA
Gaunty
of
Ottawa
of goldfish to Mme. de Pompadour, the highway system. Three out of every veld, Garbrecht, Graham, Bottema,
Arthur Plato, Deceued.
stop.
of Mortgages, on Page 458;
Benjamin Brower having filed In
j.rs.T,
In England the police in auto- mistress of Louis XV. Today the four persons In Michigan live within the Martin, Mohr, Cook, Rycenga, Ros- s»87
And which said mortgages were
corporatelimita of such municipalities, he bach, Misner, Van Ark, Postma,
goggle-eyed
fan-tails
prized
by
fansaid Court his Anal administra- by The Hudsonville State Bank
moble cruisers are not armed.
said, and tabulations show that four out Nies, Damstra,Yntema and Roosciers
are
called
Japanese,
not
JVanif of Supervisor
tion account .and his petition pray- duly assigned to Fred F. McEachTheir sole method of stopping fleeof every five dollars raised for the supMile, Mileage Days Per Dlea Tefal
Justin Zylstra ..........
port of the highway systems is paid by enraad.
ing for the allowance thereof and ron, Guardian of John J. Soper, of
ing bandits is to overtake them Chinese.
26
16.20 1
$4.00
1
9.20
Wm.
Havedink
________
~~
A,b
Messrs.
Smallegan,
those who live in municipalities.
27
5.40 1
and to bump their car to the curb,
4.00
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signmentbeing recorded in Liber
way statute so widely abused as the Covert
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It is Ordered, That the 23rd day 141 of Mortgages, on Page 478,
speeding car will be seized and
road act, temporarilyannulledby the 1932
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4.00
9.80
Committee
Frank
Hendrych
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of March, A. D., 1937, at ten o'- in said Register of Deeds' office;
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ing said account and hearing said ceeding at law having been insti2.60
that if a dog bit a man, that was and planting sidewalks and subdivision now it seems that it will be advisableto Fred Graham ...............
4.00
6.60
~
propertystakes instead.
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6.60 petition;
just a bite, but if a man bit a dog,
tuted to recover the debt secured
"Covert roads that are of questionable further indorsetheir undertaking for the Gerrit Bottema ..............
3
4.00
purpose of showing our whole hearted In- Leater Martin .........
4.70
It is Further Ordered, That pub- by said mortgages,or any part
that was news.
value to the urban dweller. He had noth26
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1
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9 00
ing to say about their promotion, con- terest and support in their effort* to co- Maynard Mohr ...........
lic notice thereofbe given by pub- thereof, and there is claimed to be
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6.20
4.00
9.20
or cost. They were entirely out- ordinate Federal,State and County De- Richard L. Cook .......... ..."
1
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just a chase, but when a cat makes side hit jurisdiction.Yet he now finds partments in the activity of Reforestation Peter J. Rycenga ............
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4.20 lication of a copy of this order, for due on the date hereof for prin1
1
4 00
and Sand Blow Controlin Ottawa County
4.20 three successiveweeks previous to cipal and interest the
Phil Roabach ..................
of
large rattlesnake,with nine a practice of chasing dogs, that himself in the position of having to dig now therefore,
1
.20 1
4 00
4.20 said day of hearing, in the HolChan. E. Misner _____ __________
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in his pocketsto pay for them.”
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it
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court
and
into
the
rattles
$966.25 and an attorneyfee of $40.1
.20
1
was killed in Robinson
4.00
BE
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That
the
Ottawa
4.20
Peter H. Van Ark ...... ....
Dr. Louis Webber, former deputy sec23
land City News, a newspaper print- 00 in said mortgagesprovided;
4.60
township, Ottawa county, after newspapers.
4.00
8.60
retary of state, speakingin place of Leon County Board of Supervisorsdoes hereby Abel Postma ..................
23
4
1
4.00
woman in Lvndhurst, N. J., Belknap, presidentof the Michigan Road approve of the effort* now being made, or Peter Damstra ......
8.60 ed and circulated in said County.
notice is
[
which tne functionsof nature con23
4.60 1
4.00
that may be made, to enlist the<support Gerrit Yntema .............
8.60
hereby given that pursuant to the
tinued and nine baby rattlers were summoned a neighbor’s cat to court Builders and Engineers,suggestedthat the
28
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1
4.00
of
Federal
and
State
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in
the
fur9.60
Cornell*
Roosenraad
......
Judge of Probate.
last week and charged it with hav- sales tax on automobiles,trucks and ac- therance of the efforts of this Board
bom.
28
statute and said power of sale in
6.60 1
4.00
1.8#
Ray E. Nies ............... .”
cessories be divertedfor highwaymain23
A true copy:
4.60 1
4.00
said mortgagescontained,for the
Gerald Arkema, David Allen and ing repeatedlyattacked her poodle, tenance purposes. Webber estimated the through its agenciesof ConservationCom8.60
Harriet Swart,
J. Griswold of Robinson township causing her to pay $14 in vet- sales tax revenue from automobiles, trucks, mittee and AgriculturalAgent in the copurpose of satisfying the sums due
ordinateprogram of saving from corosion
TOTAL $180.30
Register of Probate.
were witnessesto the incident after erinary bills for wounds inflicted etc., at approximately19,000,000 for 1936. and other retardingor destructiveinfluon said mortgages, the costa and
•ry. A D. 1D37.
He
said
that
this
should
be
divided
equalboth Mr. Arkema and Mr. Allen on her pet.
WILLIAM WILDS.
charges of said sale, and any taxes
ly between the state highway department ences the furtherdepletion of the soils in
Expires Mar. 6—16476
She also testifiedthat the cat, a and the countieswhich now are charged Ottawa County.
been congratulatingthemand insurance premiums paid by
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
Respectfully submitted.
9UP",l”ri
selves on escape from the danger- large black and gray tom, was in with the duty of maintaining township
assignee of mortgageebefore
PETER G. DAMSTRA. Chairmsn
FOR the
Th* foregoingPay Roll
ous fangs of the large snake which the habit of chasing other dogs in roads under the Me Nitt act The counthe date of the sale, the said mortfull u,. Bth
FRANK GARBRECHT.
OF
ties are allocated 14,000,000 under the act
they suddenly ran onto on the the neighborhood.
NICHOLASSPRIET8MA.
gages will be foreclosedby sale
FRANK HENDRYCH.
which Webber said "obviously is not
At a session of said Court, held at
County Treasurer.
Allen farm where Mr. Allen was
ConservationCommittee.
And the New York Times, which enough."
of the premises to the highest bidthe
Probate
Office
in the City o
digging post holes.
He pointed out that in 1920 when only
Mr. Damstra moved the adoption
says it prints all the news that’s
der at public auction or vendue on
Mr.
Postma
moved
the adoption
Grand
Haven
in
said
County,
The journal of the day’s session
Mr. Allen had just removed a fit to print, saw so much news in 416.000autompbilesoperated In Michigan, of the report which motion carried of the report which motion prethe 9th day of April, 1937, at two
120.445.000was appropriatedfor mainteon
the
15th
day
of
Feb.
A.D.,
1937.
was read and approved.
piece of sod for the hole when they this reversal of the usual course
unanimously.
o'clock in the afternoonof said dav
vailed as shown by the following
nance of county and township roads. He
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Watei
both heard the deadly warning of of Nature that it gave the story a compared this with the 122,848,000alloMr. Yntema moved that the vote: Yeas Messrs. Zylstra, HaveMr. Mohr moved that we adjourn
at the north front door of the court
Judge
of
Probate.
cated
for
maintenance
of
such
roads
in
the rattler. They saw the big snake positionof renown in its columns.
bonds carried on the Cemeteryand dink, Hassold, Lowing, Hendrych, in.Art e*da
house in the city of Grand Haven,
Feb,ruflry 23, 1937 at
1936
when
there
were
approximately
1,In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
almost at their feet. It was killed
which motion preEscheats funds in the County Hyma, Stegenga, Heneveld, Gar- 10.00 A.
Ottawa County, Michigan, that be600.000cars on Michigan highways.In
Fiejke
Rosendahl,
Deceased.
vailed.
in a few minutes and the head and
ing the place of holding the Circuit
1929, he said when Michigan had 1,429,000 Treasurer’s office be discontinued hrecht,Graham, Bottema, Martin,
Disease of
Bert Beckman, having filed his
the rattlers were cut off. The snake
cars, 136,246,000
was allocated.
which motion prevailed.
Court for the said County of OtMohr, Cook, Rycenga, Rosbach,
petition,praying that an instruE.
was thrown on the ground and the
Asiatic Origin Webber said diversion of sales taxes to
tawa. Said premises being dethe highway department fund would perWHEREAS, the ravages of the depres- Misner, Van Ark, Postma, Nies,
ment
filed
in
said
Court
be
admitwere congratulating them.....
Chairman.
scribedas follows:
mit Michigan to benefit from a 13,000,000 sion created emergency reliefproblems Damstra, Yntema and Roosenraad.
WILLIAM
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ted
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Probate
as
the
last
will
and
selves on their escape when they
In all probabilitythe commonly federal aid fund. He said the money is in every locality of the state, which the
Nays None.
The following described land
testament
of
said
deceased
and
saw the birth of tne nine baby accepted name, “Dutch Elm dis- available on a matched fund baaia but the then existing welfare machinery,both
Clerk.
and
premises, situated in tho
that administrationof said estate
rattlers of large size and very ease,” for the elm tree ailment now highway department does not have suffi- state and local, was unprepared to meet,
Township of Georgetown, Councient
money
to
become
eligible
for
the
and
active.
be granted to himselfor some other
being fought in the region around benefit.
ty of Ottawa, State of Michigan,
WHEREAS, the emergency period has
Trees
The mother had evidentlycrawl- New York is an injustice to The Murray D. Van Wagoner, state highway definitely
suitable person.
ended: and
viz:
ed into the ground to have her Netherlands, according to Frank commissioner.In a short addresstold the
It is Ordered, That the 23rd day
WHEREAS, authoritlee agree that there
The South half of the North
young, when she was disturbed by Thone, of the ScienceService staff. siil-ervlsorsthat additionalfunds will be is to be a permanent need for an expanded
of March, A. D.. 1937 at ten A.M.,
Bye, Ear, Nsee and Throat
Prof. Charles J. Lyon of Darthalf of the South east quarter
nteded
If Michigan is to take advantage welfareorganisation, and that It is, therethe digger.
fact that the True, this disease was first recog- of further federal appropriations
at said Probate Office is hereby
for high- fore, time that we conaolidate
Specialist
the dupli
of Section six, Town six north,
snakes were born in the sunlight nized in The Netherlands. But way improvement.He said the federal eating emergency state and local welfare mouth College has found in trees
appointed for hearing said petition.
(Over Model Drug Store)
a
form
of
natural
calendar
from
range thirteen west, and condisposed of them quickly as within
government is to make anotherappropria- agencies into the more permanent
It
is Further Ordered, That pubThone points out that it did not tion for matching state funds for highway
2-5 p. m.
which he can read not only the age Office Hoars: 9-7 a.
taining forty acres of land aca few minutes they died when exand
lie notice thereof be given by pubexist there prior to the World War, work next year but that he does not know
WHEREAS, no satisfactorysubstitute of the tree, but informationon the Evenings— Satarday 7:00 to 9:0ti lication of a copy hereof for three cording to the Government surposed to the sun.
and yet by 1919 it had spread over how far Michigan will be able to go in has ever been found for the principal that weather that prevailedduring the
hones: Office
Res. 2776
vey, be the same more or less.
o
successive weeks previous to said
activities which require local administraa great part of Europe. Conjecture matching funds.
Dated January 13, 1937.
growing
seasons
of
various
years.
IN
The state so far. he said has received tion ought to bt controlled by local public
day
of
hearing
in
the
Holland
City
FRED F. McEACHRON, GuardB. J.
FISHING LICENSES has it that the disease really orig- its fair share of federal money for high- officials; and even the public schoolsof Drouth statisticsgleaned by
News, a newspaper printed and ian of John J. Soner,
inated in Asia, because that is the way work.
Michigan which receive state aid in excess Prof. Lyon from this source are
D.
C,
ft.
C.
circulated
in
said
county.
He aaid he might submit to the legis- of local tax revenuea,are under the direct particularly interesting. In the
only part of the world in which an
Assignee of Mortgagee.
Michigan led all states of the elm tree type partly resistantto lature a recommendation that a constitu- supervisionof locally elected officiala
CORA
three and a half centuries since
DIEKEMA,
CROSS & TEN CATE,
tional
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be
adopted
to
stop
diNOW.
BE
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REUnion in total sales of resident the Dutch elm tree disease fungus
Judge of Probate.
Attorneys for Assignee of Mortversion of the gasoline tax money.
SOLVED, that this Board favor* the vest- 1600, he says, about twice as many Office: Holland City State Bank
and non-resident fishing licenses has been found.
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gagee,
during 1935, but ranked fifth in
and Fred L. Woodworthfrom the Michi- welfareand relief agencies, in the various
Harriet Swart,
physiologicaldrouth which retardBusiness Address:
gan State Welfare Study Commission pre- countieain the state, in the representative
total revenue. These facts are
Register of Probate.
Holland, Michigan.
sented two reports. Dunham spoke at body of each such county,vis: the Board ed plant growth, in New England,
Fishing
brought out in a compilation of
Expires Mar. 13-16350
length on the majority report and Wood- of Supervisora
as there have been years outstandExpire*
fishing license sales by states, preworth on minorityreport.
STATE OF
GEO. E. HENEVELD, Chairman. ing for the good moisture condiNight fishing, for any species of
STATE OF
pared and released by the United
Prof. Arthur Dunham of the University
ALBERT HYMA.
The Probate Court for the Countions
available
for
plant
developSTARS1
The Probate Court for the County
States Bureau of Fisheries, Wash- fish, is at once excitingand satis- of Michigan explainedthe advantages of
PETER J. RYCENGA.
ty
of
Ottawa.
ment.
CORNELIS ROOSENRAAD.
fying. From the time twilightde- the reorganiaatlonplan. Dr. Dunham
ington, D. C.
of Ottawa
out that welfareas a whole supJOHN HASSOLD.
As a check on the accuracy of At s sessionof said Court, held
The several leading states in scends until the sky begins to red- pointed
At a sessionof said Court, held
porta 827,000Michigan eitisena at present
PETER H. VAN ARK.
his ring measurements, Prof. Lyon at the Probate Office in the City at the Probate Office in the City of
sales of fishing licenses follow. den in the morning summer fisher- at an annual coat of 146,000,000,and urged
SpecialCommittee.
of
Grand
Haven
in
the
said
Counhas consulted early crop reports.
Three states, New York, Indiana men find their best sport in the that the state consolidate its present suGrand Haven in the said County, on
IL
RESOLVED,that this Board favors a Following is some of the data he ty, on the 16th day of February, the 11th day of Feb. A. D.. 1937.
and Washington, issue combination darkness. The heat of the day is pervisionof local welfare unite, and aeaurae arbitrarypower to allocate or withA. D.. 1937.
fishing and hunting licenses:
missing and the fish come into the hold funds. He stated that 498 local wet- longer term of office for township super- has collectedto correspond with
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
visors and other township officialsto the
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaLictfiMHalf* Revenat shallows to feed and seem ready to
years which tree rings have reJudge of Probate.
fare agenciesare in the State of Michigan effect that spring electioniwill be held
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4St,«II Vlt.172 take any plug, fly or spinner tossed outside
In the Matter of the Estate of
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S 21417
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L.
Pieter Hamelink,Deceased.
Harry R. Doesbug, Deceased.
ALBERT HYMA.
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119,
144,111 is difficultwithout moonlight, yet
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.442,404 127444 fishermenare finding that the Woodworth, to "preservethe last vestige
It appearing to the court that
1736:
“Com
scarce.”
It appearing to the court that the
of township governmentthat is left''
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_
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1741: “Hot and dry all summer.” the time for presentationof claims time for presentationof claims aCalifaraU
.211.144 414.128 thrown bait, so long as it lands in againstthe encroachmentsof what WoodJOHN HASSOLD.
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2M.14S the shallows, is quite likely to bring worth called the "SocialWorken Unlol».••
against said estate should be lim- gainst said estate should be limited,
1749: “Dry until July 25.”
PETER H. VAN ARK.
Waafclnftan
877477
ths American Public Welfare Aseoeiation.
SpecialCommittee.
1762: “Forest fires; public pray- ited, and that a time and place and that a time and place be apa strike. From then on the fun be- Woodworthwas loudly applauded on hta
Comparative figures on sales of
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gins, especially if you have hooked remarks.
WHEREAS, the funds now providedfor ers and fast on account of the be appointed to receive, examine pointed to receive, examine and adnon-resident fishing licenses 1
and adjust all claims and demands just all claims and demands against
The resolutiondemandinglocal control the maintenance of former township roads grievous drouth.”
a
fighting small-mouth, for you
the year are given as follows:
don’t know where he is going ex- of welfare agencies was adopted almost are entirely Inadequate,and
against said deceased by and be- said deceased by and before said
Licaaaa Salta
unanimously. There were only two dim
WHEREAS, on April 1. 1487, the Councept away from your boat. Night seating votes out of nearly 400. Drawn
fore said court:
MICHIGAN
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ty Road Commissions of Michigan will be
fishing for brown and rainbow up by a special committee headed by Rep- inquiredto adopt into thfcirCounty Road
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
It ia Ordered, That creditors of
trout in the larger of our northern rearntativeWilliam A. Ward of Grand System the entire mileage of subdivirion
said deceased are required to pre- said deceased are required to pre254ss
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the
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substreets and alleys outsideof incorporated
trout streams has long been a
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One of the
intriguing sent their claima to said court at sent their claima to said court at
to ths supervisorsfollowing the citiss and villages and under present legMoet beautifultributeto one de| Total number of licenses sold favorite sport and many of the Mittsd
bearing of the majorityand minority rw- islation no funds are providsd for either plejuures of vacationing on the said Probate Office on or before the aaid Prohate Office on or before the
throughout the nation, according to largest fish taken have been hooked ports of the state welfare study commis- maintenance or improvement, and
shores of Lake Michigan is beach- 16th day of June, A. D., 1937, at 16th day of June, A. D., 1937, at parted ia the offering that expects
sion. The resolution favors the minority
the compilationwhich is the most during the inky hours.
WHEREAS, the demandsfor snow and combing for unusual and unique ten o’clock in the forenoon, said ten o’clock in the forenoon, aaid no reward sav« its own evideoco
report
Ice removal, dost layer, safetyprovisions, bits of driftwood that have been time and place being hereby aprecent data available on license
time and place being hereby ap- of lastingworth. Whether simple
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sales, increased 265.375 over the
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up
bjr the restless waves. pointed for the examination and pointed for the examination and or imposing in character, memorial
gency periodhas definitelyended. All anWHEREAS, ths 16 mill tax limitation
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ireviousyear. Total license sales
thoritim agree there la to bo a permanent amendment practically prevents ths rais- Many peculiar formations, often adjustment qf all claims and de- adjustmentof all claims and deor the nation were 5,121,320with
If you woke up some morning to need for an expandedwelfare orgaaisa- ing of more money locally: now, there- very grotesque in shape, are picked mands against said deceased.
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against said deceased. v from the day yon consult us.
tion. It is thereforetime that we con- fore:
a total revenue of $7,009,009.
let Fido out for his morning exerIt is Further Ordered, That pubIt is Further Ordered, That pubnainb,;rof persons gather
solidated the duplicatingemergency stats
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Mr. and Mrs. William Timhier attendant was Miss Della Talama, ed to 45 guests. Mr. and Mn. GoodFebruary and also submitted a re- receivednumerous eompUintsreport to the common council Wed- cently regarding such machines.The celebratedtheir 40th wedding an- who wore a formal gown of aqua yke wil make their home In BorHenry Geerlinga,Sr., is recover- nesday night. Those presentfor the warning includes all “slot” ma- niversary at a social gathering in blue taffeta and also carried a mix- culo. Pre-nuptialparties given for
J G tt
ing from a hip fracture suffered board meeting includedOtto Kram- chines,ball machines and other their home at West Olive, Saturday evening,Feb. 20. A social time ed boqoet George Volling attended the bride included a miscellaneous
four months ago. He can be about er, Dr. R. H. Nichols, Mayor Henry gaming devices.
was
spent and a two-course lunch the groom as best man. The bride’s shower at the home of Mrs. G. E.
Geerlinga
and
City
Clerk
Peterson.
the house, walking with a cane. No,
Mr. antf" Mrs. John De Witt of
brother, Eugene Talsma, played the Talsma; a miscellaneousshower by
it is not our mayor but a gentleFuneral services were held Tues- Holland are visiting their children, was served.
wedding march. Following the cer- Mrs. H. Goodyke, and n shower by
man from Zeeland.
day, at 1:30 p. m., from the Gerrit Mr. and Mrs. Simon Etterbeek at
Mr. and Mrs. William Westveer, emony a wedding supper was serv- the Girls’ society of the church.
Last Thursday evening a sur- Appledom home, at 198 West 17th Hastings for two weeks.
of West 11th st., left Saturday for
prise party was given for Mr. and st., and at 2 p. m., from the CenMrs. Roy Bultema of Holland, an extensivevacationtrip to FlorMrs. Dave Wiersema in celebra- tral Park Reformed Church for
ida and points of interestin the
tion of their birthday anniver- Mrs. Alice Timmer, 44, of 65 West Route 4, has as her guest Thurs- south.
day
afternoon,
her
mother,
Mrs.
saries which occur Feb. 25 and 17th st., who died Saturday in
Many friends and relataives callMarch 15 respectively. Gifts were Bronson hospital in Kalamazoo, Leonard Brink and daughter,Viola,
presented and refreshments were where she had been confined two Mrs.Comiel Diekema and daughters ed at the home of Mrs. J. Barkema,
served.
days while awaiting an operation. Betty and Socalyn. Mrs. Leonard 831 Columbiaave., last Thursday,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Fris and Those surviving are the husband, Serie and son Billy and Mrs. Arend on the occasionof her 79th birth"Your Walgreen System Agency"
day anniversary.Mrs. Barkema enfamily of West 18th st., left Sat- John Timmer; three daughters, Hovinga of Holland.
urday, for a week’s trip through Mrs. Fred Johnson of CentralPark;
Charles Schutt, of 17 East 20th tertained her children,grandchilCorner River and
Holland, Mich.
the south.
Mrs. Harold Vrieling, of Muskegon; St., employedas radio man at the dren, and a few very intimate
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dunn have and Miss Ruth Timmer at home; Montgomery Ward and Co. store friends. She was presented with
left on a vacation trip to Florida. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit here, is recoveringfrom severe el- many flowers,gifts, and cards.
Thev planned to spend three days Appledom, of Holland; a sister, ectrical shock suffered Monday at
Keith Houting, son of Mr. and
in New York City. They will re- Mrs. Joe Bronkhurstof Holland, the store when he came in contact
50c Phillips’ Milk of
35c
Mrs. Murvel Houting, 323 West
turn March 18.
and two brothers, Gerrit Apple- with a “live” wire. While working 18th st., celebrated his eighth birthMr. and Mrs. Ben Mulder and dom, Jr., of Holand and William at the store. Mr. Schutt is said day, Friday afternoon, when he endaughter, Miss Lucile and Miss Appledoom of Central Park.
to have attempted to cut the “live” tertaineda group of his friendsat
100 Aspirin Tablets 5 grain
29c
•
Ellabelle Karr were Sunday guests
Cornelius Vander Meulen, treas- wire with a pair of pliers while a party. Games were played and
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beardslee of urer of the newly-organized The holding to a water pipe which
prizes were awarded. A large birth•
Dowagiac.
Netherlands Pioneer and Historical formed a ground to complete the day cake with candles featured the
Misses Betty Vandenberg,Hol- foundation, has received a letter circuit The current “froze” him supper served from a table decor35c Lifebuoy
21c
The Fireatone Standard Tire
land, and Mae Johnson, of Zee- and $1 from the Rev. John Y. and he was unable to let go until ated in pink and green.
4.40-21 ___ S 7.70
offer* unuoaal value. It ia a first
land, returned,last Thursday, from Broek, pastor of the Trinity Refellow empoves rushed to his aid
4.50-20 ___
qnalilv tire, built of firat grade
8.20
Miss Alice Ryzenga, whose mara vacation trip to Miami, Florida. formed church, Plainfield,N. J., adand shut off the current.A local
50c Mulsified
31c
4.50-21
material*and embodying exeluaive
8.55
Miss Josephine Rooks, of Muske- vising Mr. Vander Meulen to make nhvsician was called to administer riage to Gordon Rippel of Grand
4.75-19
Rapids, will take place in the near
patentedFireatone eon»truetion
gon, who accompanied them there him a charter member of the or- medical aid.
9.00
future,was the guest of honor at
remainedfor a longer visit.
4.75-20 ___
feature*.The Fireatone (.nm-Dipping
ganization.The payment of $1 en9.30
Word was received in Holland.
75c Fletcher’s
4.75-21
49c
A son was born, last Friday, to titles a person to a year’s member- Monday night, of the death of a kitchen shower at her home, 747
proeeaa ha* been proved to give the
9.60
State st., given by her mother, Mrs.
in the organization founded
Mr. and Mrs. John Hoffman of ship in
5.00-19 ____
great eat blowout proteetion.The
9.70
Matthew
Knooihuizen
of
Minnea- R. Ryzenga. Games were played
primarily for the purpos
rural route No. 6.
•se of pro5.00-20_____ - 10.00
wider, flattertread of wear resisting
nolis, Minn., which occured Mon- during the evening and a twoviding a permanent plac
lace for the
50c
•
Vernon
Ten
Cate,
Holland
at34c
rubber give* longer, safer mileage.
HIAYY DUTY
care and safety
y of Out
Dutch relics. day. A former Muskegon business course lunch was served.Miss Rytorney, transactedbusinessin Lanman,
Mr.
Knooihuizen
went
to
zema
was
presented
with
many
4.50-20 ______ --$10.30
The Rev. Broek wrote that his
sing,
Friday.
If yon want safety, long mileage
grandfather,Harm Broek, came to Minneapolis about 15 years ago. beautifulgifts.
4.50-21 ______ - 10.75
Mrs. L. Goulooze,151 East 14th Holland in the spring of 1847, and His brother, with whom he was
and real economy buy the Firestone
50c Exlax [chocolate]
.
39c
Mrs. A. A. Webb of Nelson. Bri4.75-19 _______- 11.10
st., returned last week from a six
Standard now.
that he was an elder for 40 years formerly associated in business in tish Columbia, arrived in Holland,
weeks’ stay in California,where in the First Reformed church of Muskegon, died a month ago from
last week for an extended visit with
she visited several relativesand Holland.
injuries received when he was her son, Neil Webb, who is assist75c Fitch’s
59c
Li«e* to the Voice o/ FireMonefeaturing RichardCrooJu — icirh Marfarrt
friends.At San Diego she visited
struck by a car near his home in ant manager of the Warm Friend
Miss Dora Schermer, city librarSptakt, Monday rccninfiover Nationwide N. B. C. Red Network
her sister and brother-in-law,
Mr.
Muskegon.
A
sister.Mrs. Jacob tavern.
ian, made an appeal this week to
and Mrs. Frank Wilcey, and her
Lokker. 229 West 12th St. and ansome generous Holland citizento
niece and nephew, Mr. and Mrs. O.
Lotion
other sister. Miss Laura Knoofc AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 25c
lend his or her copy of the book,
D. Lindsay and family. At I^is
huizen,left for Minneapolis,Tues“Gone
With
the Wind,” to the liAngeles she visited her nephew and
day noon.
brary until the demands for the
niece, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley VerProf. Bruce Raymond, of the
book have subsided. Miss Schermer
burg, and friends.
reported that there are four copies Hope college history department,
77 East 8th Street
Phone 3662
Holland Mr. and Mrs. Peter Raffenaud, of the book now at the library and discussed the history of the Mex- rYYTTTTYVYYTYYYTTYYTYYTY
225 West 16th st., announce the 67 requests from persons desiring ican land claims at a meeting of
Mrs. Carl Narringa, who before
marriage of their daughter, Helen, to read the book. She said it would the Holland Exchange club in the
to Albert H. De Groot, son of Mr. be greatly appreciatedif some perand Mrs. John De Groot, 378 West son owning a copy of this popular pinning with a brief summary of
at a shower recently, given by the
20th st., which took place in South novel would lend it to the library
the history of Mexico geographic- AllJndaJe" Girls’ society, at' the
Bend, Ind., last Friday noon. The for a few weeks.
allv. Prof. Raymond explained that home of Mrs. Nanninga in Eastcouple will live in Holland, where
Clarence Vande Water of Ann Mexico is a rich country, especial-manville. She was presented with
Mr. De Groot is agent for tne MetArbor, student at the University Iv in oil and mining potentialities, _ gift from the group. Games were
ropolitan Ini jrance Co.
of Michigan, spent Sunday at the with some 15,000.000people most played and refreshments were serArthur W. Kragt, 37, rural route
home of his parents, in Holland. of whom are agriculturallaborers. ved. Eighteen were present besides
No. 2, Holland, is recovering in
The adjudicationof land claims has the guest of honor.
Marilyn June Plagenhoef,daughHolland hospitalfrom injuries sufbeen a sore snot in the diplomatic
• •
HOLLAND, MICH.
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Neil
Plagenfered about 2:45 p. m., last Thursrelations of Mexico and the United
hoef
underwent
an
appendectomy
William Dubois, 35, living south
day afternoon,when his automobile
States since the appointment of a
Allendale, was arrested, last
skidded into the side of a west- in Holland hospital Saturday.
land claims commission in 1921 and
bound Pere Marquette freight
John Bouwman, of 87 West 20th the nroblem of claims is still un- Thursday, by the sheriffs departtrain on a crossingnear the Wav- st., is recoveringfrom an append! settled today, he said. He pointed ment, charged with crueltyto aniVALENCIAS
eI*yTT8,^io.n, m*'e8 nortbeast citis operation in Holland hospital, out that the United States has mals. He pleaded guilty when ar200-216
Size
raigned before JusticeHoward Irof Holland. He sustained severe
narom iiddc, si, resident or °’iven more than $65,000,000 to
^ Mex- win, in Coopersville,last Thurschest and back injuries, scalp cuts
date for what she day afternoon and paid a fine of
and other lancerations.It was re- Park Township, who was sentenced lro ,n. ,
Larger Size
—contionons performances daily Matinees daily 2:30 — evenings 7 ported by hospitalattendants that last Thursday, by Judge Fred T. ;ns taken out of Mexico in the $10 and costs of $13. He was achis injuriesare not serious. John Miles, in the Ottawa Circuit court, ^orTT^ . j an“ °ther products.A cused of permittinga cow to freeze
atartinf 2:30 — prices change 5:00
was taken to Southern Michiganwood-wind . instrumentalquintet to death and two horses, another
and 9
Westrate, rural route No. 2 rushed
the injured man to the hospital. prison at Jackson, Monday mom- trom the High School under the di- cow and some chickens were reing by Sheriff Frank Van Etta. He rp,ctio.n nf Eugene F. Heeler, favor- ported sufferingat his farm. OffiKragt, when questionedat the hoswith several selections.
was sentenced to serve a minimum
cers said they found one horse
pital
by
Deputy
Sheriff
William
Fri. Sat, Mar. 5-6
Miss Deborah Vaneklasen, ERS standing in the bam in a deep
Fri. Sat, Mar. 5-6
Van Etta, told the officer that he term of seven and one-half years
did not see the train as he neared at that penal institution. He was administrator,and her secretary, snowdrift.
Peter Lorre and Ralph Morgan
the crossingbut upon seeing it ap- arrestedFeb. 13, by Deputy Sheriff Miss Marjorie Matchinsky. were in
proachinghe attempted to stop. William Van Etta, as a suspect in Grand Haven, Monday, on business.
A series of parties were given
Henry Bnisse, former Holland recently in honor of Miss _____
When the car skidded on the icy connection with a robbery at the
Doris
highway, Kragt told the officer Albert Brinkman gasoline filling mayor. 69 West’ 12th st.. returned Vander Molen, who celebratedher
station in Virginia park, on the home Friday from a month’s vacaMerle Oberon and Brian Aherne in
that he attempted to speed up the
birthday anniversary. The affairs
car to clear tne crossing first but preceding night, ribbe receivedhis tion trip to California.
were given in the evening, by her
penal term after pleading guilty to
“BELOVED ENEMY”
that the engine hit the rear of
Born Monday morning at Hol- •arents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. VanSaL, Mar. 6 is GUEST NIGHT— his automobile.The conditionof
ler Molen, at their home in North
Arthur W. Kragt, 37, farmer, reDeanna Dnrbin in
200 WeSt 10th s‘-' Blendon, and at each party games
Remain to see Bing Crosby and siding on rural route No. 2, Hol- nesday,at 1:30 p. m„ at the
were played and a two-course lunch
land Funeral home for Mrs.
f, „ '
“THREE SMART GIRLS”
land, who was injured last Thursman Upham, 77, of Holland rural H. P Zwemer 268 East Ninth was served. Honoring Miss Vander
Frances Farmer in
day, when his automobilewas
route No. 4, who died in Holland 8t:;, fll^d n.n apnhcation Saturday Molen were Mrs. M. Harding, Mr.
“RHYTHM ON THE RANGE” struck by a Pere Marquette freight hospital,Sunday morning,where with the city clerk’s office for a and Mrs. J. Vander Molen, of MarMon. Tues. Wed. r
train near the Waverly station was
she had been confined five days, buildingpermit to reroof his resi- tin, Mr. and Mrs. Vander Molen,
reported to be improved.
Mar. 8- 9-10
The Rev. F. J. Van Dyke officiated. dence with asphalt roofing at an Harriet, Carol, Maxine and Henry
Gary Kienstra of 322 West 15th Burial was in Riverside cemetery, estimated cost of $137.
of Hudsonville;Mr. and Mrs. HarMon. Tues., Mar. 8-9
Grace Moore and Cary Grant
st., underwent an operation in a at Saugatuck. Surviving are the
Mrs. Bert Vander Poel is con- old Becker of Grandville;Mrs. E.
Chicago hospital, last Friday. He husband and a son, Charles.
n^si
fined in Holland hospital where Vander Molen, Chester,and Evelyn
in
was taken ill while on a steamer
she underwent a major operation. of Holland; Mr. and Mrs. L. VanMr. G. J. Poelakker,Graves
Feature
der Molen, Julius, Donald and Betnear Chicago. Kienstra expects to
In contrast to present weather
remain in the hospital for three Place, Holland, was again taken conditions which registered five de- ty; Mrs. H. Vander Molen, Mr. and
Will Rogers in
Mrs. Charles Mersman and Charles
You’re in
weeks. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. to the hospitalfor observation.
grees, Sunday morning, W. J.
Willard Wichers, district superJr., of Grand Rapids; Miss Gertrude
T. J. Kienstra,visited him over the
Olive, who with Mrs. Olive is
“DR.
BULL”
visor of the Survey of Historical
week-end.
Schrotenboer, John Hirdes, RichTnes., Mar. 9 is GUEST NIGHT—
spending a vacationin Florida,
Judge Charles B. Collingwood, Records, announcednew hours for writes from Miami that the water ard Meengs, and Neal Meeuwsen of
Bruce Cabot in
Remain to see Joan Crawford and
Ottawa; Ernest Styf, of Rusk; and
who was well known in Holland, the opening of the Dutch Museum fine.
o^BrUk
Miss Johanna Dahm of North Blen“SINNER
TAKE
ALL”
died
in Clearwater Beach, Fla., and in the Hope Memorial chapel.The
Robert Taylor in
don; Mr. and Mrs. H. Poskey, Elsie,
burial took place in Lansing. He museum will be open each afternoon
Mary Lou, Lois and Henry, of
spoke here at a special meeting on except Tuesday from 1 to 5 p. m.
"GORGEOUS HUSSY”
Wed. Thurs., Mar. 10-11
Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. J. Poschild welfare in Hope Memorial and on Wednesday and Friday
key, Helen and Marvin and Mr. and
chapel and to the Rotary Club. nights it will remain open after, at
Mr. C. M. McLean and Miss BetThnra. Fri Sat, Mar. 11-12-13
Manin Lindeman of Holland, was night. The museum will be closed all ty Jean McLean returned Monday, Mrs. Harold Vruggink,of South
,or Dl,h"
Feature
a member of Judge Collingwood’s day on Sunday. The museum is from a vacation of a month spent Blendon; Mr. and Mrs. B. D. RoeSunday school class in I^ansing, still receiving relics from persons in New York, New England and lofs, Dennis, Nathan and Irwin, of
Drenthe; Martin and Henry Hoekwhere Mr. Lindeman formerly re- wishing to contribute.The super- Bermuda.
Noah Beery, Jr., in
Feature
man, of Holland; Eugene Roelofs,
visor urged teachers of the rural
sided.
Mrs. J. Vereeke of Zeeland spent
of East Lansing; Corie Dalman, of
“THE MIGHTY TREVE”
The City Heath Board met Mon- and city schools to make early ar- the week-end at the home of Mrs. Grandville;Miss Berdena Knoper,
Robert Young and Ann Sothern in
rangements
with
him
for conducted C. Van Loo on West 17th st.
day afternoon in the Holland State
“DANGEROUS NUMBER”
of Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence J. Becker
Bank Building. Dr. William M. tours through the museum.
Otto Kruger in
Dalman and Russell; Mr. and Mrs.
Joe E. Brown in
Tappan, City Health Officer, who Sheriff Frank Van Etta. Tuesday, and son returned Sunday night P. Knoper and Francis, of North
“WHEN’S YOUR BIRTHDAY?”
“LIVING DANGEROUSLY’
was unable to be present reported declared war on the operation of from Bay Citv. where they were Blendon. The honored guest was
c
he would submit his monthly re- “slot’’ machines and other games called by the illness of Mrs. Beck- presented with many beautifuland
port to City Clerk Oscar Peterson, of chance in Ottawa county. The er’s mother, Mrs. Paul F. Smith.
useful gifts.
to be placed on the records of the sheriff issued warnings, through The latter is reportedto be greatly
• • •
,’k,t
improved.
citv health board. His report for members of his department, to all
The
marriage
of Miss Getta TalsRalph Jones, clerk at the Warm
February shows the followingnum- business places exhibiting these
ber of contagious diseasesfor the gaming devices that they will have Friend tavern, returned Sunday aft ma. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
ib. tin
c.0Z
city: Whooping cough, 10; chicken to be removed within seven days or eimoon from Toledo, 0., where he Talsma of Borculo and Harold
pox, 32; and scarletfever, three. the owner will be subjectto court visited over the week-end with his Goodyke, also of Borculo,was solemnized, Saturday, at 6:30 p. m.,
City Inspector Ben Wiersma sub- prosecution for the possession of sister.
lb. tin
Mrs. J. Becksfort of East 19th in the home of the bride's parents.
mitted his report to the board for such. Sheriff Van Etta said he had
st., is convalescing at the local The Rev. H. Goodyke, assisted by
hospital followingan operationlast the Rev. A. De Vries performed the
week.
double-ringcerempnybefore an ilpS^g^SJggggggggggggggggggggg^gggggggggggggg
b*"
The Past Noble Grand Club
luminated arch, banked with ferns.
the Erutha Rebekah lodge will The bride was gowned in a formal
meet Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock frock of Royal Blue velvet and carat the home of Mrs. Martha Vander ried a boquet of mixed flowers. Her
Collection
Hill on Northshore drive. The hostess wil be assistedbv Mrs. Sarah
Van Slooten and Mrs. Blanche
Vande Vusse. Cards will be played
for Making
followingthe business meeting.
Rennet Cuatard*
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Tibbe
Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gebbens of Muskegon visited Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Tibbe, East 13th St,,
By ANN PAGE
$9.95 15.95 19.00 23.95
Sunday. Wiliam Talsma of Ludington
was
a
week
end
guest
at
the
Tj'GG
pricM
an running an areraga
High in ?tyle without the handiTibbe home.
Cj of eight to ten eente a dozen
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Van Leeuwen under their price of laat year at this
cap of high prices
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QUALITY

VOLUME
PRICES

MODEL DRUG STORE
Eighth

FOR

Magnesia •

•LONG WEAR

BLOWOUT PROTECTION

-

-

NON-SKID SAFETY * *

Shave Cream - - -

__ -

Shampoo • -

__ -

_

Castoria

-

Woodbury’s Creams

-

-

- • •

Shampoo - - -

Mary Lake Lavender

OTTAWA COUNTY
NEWS

Firestone Service Stores

THEATRES

,

HOLLAND COLONIAL

TEXAS

ims

—

29

35c

Double Feature

Crack-up

UnKeSher-

Double

When

New

Lore

*

Potatoes

Mich.

5

Potatoes

Chc€S€

SOCIETY NEWS

b,sZT

Bokar Coffee

Double

25c

*

19c

">

23c

2

Suds

Super

Double

Kraft's

Chocolate

Poms

Shredded

Wheat

10c

^

17c

23c
25c

2

27c

Hills Bros. Coffee

Ajax Soap

Showing an Amazingly Smart

X

......

2

a

Bulk Lard

SUNDAY DINNER

and Suits

—‘Suffic&Uotos-

Dresses of Chic
# VANITY

Smartness

with square mirror, size 30x30 inches.

Has four convenient drawers.

# BED

is

$4’50 7.SO lO.SO 13.96
Navy—
and White

Beautilul Prints—

full size.

0 CHEST

is

roomy with

# MODERNE
# PANELS are

in

five drawers.

design— walnut finish.

finished in high

Complete,
Similar to

New

Black

and Blouses
$1.00 X.9S 2.95

lite.

*39’5

Skirts

New

Spring'Millincry

$1.8$ and 1.95

Jas. A.
The Old
212-216 River

It

a Point to Visit

Us!

Avenue

A. Steketee & Sons
Holland

Bam

1 1
JURKet

1U 27c

^

PET
MILK

C
i

17c

12c

|5'

HAMS

SMOKED

Cudahy’s Peacock

BUTT

half lb.

Center slices lb.

27C
39c

Whole
or Shank
Half, lb.

Choice

Beef Roast

Chuck Cu

Bacon Squares

Haddock

Fillets
Ocean

Perch

Fillets

Porch

Coffee

Brouwer Co.

Reliable Furniture Store

day evening at the home of Mrs. J.
Low Cost Dinner
VanDam. Hostesses were Mrs. VanVeal Pot Pit
Dam, Mrs. J. Kole and Miss Leone
Potatoes Carrots Oniona
Britton.Bridge was the diversion
Bread and Butter
and first prize was awarded to
Raisin Bread Cuatard
Tea or
Milk
Misses Marian Matheson and second to Evangeline Homing. A twoMedium Cost Dinner
course lunch was served and the
Baked
Sweet Potato#*
honored guest was presented with
ButteredCauliflower
many beautifulgifts.
Bread and Butter
Mrs. Aaron Brondyke, East 21st
PineappleCream PI*
Tea or
Milk
st, was hostess at a surprise shower, honoring Miss Kathryn Boeve,
Very 8 pedal Dinner
who will be a March bride. Miss
Cream of MushroomSoap
Boeve was presented with many Roast Stuffed Chicken Giblet Gravy
beautifulgifts. Games were played
New Potatoes Glazed Carrots
and Mrs. Ed Van H after was
Green Salad
Rolls and Butter
awarded the prize. A two-course
Lemon Meringue Pie
lunch wsb served by the hostess as-

Coffee

Illustration

Make

wurun*n, oy»iera, cinms ana moaeu
and Balt flsh. Canned salmon la also an
economical and deliciousstandby for
luncheons and suppers.
Poultry continues low in price.Veal
la plentifuland moderately priced for
the fint time in montha. Lamb ia a
little higher and beef, fresh and
smoked pork about ateady.
The vegetable and fruit aituation
haa changed very littleduring the
da^ cake.
- M Glenna Blacher and Charles week, the beat valuee being available
Van Lent© of Holland,were united in spinach, eabbate and tha various
root vegetables and in apples, bananas,
in marriage, last Friday afternoon, grapefruit and oranges.
at 6 o’clockin Indianapolis,Ind.
Here are three dinnere built around
The bride was the guest of honor foods which are well distributed and
at a personal shower last Wednes- moderateIn price.
of Mrs. Van Leeuwen’s father,
Wells, and Mr. Van Leeuwens’
mother, Mrs. J. C. Van Leeuwen, in
celebrationof their birthday anniversaries. Games were played and
gifts were presented.The refreshments which were served in the
dining room featured a large birth-

37c

10

Gold Dust

Spring Coats

33c

2Z

Maxwell

BEDROOM SUITE

3ic

6

Palmolive Soap

THREE-PIECE

39c

20

East 8th St.

Holland, Mich.

sisted bn Miss Lucille Boeve.

Coffee

\ x |’

I
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Tan# In Thurtdaya, A ft P Band Wagon, Starring Kato Smith
and a Big Cast of Entertainer*.8UBP.IL. Station WBBM
Wo Cash WPA Checks AU Pricoa Pina 3% Saloa Ins

